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Summary 

The trust relationship between the United States and Indian peoples pervades all areas of 
Indian law. It is both a source of federal power over Indians, and a substantive limit on that 
power. It requires the federal government to deal with the Indians in good faith. Moreover, 
treaties, statutes and other federal actions create specific fiduciary duties, enforceable in the 
federal courts through actions for declaratory and injunctive relief and, in appropriate cases, 
money damages. 

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) interprets its trust responsibility narrowly, both in 
defining what duties are owed, and in defining the class oflndians entitled to the benefits of trust 
protection. Even though contradicted by its own past actions, the BIA currently takes the 

position that only federally-recognized tribes and their members are entitled to participate in 
federal programs and services for Indians. Moreover, the BIA defines "federally recognized" as 
applying to only those tribes listed pursuant to 25 C.F.R. Part 83, even in cases where contrary 
evidence demonstrates previous acknowledgment and lack of termination by Congress. These 

agency interpretations of the scope of the federal trust responsibility have a disproportionate 

impact in California because of the large number of unacknowledged tribes in the State. 

One of the most important trust duties is the duty of the federal trustee to protect the 

Indian land base and its resources and, in appropriate situations, to administer the lands and 

resources for the benefit of the Indians. The BIA has not met this responsibility in California. 
One reason for this is that the BIA has not maintained current, comprehensive data on the Indian 

land and natural resource base in California. In addition, the lack of skilled personnel, especially 

natural resource experts, at both BIA Sacramento Area and California Agency levels, precludes 
any regular and systematic collection of data on natural resources, and severely restricts the 
availability of technical assistance needed to assist California tribes in their efforts to protect and 
tnanage trust resources. 

Despite these problems, California tribes have demonstrated remarkable initiative in 
attempting to address environmental and natural resource protection and management issues. 
This report discusses a few of these tribal initiatives. 

In light of the essential role that water has played in the development of Indian lands, 

especially in the arid Southwest, this report devotes a special section to the discussion of Indian 

water resources in California and the problems, both immediate and anticipated, associated with 
the lack of any systematic approach to inventorying and documenting tribal water rights in 

California. Another section of the report is devoted to the complex process for acquisition of land 

in trust status. While fraught with problems, pitfalls, and delays, the fee-to-trust process is 

nevertheless of acute importance to the California tribes, many of whom lack homelands or have 

lands of insufficient size to undertake economic development. 
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Recommendations 

TRUST RESPONSIBILITY 

1. There needs to be a clear definition of California Indian for purposes of eligibility for all 
federal programs and services available to Indians based on their status as Indians. That 
definition should include: 

a. Any member of a federally recognized California Indian tribe; 
b. Any descendant of an Indian who was residing in California on June 1, 1852, but 

only if such descendant 
I. is a member of an Indian community served by a tribe, the BIA, the IHS or 

any other federal agency, and 
ii. is regarded as an Indian in the community in which such descendant lives; 

c. Any California Indian who holds trust interests in public domain, national forest or 
Indian reservation allotments in California; 

d. Any California Indian who is listed on the plans for distribution of assets of 
California rancherias and reservations under the Act of August 18, 1958 (72 Stat. 
619), and any descendant of such an Indian; and 

e. Any California Indian who is listed on the rolls of California Indians prepared in 
1933, I 95 5 and 1972 for the distribution of the United States Court of Claims and 
Indian Claims Commission awards. 

Historically, Congress has dealt with California Indians as a discrete group for purposes of 
federal benefits and services, as evidenced by the Homeless California Indian Appropriations 
Acts, 1 the California Indian Claims Cases, 2 and the current eligibility of California Indians for 
health care services provided by the Indian Health Service. 3 In addition, several federal agencies 
have recognized the unique history of federal relations with California Indians, and have adjusted 
their eligibility criteria accordingly. 4 The BIA, however, after decades of similarly recognizing the · 
broad eligibility of California Indians for federal Indian programs, has since the mid- l 980s insisted 
that only members of federally recognized tribes are eligible for the services it provides, even 
where the particular statute creating the benefit is intended to have a broader application. 5 Thus, 
Congress should clarify the eligibility of all California Indians, as defined above, for all of the 
services available to Indians based on their status as Indians. 

2. Congress should appropriate base level funding for all of California's federally recognized 
tribes for development and support of tribal planning and administrative capacity, 
including plans with natural resource protection and land use components. 

One of the most well-documented conclusions gleaned from the BIA's own 
records and reports is that the California Indians have consistently been allocated less than their 
fair share of federal Indian programs and program dollars. As a result, California tribes have 
received and continue to receive disproportionately lower levels of benefits and services from the 
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BIA relative to other areas of the country. This lack of equitable and adequate funding and 
services has prevented the BIA from properly discharging its trust obligations, and has crippled 

tribal efforts to protect and manage natural resources. Base level funding for tribes in California 
is essential to close this institutional gap in federal funding and services, and to assist the tribes in 

developing and enhancing their own capacities for natural resource protection and management. 

3. As part of their trust responsibility, federal land management agencies should be required

to develop protocols outlining a procedure for consultation with California Indian tribes

before authorizing activities that might adversely impact nearby or adjoining tribal lands.

Currently, the Bureau of Land Management and the United States Forest Service are 

required to consult with appropriate Indian tribes only when the approval ofleases, permits, or 
other activity will adversely affect the tribe's use of the federal lands.6 These agencies should also 
be required to engage in meaningful consultation with tribes prior to allowing activities on federal 

lands that might adversely impact tribal lands. 

4. The federally recognized status of the Koi Nation of the Lower Lake Rancheria should be

immediately clarified by the Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs. In the absence of any
action by the Secretary, Congress should enact legislation clarifying that the Koi Nation of
the Lower Lake Rancheria continues to be federally recognized.

The Koi Nation of the Lower Lake Rancheria is a federally recognized tribe, as evidenced 
by previous acquisition ofland in trust for the Tribe's benefit, as well as the Tribe's participation 

in an IRA election. The Tribe has never been terminated, but was never included on the list of 

federally recognized tribes updated periodically in 25 C.F.R. Part 83. Because of the Tribe's 

wrongful omission from this list, it is now prevented from effectively exercising its powers of self
government, and members are unable to obtain federal benefits and services available to Indians 

based on their status as Indians. 

INDIAN AND TRIBAL WATER RESOURCES 

1. The Department of the Interior should compile and consolidate existing data on Indian
water resources in California and assist the California tribes in preparing current
inventories of their water resources. In appropriate situations, the Department should
assist the tribes in quantifying their water rights. Congress should appropriate funds for

this purpose.

The first step in protecting a tribe's water rights is the preparation of a water resource 

inventory. This preliminary action has not been taken for most tribes in California. Thus, the 

tribes' reserved water rights are jeopardized by competing uses. This situation also hinders 

reservation housing and business developments that require water. 
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2. Congress should clarify that tribes can temporarily market or lease their water rights to
off-reservation users.

Officials of the Department if the Interior have taken the position that water is a trust asset
that cannot be sold without the permission of Congress pursuant to the Non-Intercourse Act. 
Given this position, Congress should clarify that any tribe can market their water resources during 
periods in which a tribe does not need or cannot use all of the water to which it is entitled. 

LAND ACQUISITION AND EXCHANGES 

Land base issues present monumental problems in California. There is a critical need to 
increase the tribal land base, as well as a need to explore economic development programs that 
are not tied to land base. Additional recommendations regarding land acquisition are contained in 
the ACCIP Community Services Report. 

1. The Secretary of the Interior should coordinate with Interior agencies and other cabinet
level officers to develop a comprehensive approach for identification of public lands and
other federal lands that could be made available for disposal to California tribes for
housing, economic development and cultural and natural resource protection purposes.
The policy should allow land management agencies to enter into three-party land
transactions involving agencies, tribes and private landowners as a means of facilitating
tribal acquisition of private lands located on or near reservations. If development of such
a policy is not within the existing authority of the Secretaries, Congress should enact
legislation providing authority for such transactions.

2. The Secretary of the Interior should work with the California tribes to develop a
comprehensive tribal land acquisition program, similar to but more expansive than past
initiatives under the Indian Reorganization Act and other statutes. 7 Emphasis should shift
from isolated, non-productive

California tribes that were parties to the 18 treaties negotiated in 1851-52 would have
retained 8. 5 million acres of their aboriginal homelands had the treaties been honored by the 
Senate. When the Senate refused to ratify the treaties and Congress extinguished the California 
tribes' land claims in the California Land Claims Act of August 3, 1851,8 California tribes lost 
claims to their entire aboriginal homeland, totaling more than 70,000,000 acres. Today, the tribal 
land base in California is just over 400,000 acres ( about . 6% of the aboriginal land base) with an 
additional 63,000 acres ofland held in individual trust allotments. Given this history and the large 
number of impoverished, resource-poor tribes in California, even a modest program of land 
acquisition should have as its target a long-term goal of returning thousands of acres of public 
lands to tribal ownership. parcels to lands that may provide viable economic development 
potentials. 

3. Existing land acquisition programs, such as that administered by HUD, should be
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expanded and strengthened through interagency coordination and streamlining of the 
bureaucratic processes ( e.g., by designating an agency official to coordinate 
BWIHS/HUD involvement). In addition, the existing formulas for determining grants 
should be revised so that they do not discriminate against small tribes. 

4. The process for transfer oflands from fee-to-trust status needs to be facilitated in
California by:

a. legislative or regulatory reform to allow identification of "land consolidation areas"
(perhaps corresponding to aboriginal territories or service areas) within which
acquired lands may be treated as contiguous to reservations.

b. a unitary, coordinated environmental review process.

c. a comprehensive program to address land contamination issues, including
environmental review requirements related to land acquisition and the procedures
for assessing and resolving contaminant issues. The program should facilitate a
process for transferring or donating to tribes private lands within Indian country
that have undergone environmental cleanup.

Public Domain Trust Allotments 

1. Congress should appropriate funds to address the needs of the Indian owners of public
domain trust allotments. This would include funding for land surveys to resolve boundary
disputes, to quiet title to easements established by prescriptive use, and to enjoin trespass
to the land and to resources, such as minerals and timber. Congress should clarify that all
owners of public domain trust allotments are eligible for these services, whether or not
they belong to a federally recognized tribe.

2. As part of its trust responsibility, the Department should establish priorities for conducting
water resource inventories-including surface and subsurface water sources-of public
domain trust allotments in California and, where necessary, quantify the allotment's
reserved water right. Congress should appropriate funds for this purpose.

3. Congress should appropriate funds for creation of a special position or positions within the
Sacramento Area Office charged with the following responsibilities: gathering data related
to preparation of allotment resource inventories; exercising allotment rights protection
authority (e.g., in quiet title, trespass, and boundary dispute matters); leasing and
permitting activities involving allotment resources; and developing a public information
program that would inform public domain allottees of their rights and responsibilities with
respect to the lands held in trust on their behalf by the United States.
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I. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S TRUST RESPONSIBILITY WITH REGARD

TO NATURAL RESOURCES OF CALIFORNIA INDIANS

A. General Overview of the Trust Doctrine

The trust relationship has been the cornerstone of federal-Indian relations since the 
founding of the American republic.9 Today it pervades all areas oflndian law. For example, "The 
canons of construction applicable in Indian law are rooted in the unique trust relationship between 
the United States and the Indians." 10 Pursuant to these canons of construction, courts will 
interpret ambiguities found in treaties, statutes and executive orders affecting Indians in favor of 
the Indians.11

The trust relationship has been viewed as both a source of federal power over Indians, as 
well as a substantive limitation on the exercise of that power. For instance, it was the initial basis 
for Congress' assertion of"plenary power" over Indians. On the other hand, it limits this power 
by requiring the government to deal with all Indian tribes in good faith. When disputes arise 
about the scope of the trust relationship, the source of the claimed trust duty has become the key 
to defining the powers and responsibilities of the federal government in dealing with the Indian 
tribes or individuals to whom the federal action applies. In certain situations, specific trust duties 
established by treaty, statute or executive order are enforceable through actions by the affected 
Indians or Indian tribes against members of the executive branch. These actions may involve 
equitable relief or money damages, or both. Thus, as the trust doctrine has evolved, different 
types of relationships have been found to exist between the United States and various Indian 
tribes and individuals. 

1. The Trust Relationship as a Source of Federal Power

In 1886, the Supreme Court held that Congress had the power to regulate the internal 
affairs of the Indians, even though no clause in the Constitution gave Congress that power. 12 The
Court apparently found this power in the trust relationship: 

These Indian tribes are the wards of the nation. They are communities dependent 
on the United States ... From their very weakness and helplessness, so largely due 
to the course of dealing of the Federal Government with them and the treaties in 
which it has been promised, there arises the duty of protection, and with it the 
power. 

(Emphasis in original. )13

Following this decision, courts have often referred to Congress' "plenary power" to 
regulate Indian affairs. 14 While modern courts assert that Congress' extensive power over Indian
affairs is rooted in the Indian Commerce Clause, 15 such an interpretation was not possible prior to
the expansive interpretation of the Commerce Power that followed the New Deal. 16 Thus,
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Congress asserted extensive power over Indian affairs for 50 years under the federal-Indian trust 

relationship before it was established that the power was conferred by the Constitution itself 

In the context of the interstate commerce clause, plenary power has been described as 
"complete in itself, ... and [without] limitations, other than are prescribed in the constitution." 17 

In the context oflndian affairs, however, Congress' plenary power is also limited by the trust 
relationship.18 

2. The Trust Relationship as a Limit on Federal Power

In early cases, the Supreme Court acknowledged the status oflndian tribes as self
governing nations, but further found these nations to be "dependent," stating that "their 
relationship to the United States resembles that of a ward to his guardian." 19 These early 
statements are the source of what is often described as the "general trust relationship between the 
United States and the Indian people."20 Pursuant to this trust, "the federal government owes a 
fiduciary obligation to all Indian tribes as a class. "21

All branches of the federal government are bound by this general trust obligation. 22 

Historically, courts "have viewed Congress' trust responsibility as merely a moral obligation." 23 

In modem times, however, courts have begun to consider Congress' trust responsibility in 
evaluating legislation.24 In theory, therefore, a court should invalidate Indian legislation where the 
purpose of the statute is not "tied rationally to the fulfillment of Congress' unique obligation 
toward the Indians. "25

When applied to members of the executive branch, a breach of this general trust obligation 
will entitle a tribe or individual to an injunction or declaratory relief, 26 but will not usually support 
a claim for monetary damages. To establish that the government owes an Indian person or tribe a 
special obligation, the breach of which gives rise to damages, one must show that a specific treaty, 
statute or executive order gives rise to the claimed duty.27 For example, statutes directing the 
management of a particular Indian tribe's assets will be found to create fiduciary duties. 28

Moreover, courts have found fiduciary duties to be created by a single statute that is generally 
applicable to Indian tribes.29 

Fiduciary duties also arise by implication from treaties, statutes and other federal actions. 30 

For example, "[t]he federal government ... incurs specific fiduciary duties toward particular 
Indian tribes when it manages or operates Indian land or resources. "31 The implication may arise 
from a single statute, or from a comprehensive regulatory scheme governing a particular area of 
Indian affairs.32

Once a specific trust duty is found to exist, it will be enforced by courts against the agency 
to which it was assigned.33 The federal government "is held to strict standards and is required to 
exercise the greatest care in administering its trust obligations."34 
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B. Identifying the Beneficiaries of the Trust Relationship 

While the general trust relationship exists between the United States and all Indian people, 
specific trust obligations are often more limited. Fiduciary obligations created by treaty are owed 
to the tribes with whom the government treated. Moreover, statutes and executive orders that 
create fiduciary duties often define the class oflndians to whom they apply.35 However, "[b ]efore 
1934, most federal statutes referring to Indians did not define the term. "36 Where the term is not 
defined, "the courts have taken the position ... that the term 'Indian' means an individual who 
has Indian blood and who is regarded as an Indian by his or her tribe or Indian community. "37 

The task of interpreting the scope of federal laws affecting Indians, however, lies in the first 
instance with the executive agencies charged with administering Indian programs. These agencies 
invariably take a more narrow view of eligibility for benefits. 38 

After the passage of the IRA in 1934, the BIA began to make more formal distinctions 
between those tribes (and their members) that were "federally recognized" (by treaty, statute or 
other federal action) and those that had not been "recognized." Commencing in 1978, this 
distinction was formalized in the adoption of regulations establishing a process for federal 
acknowledgment of non-recognized tribes, and the first publication of a list of tribes that the 
federal government considers to be "federally recognized." The trend since that time has been for 
the BIA to deny services to Indian tribes and their members if the tribe does not appear on the list 
published annually in 25 C.F.R. Part 83,39 but this trend has not been followed by Congress or 
other federal agencies. For example, the Indian Health Care Act Amendments of 1992 contain a 
broad definition of California Indian, 40 making many California Indians eligible for health care 
services provided by the IHS. In addition, the Department of Education provides services to a 
broader class of California Indians than the BIA.41 Even where the BIA acknowledges that a 
broader class of Indians is eligible for particular programs, the allocation and distribution of 
funding for federal Indian programs through the Tribal Priority Allocation process has effectively 
eliminated BIA programs that previously served Indians who are not members oflisted tribes. 42 

While many statutes and executive orders are limited by their own terms to federally 
recognized tribes and their members, some have a broader application. 43 Despite the obligation to 
construe statutes liberally and resolve ambiguities in favor of the Indians, BIA agency personnel in 
California invariably take the position that a statute applies only to federally recognized tribes and 
their members when the statute is either silent or subject to varying interpretations. In some 
cases, agency personnel use this distinction to allocate limited funds. 44 These funds are often 
limited, however, because of the BIA's practice of calculating its appropriation requests based on 
the number of members of recognized tribes, despite the fact that other Indians are eligible for 
some of the services provided by the agency. Moreover, the distinction often seems to be made 
out of a habitual reluctance to assume broader responsibility, even when Congress intends that the 
agencies do so.45 

In addition, the BIA consistently takes the view that tribes are not federally recognized if 
they do not appear on the list published annually by the BIA, even where there is evidence that a 
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particular tribe was wrongfully omitted from the list. For example, the Lower Lake Koi is a 
federally recognized tribe, as evidenced by previous acquisition ofland in trust for the Tribe's 
benefit, as well as the Tribe's participation in an IRA election.46 In fact, the Tribe was slated to be 
listed as a federally recognized tribe in 1981. 47 For some reason, however, the Tribe was never 
listed, and is now unable to obtain federal benefits, even though it is federally recognized and has 
never been terminated. 48 A similar situation has occurred with regard to the Shaahook group of 
Capitan Grande Indians. 49 

This narrow view of agency responsibility has a disproportionate impact on California 
Indians, most of whom do not belong to tribes listed pursuant to 25 C.F.R. Part 83. Given the 
history of the government's recognition of the California Indians in many different contexts and 
for many different purposes, including the Homeless California Indian legislation of the early 
twentieth century, the California Indian Claims cases, and the Indian Health Care Improvement 
Act, the effort by the BIA to restrict the scope of the trust to exclude California Indians who do 
not belong to tribes listed in 25 C.F.R. Part 83 constitutes a breach of trust between the 
government and the California Indians. 

C. Exercise of the Trust Responsibility in California

While the cases to date have not addressed the full scope of the federal government's trust 
responsibility, they have established that the government has specific trust duties with regard to 
the management and protection of the natural resources of Indian tribes, including land, timber, 
water, and minerals. 50 

The trust obligation of the federal government to protect tribal resources has not been 
properly discharged in California. A primary problem is the lack of adequate funding for trust 
resource protection in California. The lack of funding has in turn led to poor maintenance of 
records on tribal resources, and inadequate protective measures being taken to ensure the 
beneficial use of trust lands. 

The ability of the federal government to protect and preserve tribal resources depends on 
adequate staffing and funding of both BIA and tribal programs for protection of these resources. 
Historically, the BIA has failed to allocate a fair share of its annual budgets to ensure even a 
minimal level of staffing and funding for purposes of trust resource protection in California. This 
pattern of disproportionately low funding continues to the present day. 51 

Prior to the era oflndian Self-Determination and tribal authority to contract BIA program 
dollars, California tribes relied solely on the resources that were allocated to the BIA Area and 
Agency offices in California through the BIA's internal budget process. For most tribes, these 
were the only funds available for resource protection related to lands, forests, water, fisheries, and 
minerals. 

After the passage of the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act in 
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197 5, 52 individual tribes began to contract with the BIA to perform many of the resource 
protection functions. This was not intended to, nor did it relieve the BIA of its trust responsibility 
with respect to trust resources. Nor did the advent of individual tribal contracts significantly 
reduce the disparity in funding levels for BIA programs in California as compared to other states. 

With respect to both the BIA and tribal resource protection efforts in California, the 
California tribes have never received their fair share of the Bureau's budget. 53 This pattern 
continues with respect to staffing. 54 The Sacramento Area Office purportedly serves 100 federally 
recognized tribes55 and 270 public domain allotments. However, it has neither a range 
conservationist, nor a hydrologist, nor an agriculture engineer, although all other Area Offices 
employ such experts. (The Acting Area Natural Resourc.es Officer is trained only as an 
archaeologist.) When issues arise in these areas, the Sacramento Area Office must go to other 
BIA Area offices to obtain expertise. In addition, the Sacramento Area Office lacks adequate 
staffing in forestry, fisheries and minerals. Without such personnel, or access to such expertise 
through other federal agencies on an expedited basis, the BIA is incapable of properly discharging 
its duties as trustee to protect and conserve trust resources. This means that the tribes must either 
hire their own experts and consultants whenever immediate action is necessary to defend threats 
to tribal resources, or rely upon the BIA Sacramento Area Office to garner the necessary 
expertise, if available, from other area offices. Even when the tribes are able to hire experts and 
take action on their own behalf, they often remain dependent on the cooperation of the BIA, as 
BIA approval is required for a wide range of tribal activities that affect trust resources. 

Further evidence of the BIA's failure to meet its trust obligations with respect to 
protection and preservation of trust resources is the lack of comprehensive information on the 
trust land and natural resources of California tribes and individual Indian allottees. While the BIA 
does have some information on tribal water resources, and some information on other resources 
of particular tribes, it does not have a comprehensive collection of data covering the total land and 
resource base over which it must exercise trust duties. 

The BIA has done virtually nothing to fulfill its trust duties owed to Indian allotments on 
the public domain. No monies have been budgeted for protection of these lands and the resources 
located thereon. Indeed, it was not until 1995 that the BIA conducted a reconnaissance level 
inventory of the natural resources of public domain allotments in California. This inventory 
provides at least some baseline data for determining the existence of trust protection problems, 
such as trespass, encroachment and conversion of trust resources. Generally, the BIA has 
addressed the needs of allottees solely on an ad hoc basis, reacting to specific complaints from the 
beneficial owners or their legal representatives. Even then, the BIA's response has most often 
been grudging and inadequate. This may be attributable, in part, to the fact that there is no BIA 
Sacramento Area budget line item for trust protection of public domain allotments and, therefore, 
support for any such activities must come out of other trust protection funds. 

As a result of this neglect, many of the public domain allotments lack legal access and 
have been inadequately protected against encroachments, The lack.of access to allotments is a 
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direct result of the government's past failure to reserve or acquire recorded easements in the 
issuance of fee patents to adjacent allotted lands and later, in the government's refusal to initiate 
quiet title actions on behalf of the allottee landowners to establish easements. In the last 10 years, 
California Indian Legal Services (CILS) has brought at least three lawsuits to secure access to 
Indian allotments. 56 All of these lawsuits could have been avoided if the government had properly 
exercised its trust responsibility to ensure that legal access was provided to the trust allotment 
when it disposed of neighboring allotment or other public domain lands used by the allottee(s) for 
access to their land. 

With regard to encroachment on Indian trust allotments where a survey or re-survey of the 
boundaries is required to resolve the matter, the absence of any budgeted funds for this purpose 
has prevented the prompt disposition of meritorious Indian claims. Again, CILS has had to 
litigate these matters on behalf of allottees who received no assistance from the BIA In fact, in 
one instance it took over two years to resolve a simple fence-line dispute that could have been 
disposed of within months, had the funds for a re-survey been available. 57 

Another issue involving public domain allotments presents a further example of the 
government's failure to properly discharge its obligations as trustee. It concerns allotments made 
to individual Indians whose descendants are not members of federally recognized tribes. 
Recently, the BIA has taken the position that no trust duties are owed to allottees who are not 
members of federally recognized tribes, and has even gone so far as to suggest that land cannot be 
held in trust for these individuals. 58 This assertion is contradicted by the fact that many such 
allotments are held in trust, and the fact that the requirements for obtaining an allotment have 
never included membership in a federally recognized tribe. 

At the time of the allotment policy, allotments were issued to individual Indians regardless 
of their tribe's status. As discussed above, the distinction between recognized and 
unacknowledged tribes was virtually nonexistent at that time. Moreover, public domain 
allotments were available only to Indians "not residing upon a reservation, or for whose tribe no 
reservation has been provided by treaty. "59 Thus, allotments were available to Indians who were 
not residing on a reservation even though they might be affiliated with a particular tribe, or whose 
tribes were landless. Many California Indians fell into these general categories, as evidenced by 
the large number of public domain allotments issued in California. Therefore, any clear 
demarcation between these Indian allottees at that time based on a concept of tribal recognition is 
improbable. 6° For the BIA to now assert that only members of federally recognized tribes may 
hold trust allotments is contrary to historical and current practice, and constitutes a breach of the 
BIA' s fiduciary duties owed to California Indian allottees. 

II. OVERVIEW OF THE INDIAN LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCE BASE IN

CALIFORNIA

Considering the number of federally recognized tribes in California, the Indian land base in 
California is extremely small. There are 89 reservations and rancherias under the jurisdiction of 
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the Sacramento Area Office, 61 consisting of approximately 400,000 acres of land held in trust for 
the benefit of California Indian tribes. An additional 63,000 acres of public domain and 
reservation allotment are held in trust for the benefit of individual Indians. 62 By contrast, the 
eighteen unrati:fied treaties with California tribes would have reserved approximately 8.5 million 
acres,63 and the Navajo reservation in Arizona covers 14,753,252 acres, more than three times the 
amount of land held in trust for all 100 of the federally recognized tribes located entirely within 
California. 

At least eighteen recognized tribes in California have no tribal land base whatsoever. 64 

Many of the reservations in California are extremely small: most are less than 500 acres; 22 are 
100 acres or less and, of these, 16 are 50 acres or less, seven are 20 acres or less, five are under 
10 acres, and four are under five acres. 65 Only 11 California tribes have a land base of over 
10,000 acres. 

As mentioned above, the BIA Area Office in Sacramento does not have reliable data on 
the extent and location of natural resources on trust lands. The following summary is nonetheless 
based on BIA data since it is, in many cases, the only data available. 

According to the BIA Division ofForestry, there are approximately 145,000 acres of tribal 
trust land that are "capable of bearing merchantable forest products at a high enough value to 
provide a net benefit to the user. "66 Almost one-half of that acreage is on the Hoopa Valley 
Reservation in Northern California. Only two other reservations have more than 10,000 acres of 
commercial forest lands. Most tribes have a negligible amount of commercial forest lands, or 
none at all. Tribes that have no land or very little land are at an obvious disadvantage regarding 
other types of economic development as well. 67 

Although the BIA has compiled several databases regarding the surface waters that pass 
through various California reservations, this information is not particularly useful for tribes 
seeking to assert or protect their water rights. The Sacramento Area Office does not have a 
comprehensive approach to the quantification and protection of Indian water rights and addresses 
challenges on a case-by-case basis. As is more fully discussed below, tribal water rights analyses 
are extremely complicated, particularly in the context of California's dual water rights systems. 
Thus, the BIA' s failure to gather sufficient data to lay a foundation for a water rights claim 
jeopardizes tribal rights that may be threatened with little warning in disputes among other users 
of the water resource. This danger is compounded by the fact that no technical expertise is 
available at the Area Office-there is no hydrologist on staff in California, though every other 
Area Office in the nation employs at least one hydrologist. Again, this illustrates the inequity in 
allocation of BIA funding and personnel resources to California relative to other BIA Area 
Offices. 

Several tribes have taken the initiative in protecting and quantifying their water rights. For 
example, the Owens Valley Tribes have formed their own water commission, obtained funding for 
a multi:-y~ar investigation of their water rights, and are currently in the. midst of negotiations with 
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the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power and the federal government regarding the 
quantification and settlement of water rights reserved to the tribes. Similarly, the Round Valley 
Tribes of the Round Valley Indian Reservation have obtained funding to conduct a water study 
that will enable them to protect their reserved water and fishing rights in connection with Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission proceedings to establish minimum instream flows for the Eel 
River. In addition, a number of tribes have been deemed eligible for various grants under the 
Clean Water Act by the Environmental Protection Agency, and several others have applications 
pending. 

Ill. TRIBAL INITIATIVES TO PROTECT AND ENHANCE THEIR NATURAL 

RESOURCES 

As mentioned earlier, there is a lack ofadequate federal funding and BIA personnel skilled 
in natural resource matters to support tribal management and protection of Indian natural 
resources in California. These factors, coupled with an Indian land base that is both limited and 
widely dispersed over a huge geographical area in parcels ranging from less than 50 to more than 
80,000 acres,68 have discouraged the development of self-sustaining tribal economies. For most 
California tribes, the natural resource base, other than the trust land itself, is non-existent or 
economically marginal. Even those tribes which do have a natural resource base in timber, 
fisheries, water, or minerals, in most cases lack effective environmental and natural resource 
protection programs. As a result, efforts to address environmental or natural resource issues have 
been almost exclusively ad hoc, without the benefit of adequate planning and policy direction. 
The situation is further complicated on allotted reservations when individual Indian landowners or 
their lessees engage in activities that pose a threat to the reservation environment. 69 This state of 
affairs is slowly changing as some of the larger tribes develop programs using tribal, federal and 
private funds to develop natural resource and environmental protection programs. Significantly, 
the initiative for most of these programs has come from the tribes, who often wait for many years 
before the necessary funding is obtained, and anything of note accomplished. 

The following sections provide a sample of some of the projects initiated by California 
tribes in the area of natural resource management. Some individual tribes have charted their own 
course in this area, but there are also combinations of tribes, both statewide and regional within 
the state, that have pooled resources to pursue common resource management and protection 
goals. These multi-tribal organizations, while they often reflect a wide variation in tribal resource 
management needs and capacities, nevertheless provide an essential forum for tribes with shared 
interests to work towards achieving common goals. 

A. General Environmental Protection

1. Native American Environmental Protection Coalition

In southern California, the Native American Environmental Protection Coalition (NAEPC) 
was formed as a means of addressing the environmental issues and problems common to the 
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reservations of its four member tribes. The NAEPC by-laws provide that its purpose "shall be the 
provision of technical assistance to its member Tribes for the preservation, protection and 
restoration of the environment on and near their Reservations and other lands, and the 
environmental health and safety of the members and residents of the Reservations ofits member 
Tribes."70 The members of the coalition are the San Pasqual Band ofDieguefio Indians, the 
Pechanga Reservation of the Temecula Band ofLuisefio Indians, the La Jolla Band ofLuisefio 
Indians, and the Pauma Band of Luisefio Indians. 

Since its formation in October 1996, the NAEPC has received funding from the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under its Indian Environmental General 
Assistance Program. The EPA funds are being used to support the Tribes' efforts to initiate a 
comprehensive, integrated approach for assessment of on and near-reservation management 
practices that may affect the reservation environment, and to develop appropriate codes and 
ordinances necessary for the effective monitoring and regulation of activities within the 
jurisdiction of the respective Tribes. In its September 1994 funding application to the EPA, the 
NAEPC focused on what it characterized as "an increasingly alarming dilemma": "How can the 
Tribes assess the full range of environmental needs, address existing and potential environmental 
risks to human health, and prioritize and begin to respond to these needs and risks, without the 
technical expertise and tribal capacity required for such activities?" The NAEPC has taken some 
initial steps to resolve this dilemma by contracting for professional services to obtain, for each 
reservation, solid waste assessment reports and closure plans for current land fills, environmental 
assessment reports, a community solid waste management plan, Clean Water Act grants, and 
training for NAEPC staff. 

2. Campo Environmental Protection Agency 

The Campo Band of Mission Indians, a small Southern California tribe with lands located 
in a semi-desert area at the California-Mexican border, formed the Campo Environmental 
Protection Agency to provide regulatory oversight in the Band's proposed development of a 
commercial waste facility. Among the major obstacles the Band had to surmount in exercising its 
authority to regulate on-reservation development were: an enormous amount of adverse, and 
mostly inaccurate, publicity about the development; the introduction of state legislation 
purporting to authorize regulation of reservation activities; and litigation filed by an off
reservation organization questioning the authority and capacity of the Band to select an 
appropriate commercial waste company and to regulate the activities of the company to ensure 
that the on and near-reservation environments were protected. 

The Band prevailed in the first test of its regulatory authority when Governor Deukmejian 
vetoed the state bill, citing its conflict with federal law. Thereafter, the State Water Resources 
Control Board and the Integrated Waste Management Board reviewed the Campo Band's 
regulations and permits and found them to be equal or superior to State regulation. Following 
these findings, in 1992 the Band became the first tribal agency in California to sign a cooperative 
agreement with the California Environmental Protection Agency for the purpose of solid waste 
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regulation. 

The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit recently added another twist to 
the saga of the Campo Band's efforts to assert authority over reservation environmental issues, 
specifically the siting and regulation of solid waste landfills.71 In 1995, the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) had reviewed and approved the Band's solid waste permitting plan 
pursuant to its authority under Subtitle D of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA). 72 In approving the Band's solid waste program, the EPA treated the Band as ifit were a 
"state" within the meaning ofRCRA and determined that the Band's solid waste management 
regulations set forth "stringent standards" that met or exceeded federal standards. An off
reservation organization, Backcountry Against Dumps, appealed the EPA' s decision, asserting 
that the EPA lacked authority to approve the Band's solid waste permitting process because the 
Band was a "municipality," not a "state," within the meaning ofRCRA. The provisions of RCRA 
governing "approved state" plans have some obvious advantages over the RCRA provisions 
governing plans developed by municipalities, mainly that "approved states" (in this case the Band) 
can comply with the federal operating standards for solid waste landfills by using alternative, more 
flexible design standards than those that apply to municipalities. 73 The Federal Circuit reviewed
the provisions of RCRA and held that the Band was a municipality, not a state, for purposes of 
RCRA. The Federal Circuit made it clear, however, that the EPA's lack of authority to approve 
the Band's solid waste management plan did not strip the Band of its sovereign authority to 
govern its own affairs, observing that "[ w ]ith its comprehensive environmental codes and an 
agency and court devoted solely to enforcing tribal and federal environmental regulation, the tribe 
has as much authority to create and enforce its own solid waste management plan as it ever did."7

� 

B. Water and Fisheries

1. Owens Valley Indian Water Commission

In eastern California, the Owens Valley Indian Water Commission (OVIWC) is working 
to regain control over its constituent tribes' federally reserved water rights. The Commission is a 
tribal corporation established in 1990 by four Owens Valley Indian tribes: the Utu Utu Gwaitu 
Tribe of the Benton Paiute Reservation, the Paiute-Shoshone Indians of the Bishop Community of 
the Bishop Colony, the Big Pine Band of Owens Valley Paiute Shoshone Indians, and the Paiute 
Shoshone Indians of the Lone Pine Community. Its focus is a 1937 land exchange agreement 
between the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) and the United States 
Department of the Interior, wherein certain lands belonging to the Owens Valley Paiute Tribes 
were exchanged for LAD WP lands, with the Secretary of Interior reserving the Indian ground 
water rights on the parcels transferred to LADWP. Through the combined efforts of the tribes 
and California Indian Legal Services (CILS), in 1991 the OVIWC received its first funding from 
the BIA to conduct technical studies and legal research of the tribes' water rights, create and 
support the activities of the OVIWC, and initiate preliminary discussions with the LAD WP 
regarding possible settlement of Indian water claims arising out of the 193 7 land exchange 
agreement. 
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The OVIWC has been funded annually since 1991 under the BIA water resources 
protection program and functions as the tribes' water agency and negotiating arm in discussions 
with representatives of the federal government and the LADWP. In performance of these 
functions, the OVIWC has conducted legal research documenting the Tribes' water rights in the 
Owens Valley, completed technical studies to support the Tribes' water claims, and is currently 
engaged in negotiations with the LAD WP under the auspices of a federal-tribal negotiating team. 

It took the Tribes almost two decades, without technical assistance or other significant 
support from the BIA, to convince the BIA of the merit of the tribal claims and to obtain funding 
to begin the difficult process of fully documenting the technical aspects of their claims. Today 
the tribes of the OVIWC are well on their way towards achieving a settlement of water rights-an 
uncertain possibility only a few short years ago. 

2. Round Valley Indian Tribes

In northern California, the Round Valley Indian Tribes (Tribe), formerly known as the 
Covelo Indian Community, have been engaged in a 15-year struggle to protect their statutory and 
federally-reserved water and fishing rights in the Eel River. The Tribe's reservation, one of the 
oldest and largest in California, lies approximately 3 5-40 miles downstream from the Potter Valley 
Project (Project), a federally-licensed hydroelectric generation complex consisting of two dams 
and related power-generation facilities operated by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
(PG&E). The Project diverts water from the Upper Eel River into the Russian River system, 
significantly reducing the amount of water that otherwise would be present in the Eel River and 
available for tribal fishery and other uses during the dry spring and summer months. 

The Tribe, a confederation of seven tribes comprised of persons of Concow, Wailaki, 
Littlelake, Nomlaki, Yuki, Pomo, and Pit River Indian descent, attempted in 1982 to stop the re
licensing of the Project until tribal concerns about the water diversion and its impact on the Eel 
River fishery were addressed. But lack of funding for experts and studies seriously hampered its 
efforts. Although the license was eventually renewed, the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) ordered PG&E to conduct a 10-year monitoring study to determine the 
effects of the Project flow regime on the Eel River fishery. Then, after years of no funding from 
the BIA, the Tribe was awarded $123,000 in FY 1996 to begin the first phase of investigation and 
documentation of its claim to Eel River water. This funding came at an extremely opportune time 
because PG&E had recently completed a l 0-year fisheries monitoring study and released its draft 
report on the study for comment by federal and state fisheries agencies and other interested 
parties. 

In April 1997, the Tribe submitted its initial comments on PG&E's draft monitoring report 
and are in the process of preparing, with the assistance of both water and fisheries experts, its 
own recommendations to FERC on an appropriate flow regime for the Eel River. Aided by the 
second phase of BIA funding, the Tribe will have the ability to effectively participate in the 
technical discussions and negotiations on the Eel River flow issues. 
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When the Tribe and its attorney, CILS, first asserted the Tribe's water and fishing rights in 
1982, they knew that resolution was many years down the road. Without any funding for 
technical assistance or studies, the Tribe persevered and today has an excellent opportunity, in the 
context of further FERC proceedings, to achieve increased protection for the Eel River fishery. 
By protecting the Eel River fishery and its rights therein, the Tribe is protecting the continued use 
of the fish resource by tribal members for both subsistence and ceremonial purposes, consistent 
with tribal practices and traditions. 

3 Klamath River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission 

The Klamath River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission is another example, similar to the Owens 
Valley Indian Water Commission, of an inter-tribal regional effort to achieve protection and 
effective management of a trust resource-in this case, a multi-tribal fishery. 

The Fish Commission was created to provide a vehicle for consultation and collaboration 
with one another on common areas of interest in the Klamath River fishery, and for development 
of inter-tribal policy and direction on fisheries habitat restoration and in-stream flow issues in the 
Klamath and Trinity River systems. A complex of dams in the Upper Klamath River Basin, 
collectively known as the Klamath River Hydroelectric Project, negatively impacts both 
anadromous and resident fish species by presenting an absolute barrier to fish migration and 
spawning, and by reducing the natural flows below the threshold necessary to sustain viable 
fisheries. Alteration of the natural river system and adjacent agricultural uses have also degraded 
water quality. The Hoopa, Karuk, Yurok, Klamath, and Fort Independence Tribes share a 
common concern and interest in these issues, especially the issues of adequate in-stream flows and 
the Project's barrier to upstream fish migration. These issues are complicated by the fact that the 
State of Oregon has initiated a general stream adjudication for those reaches of the Klamath River 
that lie within Oregon. 

Tribal efforts to protect and restore the fisheries in the Upper Klamath have been limited 
by the lack of scientific data on the effect of Project operations on the fish resource. In order to 
develop this data, the Tribes have been pressing for the development of an operations plan for the 
Klamath River Project, including provision for minimum in-stream flows for fisheries. 

Simultaneously, the Tribes have also been working collaboratively on water quality and in
stream flow issues in the Trinity River system. The Trinity River Division of the Central Valley 

Project is a federal project run by the Bureau of Reclamation. It consists of Trinity Dam, a 500-
foot dam in the Upper Trinity watershed, and Lewiston Dam, the lower dam and flow re
regulating facility. Lewiston Dam presents an absolute barrier to further upstream fish migration. 

Currently, each Tribe funds its participation on the Fish Commission with its own 
resources or with funding obtained from other sources, such as the Bureau of Reclamation. 
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C. Forestry 

1. Hoopa Tribe 

The Hoopa Tribe in northwestern California is one of only a handful of California tribes 
accorded Self-Governance status. 75 In 1990, it was the first of seven tribes nationally who 
petitioned and were selected to participate in the self-governance project. 76 As part of its effort to 
assume full management and control of programs such as forestry-once the exclusive domain of 
the BIA in its exercise of federal trust responsibilities-the Tribe took charge, first under a Self
Determination Act program commencing in 1988 and, since 1991, under Self-Governance. 77 

Over a five-year period, the Tribe developed a new Forest Management Plan, which went 
into effect in 1994-95.78 Unlike previous forest management plans prepared by the BIA, there 
was extensive involvement of tribal leaders and tribal members. In addition, the new Forest 
Management Plan was produced by tribal staff, with technical assistance from the University of 
California, Berkeley. Had Hoopa not been a self-governance tribe, this level of tribal involvement 
and control over the process would have been unlikely. 79 

While self-governance has given the Tribe authority and technical expertise to establish its 
own sustained-yield harvest levels, regeneration practices and environmental protection 
procedures, 80 it has also raised new policy issues relating to economic development of the forest 
resource. With the shift from federal to tribal management and control, the Tribe will continue to 
confront policy issues pertaining to forest ecosystems that have been altered due to federal 
management practices and policies which did not preserve or promote ecosystem health. 81 

A 1995 study reconstructed the historical development of the forest management program 
at the Hoopa· Valley Indian Reservation and reviewed its current program in light of that history 
and in relation to self-governance. Two of the study's main findings were: (1) the self
governance forestry program is no more costly than comparable USDA-Forest Service programs 
in its vicinity, and is more cost-effective than other tribal, public and some private programs; and 
(2) tribal decision-making authority on forest management has increased under self-governance, 
but there is still room for improvement. 82 

2. California Indian Forest and Fire Management Council 

The California Indian Forest and Fire Management Council (CIFFMC) is a statewide 
inter-tribal organization which will soon consist of 17 member tribes. The formation of the 
CIFFMC was initially discussed at a meeting in Sacramento in May 1993 by California tribes with 
forestry and fire management concerns. It was formally established on June 20-21, 1994. 

The purposes of the CIFFMC are multiple and varied, ranging from basic forest 
management, such as promoting sound forest and wildland fire management on California Indian 
lands, to business and economic development, such as assisting in the establishment of California 
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Indian business enterprises that utilize forest resources or are associated with wildland fire 
management. In addition, the CIFFMC promotes the integration of cultural approaches to forest 
and fire management, with emphasis on cultural burning, and encourages the development and 
training of Indian natural resource professionals. The CIFFMC also facilitates and coordinates 
communications and information exchange among its member tribes, and between the 
organization itself and federal and state forest resource agencies. 

During 1996, a priority for the CIFFMC was to provide a forum for discussing 
archaeological rules and regulations. In furtherance of this goal, the CIFFMC Executive Board 
met with the BIA Sacramento Area Office (SAO) in May of 1996 to discuss tribal concerns about 
the SAO' s archaeological services, such as inadequate consultation between the Area 
Archaeologist and tribal staff and cultural committees, and the bureaucracy associated with 
Tribal/BINState Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) consultations. The CIFFMC suggested the 
development of a programmatic agreement (PA) on consultations between the BIA, the SHPO 
and the tribes, including a provision that would allow tribe-specific consultations to occur within 
the larger procedural framework for handling the state/federal/tribal consultation process. In 
addition, CIFFMC recommended that the PA incorporate elements of other consultation and 
cooperative agreements that have proven effective in practice. 83

The CIFFMC illustrates the utility of statewide inter-tribal cooperation in achieving shared 
goals and objectives in the management of tribal natural resources. It provides a model for 
pooling and sharing resources, which can increase tribal leverage in interactions with federal and 
state agencies. 

IV. WATER RIGHTS IN CALIFORNIA INDIAN COUNTRY

A Background 

Outside of limited contexts, water rights are generally a product of state law. Particularly 
in the arid west, federal government policy has deferred to state and local law and custom, which 
evolved as the western states were being settled. California has developed a dual water rights 
system, which recognizes rights based on land ownership and rights based on prior appropriation. 
The California Constitution applies a rule of reasonable and beneficial use to both types of water 
rights. 84 

Water rights based on land ownership include riparian rights, which allow the owner of the 

land through which surface waters flow, to use the quantity of water which may reasonably be put 
to beneficial use on the adjacent lands. 85 Riparian landowners can increase the amount of water 
used at any time, as long as the use remains reasonable. Similarly, landowners overlying a 
groundwater source may extract the quantity of water which may reasonably be put to beneficial 
use on the overlying lands. Riparian and overlying landowners' water rights are not based on 
priority and, in times of shortage, each landowner's use is governed by a standard of 
reasonableness. The rights of riparian and overlying landowners are generally not affected by 
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non-use, but may be lost by waste, unreasonable use or non-beneficial use. 86

The prior appropriation system is based not on land ownership but on the notion of"first 
in time, first in right." Thus, the first person to put water to a beneficial use (the "prior 
appropriator") is entitled to satisfy all of his or her needs, up to the amount he or she has 
appropriated for beneficial use in the past, before a subsequent appropriator may use any of the 
water. The rights of riparian and overlying landowners, however, always take precedence over 
appropriative rights, regardless of when the landowners' use began. 87 Thus, in times of shortage, 
the water may be used to satisfy the reasonable needs of riparian or overlying landowners before 
appropriators can use any water. 88 

Many California tribes had appropriated water for beneficial use on their ancestral lands 
prior to the arrival of settlers. 89 However, with the onslaught of westward migration to 
California, the tribes were pushed off their lands in the mad rush to exploit California's mineral 
wealth. They were removed to reservations under military "protection" from the hostile occupiers 
of their lands, or were entreated to relinquish some of their lands with the promise ( ultimately 
broken) that other lands secured by treaty would be made available to them. Thus, as California 
was being settled by newcomers, the tribes were not in a position to continue their use of water, 
and so did not establish appropriative rights. 

B. Federal Reserved Water Rights

The treaties, executive orders and congressional acts which created Indian reservations 
generally did not expressly address water rights, and the federal government often did not 
otherwise take steps to protect Indian water interests. The courts, however, read treaties, statutes 
and executive orders that created Indian reservations as impliedly reserving sufficient water to 
fulfill the needs of the reservation. This is the doctrine of federal reserved water rights. 

1. Nature and Characteristics of Reserved Rights

Federal reserved rights rest on the theory that, whenever the federal government sets aside 
land from the public domain for a particular purpose, it impliedly reserves sufficient water to serve 
the purposes of the reservation. 90 With regard to Indian reservations created by executive orders 
and congressional acts, the creation of an Indian reservation carries an implied governmental 
promise to make the reservation livable and to enable the Indian people to be self-sustaining. 91 

Thus, in arid western states such as California, Indian reservations will always be imputed to have 
reserved water rights because, in these locations, life without water would be impossible. 92 

Reserved rights acquire a priority date as of the date of the reservation's creation.93 Since
most reservations in the United States were created prior to the time non-Indians acquired water 
rights, federal reserved rights are usually termed "prior and paramount." In California, however, 
Indian reservations were created later than in much of the rest of the country;94 therefore, reserved 
water rights in California Indian Country are often junior to some appropriative rights held by 
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non-Indians. 

Federal reserved rights do not depend on actual use of water by the Indian people. 95 Like 
the water rights based on land ownership, they exist even if they are not exercised. 96 Thus, while 
non-Indians with junior rights may use water that the Indians do not yet use, they must reduce 
their use of water when the Indian people are in a position to exercise their reserved rights. This 
is one of the features of reserved rights which has drawn sharp criticism and hostility from 
non-Indian water users, particularly in the arid parts of California where the demand for water has 
surpassed supply. 

2. Quantification of Reserved Rights

The United States Supreme Court has declared that, in creating a federal reservation, the 
government "reserves only that amount of water necessary to fulfill the purpose of the 

reservation, no more."97 Moreover, the United States has the ability to reserve only enough water 
to serve the "primary purpose" of the reservation.98

Early cases held that the quantity of water reserved for Indian tribes was that amount 
reasonably necessary for irrigation, stock raising, domestic and other useful purposes, both 
present and future. 99 The courts often approved a certain quantity of water, but made clear that 
the quantity could be subject to modification in the future when conditions on the reservation 
changed. 100 

In recent years, courts have sometimes been required to permanently quantify Indian water 
rights, usually in the context of a general stream adjudication, 101 for purposes of providing 
certainty in the allocation oflimited water resources. 102 As a result of the McCarran 
Amendment, 103 enacted in 1952, federal law now provides for a limited waiver of sovereign 
immunity so that the United States, as trustee of tribal resources, can be joined in state general 
stream adjudications to determine Indian water rights in that context. 104 While this mechanism 
provides the benefit of certainty by the simultaneous adjudication of all rights in a given stream, 105 

it also presents a drawback for Indian tribes in that state courts and agencies have often proven 
hostile to tribal water rights. 

In cases where reserved water rights are permanently quantified, courts have strictly 
construed the purpose of the particular reservation. In general, courts look at the purposes for 
which water was actually being used at the time the reservation was created, 106 or the kind of life 
the federal government intended for the Indian people in creating the reservation. 107 At the time 
most reservations were created, the federal government policy was to encourage the Indian 
people to adopt permanent settlements and engage in agriculture and stock raising;108 accordingly, 
courts usually hold that the reservations were created primarily for agriculture and related 
purposes. 109

Where agriculture is determined to be the reservation's specific purpose, the United States 
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Supreme Court has adopted the standard of "practicably irrigable acreage" (PIA) to quantify 
Indian water rights.110 Under the PIA standard, tribes are entitled to the quantity of water
sufficient to satisfy the present and future needs of the Indian people to irrigate all "practicably 
irrigable" reservation acreage. 111 In the quantification of reserved water rights, therefore, the
tribes are not limited to the amount of water that was necessary for their use at the time of the 
reservation's creation.112 Particularly where the Indian people did not previously practice
agriculture but were encouraged to take up that practice, it was expected that water use would 
increase as the tribes developed the knowledge and technology to enable them to convert to 
agrarian societies. 113

When purposes other than agriculture are found to explain the creation of the reservation, 
the quantification will depend on the amount of water needed to fulfill the alternate purpose. For 
example, where water is needed to support Indian fishing rights, the quantity of water will be an 
instream flow sufficient to ensure the survival of the fish.11

4 The courts have not addressed
quantification where the purposes of the reservation were other than agriculture or fishing. 

3. Scope ofReserved Rights

Two important issues remain unsettled regarding the scope of reserved rights: whether 
tribes have reserved rights to groundwater, and whether tribes are limited to using reserved rights 
only for the purposes for which they were reserved. 

While there is no dispute that reserved rights attach to surface waters on or near Indian 
reservations, the law is less clear with regard to whether such rights also extend to 
groundwater.115 In Cappaert v. United States, the Supreme Court stated "we hold that the United
States can protect its water from subsequent diversion, whether the diversion is of surface or 
groundwater."116 Nevertheless, one state court has treated this language as dicta and held that
reserved rights do not extend to groundwater.117 The weight of authority, however, as well as the
purpose for the reserved rights doctrine, indicate that federal reserved rights should extend to 
groundwater. 118 

As more Indian tribes acquire the ability to use their full entitlement of water rights, this 
issue may become critical in California. The availability of groundwater to tribes will effect the 
extent to which the tribes' increased use impacts other water users. Current users of groundwater 
resources may be adversely affected by a determination that tribes have reserved rights in aquifers. 
On the other hand, requiring tribes to use only surface waters would unduly impact other users 
and uses of those resources. The best policy appears to be a resolution of disputes in a way that 
provides an ample water supply to tribes from both surface water and groundwater sources 
without unduly disrupting the established expectations of non-Indian water users. 

Another issue that often arises as Indian tribes develop the ability to exercise their water 
rights concerns the uses to which reserved water may be put. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals 
has held that once water rights are quantified, reserved water can be used by the Indian people for 
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any lawful purpose, regardless of the purpose of the reservation. 119 Other courts, however, have
limited tribal uses of reserved water. 

This issue has arisen, for example, where a tribe is awarded a quantity of instream water to 
support fishing rights and wants to change the use of that water. Instream water flows are non
consumptive: that is, they serve their intended purpose and then become available for other water 
users downstream. One panel of the Ninth Circuit has indicated that a tribe cannot change the use 
of instream water to "agricultural, industrial, or other consumptive uses (absent independent 
consumptive rights. )" 120 

A converse example arises where a tribe has been awarded a quantity of water for 
consumptive purposes, such as agriculture, and desires to change the use of such water to an 
instream flow. This type change would have no adverse effect on competing non-Indian water 
users-upstream users would still have to ensure the same quantity of water reached the 
reservation, and this "use" would actually benefit downstream users by making more water 
available to them. One court outside of California, however, has denied a tribe the right to such a 
change of use, based on its belief that any change in tribal water use would have to conform to 
state law, which did not recognize instream flow as a "beneficial'' use. 121 The Ninth Circuit has 
rejected this approach, reasoning that because reserved rights are a product of federal law, they 
are not subject to state substantive water law; 122 thus, in California, the fact that state law might 
not recognize certain uses does not, of itself, prevent tribes from using their water for those 
purposes. 

4. Indian Water Uses

Most tribes in California are using very little, if any, of the water to which they are 
entitled. Primarily because of the lack of technical and administrative support received from the 
BIA, 123 tribal governments in California have not established themselves as quickly as some 
others. As they begin to recover from years of inequitable funding, however, it is likely that more 
and more tribes will engage in activities that increase their demand for water. As tribes prepare to 
exercise their water rights, they must also prepare to defend challenges to those rights. 

To fulfill its trust responsibility to the tribes, the BIA should immediately begin the process 
of developing and acquiring data to assist tribes in quantifying their water rights. Such data 
should include the amount of practicably irrigable acreage, and the instream flow requirement 
where applicable (e.g., where the tribe has reserved fishing rights). Tribes cannot afford to wait 
until they are involved in a general stream adjudication or other litigation to begin compiling this 
type of data. 

Perhaps the most critical issue regarding tribal use of reserved water is whether such water 
can be marketed. 124 In arid western states, such as California, water marketing is evolving as a 
new economy. California has begun to encourage this practice as a way to reallocate and 
conserve scarce water resources. 125 
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To date, no court with binding authority in California has addressed the legality of tribal 
marketing of reserved water. The Wyoming Supreme Court, however, the only court to expressly 
address the issue of off-reservation marketing of tribal water, has indicated that reserved water 
cannot be exported for sale off-reservation. 126

The issue of tribal rights to transfer water has been the subject of much scholarly debate. 127 

This debate has worked its way into Congress as well. While some Indian water rights 
settlements completely prohibit the transfer of tribal water, 128 others have allowed water transfers
in limited contexts, 129 and still others have allowed such transfers without any limitation save the
99-year time limit generally applicable to leases. 130 

Transfers of reserved water likely require the approval of Congress, pursuant to the Trade 
and Intercourse Act, 131 or of the Secretary of the Interior if the transfer is deemed a lease subject
to the federal law provisions requiring approval of the Interior Department for leases of land and 
appurtenant natural resources. 132

For many tribes, water rights may be their most valuable assets, and this is especially true 
if those rights can be marketed. Tribes are often not in a position to use their full water 
entitlement on their reservations for agricultural, industrial or commercial purposes, because they 
lack funding and equipment. Marketing tribal water to non-Indian water users on or off the 

reservation, at least on a temporary basis, may provide tribes with much-needed capital to develop 
their reservation lands and then put the water to productive use on the reservation. This activity 
may be crucial to tribal economic development, and may benefit non-Indian water users who lack 
access to sufficient water for their needs. Congress should enable tribes to market these valuable 
resources. 

5. Allotments

a. Reservation Allotments

On reservations allotted under the General Allotment Act, Indian allottees have a right to 
a share of the water reserved for agricultural purposes. 133 The General Allotment Act provides

that, where necessary for irrigation, the Secretary of the Interior can regulate "to secure a just and 
equal distribution ... among the Indians residing upon any such reservations." 134 The individual

Indian's share has been held to be a "ratable share," proportionate to the percentage of irrigable 

land he or she owns. 135 Thus, an allottee's right to use a share of tribal water should be measured
by the same criteria used to measure the tribe's reservation water right, i.e. practicably irrigable 
acreage. But where the tribal water right is based on an instream use, such as to maintain a 

fishery, it may be difficult to apportion the available water between tribal and allotment rights. 

b. Public Domain Allotments

Many California Indians acquired trust allotments from public lands rather than tribal 
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common lands. The exact nature of the water right for public domain allotments is unclear. 
While there are no reported water rights cases involving public domain allotments, there is no 
principled basis for precluding the application of the reserved water rights theory to these Indian 
trust lands. 

Congress intended the allotments to provide homes and a means of subsistence for the 
Indian landowners just as reservations created out of the public domain provided homelands for 
entire tribes. Indeed, early reports prepared by the BIA in response to the effort to increase the 
Indian land base in California indicate that the allotment of members of small bands of California 
Indians on the public domain served as a kind of substitute for creation of small reservations or 
rancherias. 136 The need for water was no less imperative because the land was individually rather 
than tribally owned. And, regardless of whether the land was held in individual or tribal trust 
status, the potential for frustration of Congressional purpose would be great unless the land 
carried with it a water right. In the absence of an implied intent by Congress to reserve 
unappropriated water for the allottee' s reasonable use, the use of allotted lands for purposes such 
as agriculture, hunting and fishing might be totally frustrated, leaving the individual Indian with 
barren, worthless lands. 

The lack of adequate inventory data on the surface and groundwater resources of public 
domain allotments, combined with unsettled legal questions regarding the nature of the allottee's 
water right, have created barriers to the protection and full utilization of public domain allotments 
in California. 

V. LAND ACQUISITION BY CALIFORNIA INDIAN TRIBES AND INDIVIDUALS: 
DECREASING OPPORTUNITIES COUPLED WITH MANY OBSTACLES 

This section of the report reviews the current policies and regulations applicable to 
California tribes and individual Indians who desire to acquire additional trust lands. The land 
bases of most California tribes are small, and most tribes do not have sufficient land to provide 
housing to all tribal members. This is true even of the Hoopa Tribe, which has the largest 
reservation in California. This dearth ofland has greatly affected the tribes' ability to provide 
viable reservation economies for their members. Hence, there is a compelling need to acquire 
land for tribes and individual Indians not currently living on reservations. 

In most of the United States, the Indian land base was defined primarily by treaties, 
through which tribes typically reserved some of their ancestral lands for themselves and conveyed 
the remainder to the United States. This pattern was not followed in California. Although 
California tribes negotiated treaties that would have established a land base of approximately 8. 5 
million acres, these treaties were never ratified. 137 A few reservations were established by 
executive orders and legislation. Finally, in 1906, Congress began to appropriate money for the 
acquisition of land for "Indians of California." 138 Small parcels of land were subsequently 
acquired, and were generally assigned to Indians in the area, whether or not they were all 
members of the same tribe. Many of these small reservations and rancherias passed into non-
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Indian ownership during the Termination Era. 139 

For tribes and individual Indians, there are four principal avenues for acquiring lands in 
trust. Following the end of treaty making in 1871, and up until the passage of the Indian 
Reorganization Act in 1934, the principal means of acquiring land in trust for tribes was through 
an executive order or legislation. An additional method followed the allotment era, with 
legislation permitting individual Indians to acquire allotments of land on the public domain. 140 

Congress has passed numerous statutes authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to acquire land 
for tribes and individuals. Acquisitions requested pursuant to any of these statutes are now 
governed by 25 C .F.R. Part 151. Finally, tribes can acquire lands through Community 
Development Block Grants administered by the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD). 

A review of these different land acquisition processes demonstrates that all of them 
present significant impediments to the acquisition of additional lands by California tribes and 
individual Indians. 141 

A. The Legislative Process 

Before the passage of the Indian Reorganization Act, 142 the primary avenue for land 
acquisition in trust for tribes was legislation. 143 When the land sought is already managed by a 
federal agency, legislation appears to be the only practical alternative. 144 Such legislation usually 
involves the transfer ofland owned by the United States and managed by a federal agency to be 
held in trust for a particular tribe or tribes. 

Securing land through the legislative process is difficult for most tribes. A tribe must 
initially find a sponsor for the legislation. Some Congressional representatives have expressed 
concern about legislation for land acquisitions, due to the ( often unwarranted) fear that gaming 
operations will be established. Once a sponsor is found, Chairpersons of the relevant House and 
Senate Committees and their staff must be briefed. As a practical matter, local governments in the 
transfer areas and other tribes within the constituencies of the Congressional sponsors must also 
be persuaded not to oppose the legislation. 

Because Congress has no comprehensive plan for dealing with land acquisition requests, 
this process requires Congress to deal with the tribes' land needs in a piecemeal fashion, and tends 
to create ad hoc decisions based on special needs. Though Congress has attempted to address 
these difficulties by authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to acquire land for tribes and 
individual Indians, the difficulties associated with that process, described below, have led many 
tribes to again seek acquisitions through legislation. 

The acquisition of land by legislation involves a substantial commitment of time and 
resources. Often, legal counsel is needed to draft legislation for submission to the Congressional 
sponsor, and tribal representatives must travel to Washington, D.C., to request the support of 
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Congressional representatives and their constituencies. This commitment of time and resources is 
made without any guarantee of success. 

Recently, the Secretary, the BJA the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and 10 
California tribes, assisted by CILS, worked cooperatively to develop a model bill for the transfer 
of approximately 3,800 acres of BLM land in trust for the tribes as additions to their 
reservations.145 On May 28, 1997, the Secretary transmitted the draft bill to the Speaker of the 
House and the President of the Senate recommending that it be "introduced, referred to the 
appropriate Committees for consideration, and enacted." The tribes are now attempting to obtain 
sponsors from the California delegation to introduce the bill and expedite its passage. 

Only five bills providing for additional lands for California tribes have been passed by 
Congress since 1975. 146 This fact alone demonstrates that California tribes generally do not have 
the resources necessary to pursue legislative solutions to their land acquisition needs. 

B. The Allotment Acquisition Process

In theory, it is still possible for individual Indians to acquire allotments on public domain 
lands and within national forests.147 In practice, however, acquisition of these allotments is nearly 
impossible due to the conditions, requirements and restrictions that apply to such acquisitions. 

The most problematic restriction for California Indians is that, because of internal agency 
policy, the process is available only to a member of a recognized tribe who does not live on the 
tribe's reservation, or whose tribe has no reservation. 148 This excludes the majority of California 
Indians, who are not members of federally-recognized tribes. Moreover, acquisition of public 
lands is possible only if the lands are "not otherwise appropriated."149 This is extremely difficult 
to demonstrate in California, because courts have held that the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934, 150 

along with executive orders made in 1934-35,151 withdrew all lands of the public domain in the 
western United States from allotment and reserved them for grazing purposes.152 This severely 
limits the availability ofland for allotment, and requires a reclassification prior to settlement. 153 

Neither Forest Service nor BIA officials offer assistance to individuals trying to locate and acquire 
allotment land. This is not surprising, as there are no funds budgeted for maintenance of the 
existing public domain allotments in California. 

In addition, the applicant must demonstrate that the acreage requested for allotment would 
provide a home and furnish a livelihood for his or her family through fanning, grazing livestock, 
or both. 154 If the land requested is situated in a national forest, the applicant must prove that the 
lands "are more valuable for agriculture or grazing purposes than for the timber found thereon." 155 

Thus, it is not possible to obtain an allotment for housing purposes only. 

There is little, if any, public domain land available for allotment purposes, and any land 
that may be available is not usually productive enough to provide a livelihood. The allotment 
provisions currently in place are premised on federal policy which encouraged assimilation 
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through the adoption of agriculture. At present, many California Indians need land most 
immediately for housing. The unrealistic restrictions on allotment acquisition make further 
acquisitions all but impossible. 

C. Land Acquisition Pursuant to 25 C.F.R §§ 151. 1-151.15 

Various statutes authorize the Secretary of the Interior to acquire land for American 
Indians. 156 Federally recognized tribes and certain individual Indians157 can pursue such 
acquisitions according to the process contained in 25 C.F.R. §§ 151.1 et seq. A step-by-step 
summary of the procedure tribes must follow to .acquire trust lands is attached as Appendix A. In 
theory, this administrative procedure should be the primary means by which recognized tribes and 
individual Indians acquire land. Implicit in the delegation of this authority to acquire land was a 
recognition by Congress that the legislative process did not adequately meet the land needs of 
tribes. By delegating authority to the Department of the Interior, Congress hoped to create a 
more comprehensive, considered approach to land acquisition. Interior was the logical agency 
recipient of the acquisition power, since it already exercised broad delegated powers over Indian 
Affairs. 

An examination of the application process developed by the Department of the Interior, 
however, raises several major concerns. The fact that the process is available only to federally 
recognized tribes, their members, and some descendants of members of recognized tribes means 
that it does not address the needs of California's many unacknowledged tribes, whose members 
constitute the majority of California Indians. The process also places the entire burden of 
identifying suitable and available lands, researching title, and establishing compliance with 
applicable environmental regulations on the tribes. Few tribes, let alone individual tribal members, 
have the necessary financial resources and expertise to complete this lengthy and complex 
application process. Relative to tribes in other states, many California tribes have few members, 
limited financial resources, and minimal administrative structures. Again, tribes have to commit 
the time and resources without any assurance that the land acquisition will be successful. These 
limitations, coupled with a historical pattern that has restricted funding and technical support for 
these tribal governments, make this process a less feasible alternative for California tribes than for 
tribes elsewhere in the nation. 

Another problematic feature of the application process is that separate, more restrictive 
procedures apply to off-reservation land acquisitions. For most California tribes, there is no land 
within reservation boundaries available for acquisition. Also, much of the Indian land base in 
California is located in isolated areas with very little potential for economic development. 

According to the BIA' s own estimates, processing off-reservation land acquisitions can 
take anywhere from one to two years. 158 Recent discussions with tribes who have gone through 
the process confirm that even two years is an optimistic time frame. 159 There are several reasons 
for this delay, including the complexity of the process itself, the number of reviews required 
within the BIA, limited staffing and higher priority work assignments by BIA staff, and the 
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controversial nature of taking land into trust, especially in California. 160 

As BIA staffing is reduced at the Agency and Area offices, the time frame for completing 
the process will continue to lengthen. Additionally, the continuing battle between the State of 
California and tribes concerning gaming will only serve to increase the controversial nature of off
reservation land acquisition and cause further delays. This creates uncertainty for tribes in terms 
of planning for housing and economic development projects. 

It must also be mentioned that 25 U.S.C. § 465, one of the principal authorities for this 
land acquisition process, is under attack. Recently, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals held that 
25 U.S.C. § 465 is unconstitutional, reasoning that it violates the nondelegation doctrine. 161 

Though the decision was subsequently vacated and remanded by the Supreme Court, 162 § 465 will 
continue to be challenged by state officials who oppose tribal land acquisitions. The State of 
California, in fact, has endorsed the position that § 465 is unconstitutional, and any successful 
application for land to be taken into trust under the authority of that statute is likely to be the 
subject of litigation. 163 

There are currently 187 land acquisition applications by tribes and individuals pending in 
California, all of which depend on the authority conferred by 25 U.S. C. § 465. 164 The complex 
and time-consuming nature of the regulatory process, coupled with the likelihood of litigation 
challenging any successful acquisition, leaves these tribes with little hope of acquiring additional 
land in the near future. 

A review of the step-by-step process involved in acquiring land pursuant to 25 C.F.R. Part 
151 165 demonstrates how time-consuming and complex this process is. Tribal governments must 
have the funds and experienced staff capable of preparing legal documents, resolving disputes 
with state and local governments, and monitoring the request/application as it winds its way 
through a seemingly endless bureaucratic maze. For most tribes in California, the funds and staff 
simply are not available. Individuals wishing to use this process also will not be successful 
without sufficient funds and expertise. Moreover, the heightened scrutiny of off-reservation land 
acquisitions has a disproportionate impact on California tribes, because existing tribal lands are 
often too remotely located to support many economic development activities. 

For tribes wishing to acquire land for gaming purposes, the task is even more difficult. 
Section 20 of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) requires review and approval of the 
state before lands may be acquired for Class II and III gaming activities. Until recently, the 
current Governor of California had steadfastly refused to negotiate compacts with tribes in 
California wishing to open and operate Class III gaming operations. 166 Despite his recent 
agreement to negotiate, it remains to be seen whether the Governor will give his approval for 
additional land acquisitions. Unless IGRA is modified by Congress, the actions of the state will 
continue to inhibit these types of land acquisitions and place California tribes at a distinct 
economic disadvantage in comparison to tribes located in states where tribal-state compacts have 
been signed. 
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D. Land Acquisition through HUD: Community Development Block Grants

Some California tribes have successfully acquired land through HUD Community 
Development Block Grants (CDBG). 167 In evaluating applications for land acquisition to support 
new housing, HUD gives primary consideration to the tribe's need for new land. To meet this 
threshold requirement, the tribe must demonstrate that there is a reasonable ratio between the 
number of acres ofland to be acquired and the number of households oflow and moderate 
income that will be served by the project. The tribe must also conduct a survey to clearly and 
specifically document the housing needs of the population to be served. The survey must identify 
which households will be served by the project, including the size of each household, income 
levels of tribal members, and the condition of their current housing. The survey should also 
include figures on the population of the tribe, their income levels and the percentage who are of 
low and moderate income, and the present housing conditions. HUD will accept a waiting list 
approved by the Indian Housing Authority in lieu of a survey. 

If the threshold requirements of the application are met, HUD will then evaluate the 
proposed project's planning and implementation. HUD will consider the suitability of the land 
and whether it can be taken into trust, the commitment to move families into the housing, and the 
plans for infrastructure to support the housing. HUD applies a point award system to the 
application, which is broken down as follows: project need and design (40 points), suitability of 
the land (20 points), housing resources (10 points), supportive services (5 points), commitment of 
households (5 points), feasibility of the land being placed in trust (5 points), whether the land 
meets the need and is reasonably priced (5 points), and infrastructure commitment (10 points). 

In order to earn 40 points under the project need and design portion, the tribe must 
establish that it has no available land for new housing construction, or that the land available is not 
suitable because it cannot support the necessary infrastructure, such as water and sewage 
facilities. The tribe will receive 30 points ifthere is suitable land available but it is dedicated to 
another use, and will receive 25 points if the land is necessary for both housing construction and 
construction of amenities and infrastructure for both new and existing housing. 

In the next stage of the application process HUD awards up to 60 points based on 
planning and implementation. The initial set of factors here concern the suitability of the land: the 
tribe must submit a preliminary land investigation conducted by an independent entity which 
demonstrates that the soil conditions are adequate for septic systems, that the land has adequate 
drinking water, is accessible to utilities and vehicles, has proper drainage, and complies with 
environmental requirements. 

Next, the tribe must submit evidence that residents are committed to move into at least 
25% of the housing units to be built, or evidence that an application has been submitted for 25% 
of the units. Documentation is also required to show that police and fire protection, medical and 
social services, schools and shopping will be available to serve the site. The tribe also must show 
documentation that households have made a commitment to move into the new housing. Next, 
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the tribe must either have written assurance from the BIA that the land will be taken into trust, or 
demonstrate that taxes and fees can be paid for the land. An infrastructure commitment 
addressing water, electricity, roads, and drainage must also be included in the application. Finally, 
the tribe must document that the proposed site meets tribal housing needs and is reasonably 
priced, and that the project can be completed within two years. 

While the process described above takes a substantial amount of time and tribal resources 
to complete, the requirements are relatively clear and reasonable. Unfortunately, funding for the 
CDBG program has been declining in recent years, and is no longer sufficient to meet the needs of 
eligible California tribes. 

E. State Opposition to Tribal Land Acquisition

Aside from the burdensome processes described above, California tribes' efforts to acquire 
land are often impeded by the State of California's objection to tribal land acquisition. As 
mentioned above, the State takes the position that the Secretary of the Interior has no authority to 
acquire lands for tribes in trust. The State also seems to operate on the assumption that any tribal 
acquisition of land is for the purpose of establishing gaming operations, regardless of the tribe's 
stated purpose for the acquisition. Given this bias, the State has used the Notice, Comment and 
Response period of the process to object to proposed land acquisitions. 168 

The State has further hindered tribal land acquisitions by taking the position that the 
Williamson Act169 applies to fee-to-trust transfers. The Act is designed to preserve agricultural 
land and open space, and to promote orderly development. 170 It authorizes 10-year contracts
between local government and landowners to preserve agricultural land, in exchange for reduced 
property taxes. 171 The terms of the contract are binding on subsequent purchasers and are 
automatically renewed annually, unless either party gives notice of nonrenewal. 172 Thus, the 
landowner may terminate the contract at any time, but may not develop the land for the balance of 
the contract period. 173 Because of the automatic renewal provision, the balance of the contract 
period will always be at least nine years. 

In addition to the nonrenewal process, contracts can be canceled upon the landowner's 
petition if the cancellation is consistent with the purposes of the act, or is in the public interest. 174 

The cancellation provisions have been narrowly interpreted by the courts, 175 and local 
governments have been reluctant to grant exceptions to tribes that acquire land restricted by the 
Act. Even where cancellations are obtained, the landowner must pay a penalty equal to 12.5% of 
the land's market value. Many California tribes will not be able to pay such a penalty, even if they 
manage to get a cancellation from the local government. 

Due to the tax benefits provided by the Act, a large amount of land in California is 
covered by Williamson Act contracts. Several tribes have purchased land restricted by such 
contracts. While the BIA does not officially view these contracts as encumbrances that must be 
cleared up prior to transferring the land into trust, any litigation brought by the State would delay 
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the transfer. 

For tribes that need land immediately for housing and economic development, the 
Williamson Act presents an unacceptable delay. When tribes obtain HUD grants, they must use 
them within two years or lose the grant, so they do not have time to go through the regular 
nonrenewal process. Nor will they have time to fight any litigation brought by the State, in the 
event that the State challenges a transfer of Williamson Act land into trust. 

There have been approximately 17,000 acres of land placed into trust for California tribes 
since 1975, at least 1489.22 of which resulted from the restoration of lands to formerly terminated 
tribes. An additional 9,000 acres have been acquired through legislation. 176 There is still a great 
need for substantial increases in the land bases of California tribes. The need for additional lands 
for individual Indians not currently living on reservations is also compelling. While the high cost 
of land in California and the unavailability of useable land near or adjacent to current California 
reservations pose serious impediments for most tribes and Indians in their attempts to acquire 
more land, the policies and procedures created by the federal government are the most serious 
obstacle to land acquisition. 
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8. 9 Stat. 631.
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U.S. at 84-85 (1977); Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535,555 (1974).
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25. Littlewolf, 877 F.2d at 1064. So far, no court has held that a specific piece oflegislation is
invalid based on the trust relationship.

26. See, e.g., Eric v. Secretary of the U.S. Dep't ofHousing and Urban Development, 464 F.
Supp. 44, 48 (D. Ala. 1978); Northern Cheyenne Tribe v. Hodel, 851 F.2d 1152 (9th Cir. 1988).

27. See United States v. Mitchell (hereinafter "Mitchell r'), 445 U.S. 535 (1980); Cato v. United
States, 70 F.Jd 1103, 1108 (9th Cir. 1995) ("Courts have recognized fiduciary responsibilities
running from the United States to Indian Tribes because of specific treaty obligations and a
network of statutes that by their own terms impose specific duties on the government").

28. See, e.g., United States v. Dann, 470 U.S. 39 (1985).

29. Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes v. Bd. of Oil and Gas, 792 F.2d 782, 794 (9th Cir. 1986)
(finding a fiduciary duty was created by the Indian Mineral Leasing Act of 1938, 25 U.S.C.
§ 396).

30. As mentioned above, a familiar canon of construction applicable to federal actions affecting
Indian tribes or individuals requires doubtful expressions to be resolved in favor of the Indians.
Pursuant to this canon of construction, courts have found statutes to create fiduciary duties "even
though nothing is said expressly in the authorizing or underlying statute ( or other fundamental
document) about a trust fund, or a trust or fiduciary connection." Mitchell II, 463 U.S. at 225.

31. Inter Tribal Council, 51 F.3d at 203.

32. �' McNabb v. Bowen, 829 F.2d 787, 791-792 (9th Cir. 1987) (finding a fiduciary duty
created by the Indian Health Care Improvement Act); Pawnee v. United States, 830 F.2d 187,
190 (Fed. Cir. 1987) (holding that fiduciary obligations to manage oil and gas leases were created
by several statutes and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto).

33. See�, Mitchell II, 463 U.S. at 226-227; Blue Legs v. U.S. Bureau oflndian Affairs, 867
F.2d 1094, 1101 (8th Cir. 1989).

34. Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes, 792 F.2d at 794. Some courts will apply "the same trust
principles that govern the conduct of private fiduciaries." Id. Others have found that not all
private trust duties apply to the federal-Indian trust relationship. Begay v. United States, 16 Cl.
Ct. 107, 127 n.17 (1987). One court has indicated that the standard applied to the United States
as trustee depends on whether its obligation arises under the general trust relationship: "Where
Congress intended and recognized only a limited trust relationship, fiduciary obligations applicable
to private trustees are not imposed upon the Government." Cape Fox Corp. v. United States, 4
CL Ct. 223, 232 (1983).

35. See,�. the Indian Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C. § 479; Indian Health Care Improvement
Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 1603, 1679.
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36. Clinton al., supra note 14, at 86.

37. See Rennard Strickland, ed., Felix S. Cohen's Handbook ofFederal Indian Law, 1982 ed.,

(Charlottesville, Va.: The Michie Co., 1982), 24.

38. See, Morton v. Ruiz, 415 U.S. 199 (1974) (invalidating BIA's limitation on eligibility
for general assistance benefits to Indians living on reservations, finding such an interpretation of
appropriations made pursuant to the Snyder Act to be improper and inconsistent with
Congressional intent); Zarr v. Barlow, 800 F.2d 1484 (9th Cir. 1986) (invalidating BIA regulation
that denied higher education grants to members of federally recognized tribes based on a blood
quantum standard); Malone v. Bureau oflndian Affairs, 38 F.3d 433 (9th Cir. 1994) (invalidating
BIA regulation limiting eligibility for education grants to members of federally recognized tribes).

39. See, Malone, 38 F.3d at 435-436. 

40. 25 U.S.C. § 1679.

41. See 20 U.S.C. § 366, implemented in 34 C.F.R. Part 771.1.

42. See § VI of the ACCIP Education Report.

43. See, the Johnson O'Malley Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 452-457; Title IX of the Indian Education 
Act, 20 U.S.C. § 7881(4); and the Indian Health Care Improvement Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 1603, 
1679. See also, § IV(A)(2) of the ACCIP Education Report (discussing eligibility of California 
Indians for programs authorized by the Snyder Act, 25 U.S.C. § 13). 

44. See Morton, 415 U.S. at 231: McNabb, 829 F.2d at 790.

45. See, Malone, 38 F.3d at 437-438. 

46. See the June 21, 1995 letter to the Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs from the Advisory

Council on California Indian Policy on behalf of the Koi Tribe of Lower Lake Indians.

47. See the letter from John Geary, Bureau oflndian Affairs, to "Acting Director, Office of
Indian Services," dated October 21, 1980. The letter lists the "Lower Lake Band of Pomo

Indians" as a "Non-Terminated Rancheria" that should be included "in our listing of those Indian

entities that have a government-to-government relationship with the United States." The Kai
Nation received a copy of this letter and other documents through the Freedom oflnformation
Act. There was no document explaining why Mr. Geary's recommendation was not followed.

48. The only statute that could possibly be interpreted as terminating the tribal status of the
Lower Lake Koi is the Act authorizing the sale of the Lower Lake Rancheria. 70 Stat. 58 (1956).
This statute makes no mention of terminating the services to tribal members, terminating the
tribe's status, or the extension of state law over tribal members, as was typical of termination
statutes. Clinton et al., supra note 14, at 1186. Thus, on the face of the statute, no clear
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Congressional intent to terminate appears. See DeCoteau v. District Court, 420 U.S. 425, 444 
(1975). Nor does any such intent appear in the legislative history or surrounding circumstances. 
Id.. 

49. Testimony of Nancy Rank, Esq., of California Indian Legal Services, before the ACCIP,
December 10, 1994.

50. See,�, Mitchell II, 463 U.S. at 596 (finding fiduciary duty to manage t1IJ1ber resources);
Maricopa-AkChin v. United States, 667 F.2d 980, 990 (Ct. CI. 1981) (finding fiduciary duty to
manage agricultural lease program); Ash Sheep Co. v. United States, 252 U.S. 159 (1920)
(finding fiduciary duty to manage grazing activities); Navajo Tribe v. United States, (finding
fiduciary duty to manage oil and gas leases); Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe v. Morton, 354 F.Supp.
252, 256 (D. D.C. 1972) (finding fiduciary duty to protect tribal fishery); Confederated Tribes of
the Colville Reservation v. United States, No. 181-C (Ct. Cl. May 1, 1980), 7 Ind. L. Rep. 5037
(finding fiduciary duty to protect minerals on tribal land).

51. § V of the ACCIP Community Services Report.

52. 25 U.S.C. §§ 450 et�

53. See§§ I, V of the ACCIP Community Services Report.

54. See id., § IV.

5 5. There are actually 104 federally recognized tribes in California, but four are under the 
jurisdiction of the Phoenix Area Office of the BIA 

56. All of the following cases involved establishment of prescriptive easements across fee land
(formerly public domain land) adjacent to a trust allotment: Alvina Johnson v. Craycraft, No.
CV-F-86-305 (EDP) (ADC) (E.D. Cal. Apr. 14, 1988); Dick v. Couch, No. CV-F 29-5244-GEB
(DLB) (E.D. Cal. Jul. 7, 1995); Hess v. Parks, No. CIV-S-96-2558 DFL/GGH (E.D. Cal. filed
Dec. 31, 1996).

57. Alvina Johnson v. United States, No. CV-F-86-305ADC (E.D. Cal. 1986).

58. See Assistant Solicitor Scott Keep's July 26, 1989 letter to CILS.

59. 25 U.S.C. § 334.

60. See 25 U.S.C.§§ 336-337.

61. This count does not include the three reservations that straddle the California/ Arizona border,
which are under the jurisdiction of the Phoenix Area Office. Seven of the eighty-eight rancherias
are held for the benefit of the Pit River Tribe. Bureau oflndian Affairs, Sacramento Area Office,
"Trust Acreage - Summary, CY Ending December 31, 1996" (attached hereto as Exhibit 1).
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62. Id.

63. See Flushman and Barbieri, supra note 2, at 403-404.

64. See Table 1 to the ACCIP Economic Development Report.

65. Id.

66. Bureau oflndian Affairs, Division ofForestry, "1995 Catalogue ofForest Acres."

67. See the Summary and§ I of the ACCIP Economic Development Report for further

discussion of the importance of land to tribal economic development.

68. See Exhibit 1.

69. In an increasing number of cases involving allotted reservations in Southern California, tribal
governments have initiated lawsuits to shut down activities on allotted lands that pose health
hazards or threaten the reservation environment. On the Rincon Indian Reservation, the tribe
succeeded in excluding from the reservation the non-Indian operators of a slaughterhouse located
on allotted lands. Rincon Band ofLuiseno Mission Indians v. Chavez, No. CV 94-1550 H(CGA)
(S.D. Cal.) (Order Clarifying Default Judgment Order, entered March 30, 1995). The operator's
disposition of animal parts through incineration and other means of disposal posed threats to the
air quality and health of other reservation residents. In another case, Indian allottees on the
Cahuilla Reservation entered into an agreement with off-reservation businesses under which the
businesses were allowed to dump sludge containing toxic materials on the allotted reservation
lands. The tribe obtained a preliminary injunction enjoining the dumping. Cahuilla Band of

Indians v. Candelaria et al., No. CV 91-5938-ER (C.D. Cal.) (Order Re: Summary Judgment,

entered March 10, 1992). Similarly, on the Torres-Martinez Reservation, tribal members
blockaded reservation roads in protest over the actions of individual allottees who had entered

into agreements with off-reservation companies to dump toxic waste on allotted reservation lands.
See§ VIII(C) of the ACCIP Community Services Report.

70. Article II, By-laws of the Native American Environmental Protection Coalition.

71. Backcount:cy Against Dumps v. Environmental Protection Agency. 100 F.3d 147 (D.C. Cir.

1996).

72. 42 U.S.C. §§ 6941-6949a.

73. See 40 C.F.R. Part 258.

74. Backcount:cy Against Dumps, 100 F.3d at 151.

75. Richard R. Harris et al., Tribal Self-Governance and Forest Management at the Hoopa Valley
Indian Reservation Humboldt County California, 19 Amer. Indian Culture and Research Journal,
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7 ( 1995). The other tribes that have been accorded self-governance status are the Yurok, the 
Karuk, and the Redding Rancheria. The Cabazon Band of Cahuilla Mission Indians has an 
application for self-governance status pending. 

76. Id.

77. Id. at 12.

78. Id.

79. Id. at 13.

80. Id. at 28.

81. See Ronald L. Trosper, Traditional American Indian Economic Policy, 19 Amer. Indian
Culture and Research Journal, 89 (1995). Trosper observes: "As Indian tribes attain control of
their reservations, they will be faced with decisions about the management of ecosystems that
have already been manipulated according to the engineering and management principles espoused
by the federal government." Id.

82. See Harris et al., supra note 75, at 31.

83. The CIFFMC specifically referenced the Hoopa Valley Tribes' Memorandum Of
Understanding with the United States Forest Service and the BIA, and the Statewide Fire
Agreement as examples of successful coordination efforts.

84. Cal. Const. Article X, Section 2.

85. Peabody v. City of Vallejo, 2 Cal. 2d 351,366 (1935).

86. It is questionable whether riparian rights can be lost by prescription, which is a form of
adverse possession. See People v. Shirokow, 25 Cal. 3d 301 (1980).

87. There is an exception when the appropriation was commenced before the riparian land owner
received a patent from the state or federal government. See Lux v. Haggin, 69 Cal. 255, 344-49
(1886). In addition, unexercised riparian rights can lose their priority over appropriative rights in
a statutory adjudication. See In re Waters ofLong Valley Creek Stream System, 25 Cal. 3d 339,
358-359 (1979).

88. Surface water rights in California are governed by a comprehensive regulatory scheme arid
subject to the jurisdiction of the State Water Resources Control Board, which is authorized to,
among other things, issue permits. Since 1914, permits have been required for all appropriations
of surface water. California's statutory scheme provides for general stream adjudications,
pursuant to which the State Water Resources Control Board, and ultimately the state courts, have
authority to determine all water rights in a given stream. Despite the lack of a comprehensive
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regulatory system for groundwater, it can be included in statutory adjudications under certain 
circumstances. See, e.g., In the Matter of the Application of the Southern California Water 
Company. 57 CPUC 580 (1992). In that case, the Board found that portions of the groundwater 
supply were so inter-connected with the surface waters that groundwater had to be included in the 
adjudication to achieve a "fair and effective" determination of water rights. 

89. Originally, the establishment of an appropriative right required possession of the water, as 
evidenced by some type of diversion of, or physical control over the water. See California Trout, 
Inc. v. State Water Resources Control Board, 90 Cal.App.3d 816, 819 (1979). Many California 
tribes diverted water for agriculture prior to the arrival of Europeans. 

90. Where Indian land was reserved by treaty, the treaty is generally interpreted as reserving 
natural resources, including water, not expressly given up by the tribes. Thus, where a treaty is 
involved, it is the tribe, not the federal government, that impliedly reserved the rights to natural 
resources. See Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564 (1908). 

91. See Strickland, ed., supra note 37, at 596. 

92. As the Supreme Court has stated: 

It can be said without overstatement that when the Indians were put on these 
reservations they were not considered to be located in the most desirable area of 
the Nation. It is impossible to believe that when Congress created the great 
Colorado River Indian Reservation and when the Executive Department of this 
Nation created the other reservations they were unaware that most of the lands 
were of the desert kind-hot, scorching sands-and that water from the river 
would be essential to the life of the Indian people and to the animals they hunted 
and the crops they raised. 

Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 598-599 (1963) (hereinafter "Arizona I"). 

93. In a few cases, reserved rights have been given a priority date prior to the creation of the 
reservation. When Indian tribes have traditionally and uninterruptedly relied on certain resources 
for their subsistence or as an integral part of their culture, and the rights to those resources have 
not been expressly given up through a treaty or other agreement, the tribes are said to have 
"aboriginal title" to those resources, which dates from time immemorial. See Strickland, ed., 
supra note 37, at 590-591. 

94. See§ I of the ACCIP Termination Report. 

95. See Ahtanum Irrigation Dist. v. United States, 236 F.2d 321, 327 (9th Cir. 1956). 

96. Id. at 335. 

97. Cappaert v. United States, 426 U.S. 128, 141 (1976). 
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98. United States v. New Mexico, 438 U.S. 696, 702 (1978). 

99. Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564, 576-577 (1908); Conrad Inv. Co. v. United States, 
161 F. 829, 831-832 (9 th Cir. 1908). 

100. See,~' Conrad Inv. Co., 161 F. at 835. 

101. See,~, Arizona I; United States v. Anderson, 736 F.2d 1358 (9 th Cir. 1984); In re Gen. 
Adjudication of All Rights to Use Water in the Big Hom River Sys. and All Other Sources, 753 
P.2d 76 (Wyo. 1988), a.ff'd by an equally divided court without opinion sub nom, Wyoming v. 
United States, 492 U.S. 406 (1989) (hereinafter "Big Hom I"). 

102. See,~, Arizona v. California, 460 U.S. 605,620 (1983) (hereinafter "Arizona II") 
(noting certainty ofright particularly important with respect to water in western states); Colville 
Confederated Tribes v. Walton, 647 F.2d 42, 48 (9th Cir. 1981) ("We recognize that open-ended 
water rights are a growing source of conflict and uncertainty in the West. Until their extent is 
determined, state-created water rights cannot be relied on by property owners ... Resolution of 
the problem is found in quantifying reserved water rights.") 

103. 43 U.S.C. § 666. 

104. See id.; Colorado River Water Conservation Dist. v. United States, 424 U.S. 800, 819 
(1976). 

105. See id. at 819. 

106. See,~' Alaska Pac. Fisheries v. United States, 438 U.S. 78, 88 (1918); United States v. 
Adair, 723 F.2d 1394, 1409 (9 th Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 467 U.S. 1242 (1984); Colville 
Confederated Tribes, 647 F.2d at 48. 

107. See,~-, Winters, 207 U.S. at 576; Skeem v. United States, 273 F. 93, 95 (9th Cir. 1921); 
Conrad Inv. Co., 161 F. at 831. 

108. Judith V. Royster, A Primer on Indian Water Rights: More Questions Than Answers, 30 
Tulsa L.J. 61, 71 (1994). 

109. See, e.g., Arizona I, 373 U.S. at 598-600; Winters, 207 U.S. at 576; Conrad Inv. Co., 161 
F. at 831-32; Note, Settlement or Adjudication: Resolving Indian Reserved Rights, 36 Ariz. L. 
Rev. 195, 205 (1994). 

110. Arizona I, 3 73 U.S. at 600-601. 

111. Id. at 600. The Court rejected the "reasonably foreseeable needs" standard urged by the 
State of Arizona, noting that "How many Indians there will be and what their future needs will be 
can only be guessed." 
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112. Cf Ahtanum Irrigation Dist., 236 F.2d at 326-27. 

113. Id. 

114. See, e.g .. United States v. Adair, 723 F.2d 1394, 1408-1411 (9th Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 
467 U.S. 1252 (1984). 

115. In the context of this discussion, the term "groundwater" refers to water flowing in 
subterranean streams, to percolating underground water, or to basins. Such underground water 
may or may not be hydrologically connected to surface water. 

116. Cappaert, 426 U.S. at 143. 

117. See Big Horn I, 753 P.2d at 100. The Wyoming Supreme Court, while noting that "the 
logic which supports a reservation of surface water to fulfill the purpose of the reservation also 
supports reservation of groundwater," nonetheless declined to extend the scope of the right 
because, in its view, no other court had done so. Id. at 99-100. 

118. The Wyoming court's holding has not been followed in any other published opinion and has 
been criticized by several commentators. Moreover, courts in Arizona and Washington, as well as 
the Court of Claims and the Federal Circuit, have indicated that reserved rights extend to 
groundwater. See In the Matter of the Determination of Conflicting Rights to the Use of Water 
from the Salt River Above Granite Reef Dam, 484 F. Supp. 778, 784 (D. Ariz. 1980); In re Gen. 
Adjudication of All Rights to the Water in the Gila River Sys. and Source, 15 Ind. L. Rep. 5099, 
5104 (Ariz. Super. Ct., Sept. 9, 1988); Colville Confederated Tribes v. Walton, 460 F. Supp. 
1320, 1326 (E.D. Wash. 1978), ajf'd in part, 647 F.2d 42 (9th Cir.) cert. denied, 454 U.S. 1092 
( 1981 ); Gila River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community v. United States, 9 Cl. Ct. 660, 699-700 
(1986), aff'd 877 F.2d 961 (Fed. Cir. 1989); Gila River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community v. 
United States, 695 F.2d 559, 561 (Fed. Cir. 1982). 

119. See Colville Confederated Tribes, 647 F.2d at 48-49. 

120. See United States v. Adair, 723 F.2d 1394, 1411 (9th Cir. 1983). The Ninth Circuit's 
opinion in Adair did not address the common state law "no-injury" rule, which allows for changes 
in the place or nature of water use only when such changes do not injure competing water users. 
While no court has expressly addressed the issue, commentators dispute whether Indian water 
users, as holders of federal rights, are or should be subject to the state law no-injury rule. 
Compare, e.g., Jack D. Palma III, Considerations and Conclusions Concerning the Transferability 
oflndian Water Rights, 20 Nat. Resources J. 91, 94 (1980) (tribes should not rely on no-injury 
rule because they historically have not exercised their rights at all, so virtually any consumptive 
use would subject competing users to injury), with William F. Veeder, Water Rights in the Coal 
Fields of the Yellowstone River Basin, 40 Law & Contemp. Probs. 77, 89 (1976) (use ofreserved 
rights should be limited only by no-injury rule), and with Susan M. Williams, Indian Winters 
Water Rights Administration: Averting New War, 11 Pub. Land L. Rev. 53, 74-75 (1990) 
( arguing no-injury rule should not by law apply to reserved water use.) 
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121. See In re General Adjudication of All Rights to Use Water in the Big Hom River Sys. and 
All Other Sources, 835 P.2d 273, 277-279 (Wyo. 1992) (hereinafter Big Horn II). 

122. Adair, 723 F.2d at 1410-1411; id. at n.19. 

123. See§§ V, VI, and IX of the ACCIP Community Services Report. 

124. The concept of marketing encompasses a variety of transactions, including the outright sale 
of water rights, or a time-specific transfer of the right to use a certain quantity of water. See 
Steven J. Shupe, Indian Tribes in the Water Marketing Arena, 15 Am. Indian L. Rev. 185, 197 
(1990). 

125. See, e.g .. Cal. Water Code§ 475 ("voluntary water transfers between water users can result 
in a more efficient use of water, benefitting both the buyer and the seller[,] ... can help alleviate 
water shortages, save capital outlay development costs, and conserve water and energy"). 

126. See Big Horn I, 753 P.2d at 100. 

127. See Christine Lichtenfels, Indian Reserved Water Rights: An Argument for the Right to 
Export and Sell, 20 Land & Water L. Rev. 131 (1989); Karen M. Schapiro, An Argument for the 
Marketability oflndian Reserved Water Rights: Tapping the Untapped Reservoir, 23 Idaho L. 
Rev. 277 (1987); Shupe, supra note 124 at 186, 204 (noting importance of water marketing for 
tribal control and economic development); Palma, supra note 120, at 95-96; Note, Transferabilitv 
of Reserved Rights from the Indian Allottee to the Non-Indian Purchaser: Are the Purposes of the 
Reservation Really Being Served?, 17 Land & Water L. Rev. 155 (1982). 

128. See, st.g., Ute Indian Rights Settlement Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-575, 106 Stat. 4650; 
Colorado Ute Indian Water Rights Settlement Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-585, 102 Stat. 2793. 

129. See, e.g .. Fort Hall Indian Water Rights Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-602, 104 Stat. 3059; 
Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community Water Rights Settlement Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. 
100-512, 102 Stat. 2549. 

130. See, e.g .. Jicarilla Apache Tribe Water Rights Settlement Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-441, 
106 Stat. 2237; Ak-Chin Indian Water Rights Settlement Act, as amended, Pub. L. No. 102-497, 
106 Stat. 3258 (1992). 

131. 25 U.S.C. § 177. 

132. 25 U.S.C. § 415. 

133. See United States v. Powers, 305 U.S. 527, 532 (1939); Colville Confederated Tribes v. 
Walton, 647 F.2d 42, 50 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 1092 (1981); United States v. Ahtanum 
Irrigation District, 236 F.2d 321, 342 (9 th Cir. 1956), cert. denied, 352 U.S. 988; United States v. 
Adair, 478 F. Supp. 336, 346 (D. Or. 1979). The cases so holding rely primarily on Section 7 of 
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the General Allotment Act, 25 U.S.C. § 381. 

134. 25 U.S.C. § 381. 

135. Walton, 647 F.2d at 51. 

136. See,~, the report ofL.A. Dorrington to the Commissioner oflndian Affairs dated June 
23, 1927, at pp. 2, 5, 8, 11, 16, 22 (wherein Mr. Dorrington recommends against acquiring land 
for various bands of California Indians due to the fact that members held public domain and Indian 
allotments). 

137. See Flushman and Barbieri, supra note 2, at 403-405. 

138. See note 1, supra. 

139. See§ VI of the ACCIP Termination Report. 

140. 25 U.S.C. § 336. 

141. In addition to the methods described in this report, lands can also be acquired under the BIA 
Loan Guaranty pursuant to 25 C.F.R. § 103. The Insurance and Interest Subsidy program and 7 
C.F.R. § 1823 Subpart N address the purchase oflands with Farmer's Home Administration 
Funds. There is no evidence, however, that these programs are widely known or used. 

142. 25 U.S.C. §§ 461 et~ That Act conferred authority to the Secretary of the Interior to 
acquire land for Indians. 25 U.S.C. § 465. 

143. SeeDonahuev. Butz, 363 F. Supp. 1316, 1321 (N.D. Cal. 1973). The authors are not 
aware of any legislative efforts to acquire trust land for individual Indians rather than tribes. 

144. The Secretary of the Interior has taken the position that he does not have the authority 
under existing law (e.g., 25 U.S.C. § 465) to change the designated use of federal lands through 
inter-agency transfer, without further congressional authorization. 

145. An earlier version of the bill (H.R. 3642, 104th Congress, 2nd Session) passed the House 
during the last session of Congress and was scheduled on the Senate's consent calendar for the 
final day of the session, but died when the Senate abruptly adjourned for the year. The Secretary 
and the tribes subsequently revised the bill. 

146. Pub. L. No. 96-338, 96 Stat.' 1067-1068 (1980) restored 1240 acres to the Tule River 
Reservation. Pub. L. No. 94-373, 90 Stat. 1043, 1051 (1976) added 82.28 acres to the Agua 
Caliente Reservation for economic development. The Act of April 21, 1976, 90 Stat. 373, added 
240 acres to the Twenty-Nine Palms Reservation. The Southern California Indian Land Transfer 
Act set aside 5069.37 acres for eleven tribes. Pub. L. No. 100-581 (1988). Finally, 11,324.16 
acres were acquired for the Round Valley Indian Reservation using a special appropriation set 
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aside for that purpose in the FY 1986 Appropriation Act, Pub. L. No. 99-190. Lands for 
unterminated and newly recognized tribes have not been acquired by legislation. 

147. See 25 U.S.C. § 336. These allotments are limited to forty acres of irrigable land, eighty 
acres of non-irrigable agricultural land, or one hundred sixty acres of non-irrigable grazing land to 
any one individual. Allotments within the national forest are authorized by 25 U.S.C. § 337. The 
regulations and procedures for acquiring these allotments are found at 43 C.F.R. § 2530. 

148. As mentioned above, neither the Indian Allotment Act nor its implementing regulations 
restrict eligibility to members ofrecognized tribes. See 25 U.S.C. § 334 and 43 C.F.R. § 2531.1. 
The Department of the Interior, however, asserts that only members of federally recognized tribes 
may apply for allotments from the public domain. 

149. 25 U.S.C. § 334. 

150. 43 U.S.C. §§ 315-315(g), 315(h)-315(n), and 315(o)(l). 

151. Executive Order No. 6910, 11/26/34; and Executive Order No. 6964, 2/5/35. 

152. See Saulque v. United States, 663 F .2d 968, 973 (9 th Cir. 1981 ). 

153. See 43 C.F.R § 2530.0-3(C). 

154. See 43 C.F.R. § 2430.5(f); Saulque, 663 F.2d at 975; and Hopkins v. United States, 414 
F.2d 464, 469 (9 th Cir. 1969). 

155. 25 U.S.C.§ 337. 

156. See 25 C.F.R. Part 151, Authorities. 

157. Members ofrecognized tribes, certain descendants of tribal members, and non-members 
who possess at least one-half degree Indian blood of a recognized tribe are eligible. 25 C.F.R. 
§ 151.2(c). 

158. See the letter of November 4, 1992 from Acting Sacramento Area Director Michael Smith, 
attached as Exhibit 2. 

159. The tribes contacted are still involved in the administrative process, and thus wish to remain 
anonymous. See also, Bureau oflndian Affairs, "Fee-to-Trust Land Transactions, November 15, 
1996" (Exhibit 3), at 9. This BIA document indicates that some applications filed in 1992 are still 
pending. 

160. See Exhibit 2. 

161. State of South Dakota v. United States Department of the Interior, 69 F.3d 878 (8th Cir. 
1995), vacated and remanded sub nom. Department oflnterior v. South Dakota,_ U.S._, 117 
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S. Ct. 286, 136 L. Ed. 2d 205 (1996). 

162. Department of Interior v. South Dakota,_ U.S._, 117 S. Ct. 286, 136 L. Ed. 2d 205 
( 1996). After the Eighth Circuit decision in South Dakota, an additional regulation was issued, 
providing that judicial review of the acquisition procedure is available before title is transferred to 
the United States. 61 Fed. Reg. 18082 (1996). 

163. See Big Lagoon Park Company. Inc. v. United States Department of the Interior, et al., 
Docket No. IBIA 97-85-A, in which the Governor of the State of California, as an amicus curiae, 
is urging the Interior Board of Indian Appeals to reverse a decision by the BIA accepting eleven 
acres of land adjacent to the Big Lagoon Rancheria in trust status on the grounds, inter alia, that 
25 U.S. C. § 465 is an unconstitutional delegation of power by Congress. 

164. See Exhibit 3 at 9A. 

165. See Appendix A. 

166. The Governor has recently agreed to negotiate with the Pala Band ofLuiseno Mssion 
Indians. Negotiations are expected to be complete by the end of September, 1997. 

167. Land acquisition to support new housing is governed by 24 C.F.R. § 571.303(b). 

168. See the two letters dated July 29, 1997 from Sara Drake, Deputy Attorney General, to 
Harold M. Brafford, Superintendent, Bureau oflndian Affairs, attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

169. Cal. Gov. Code §§ 51200 et seq. 

170. Sierra Club et al. v. City ofHayward, 28 Cal. 3d 840,850 (1981). 

171. DeVita v. County ofNapa, 9 Cal. 4th 763, 791 (1995). 

172. Sierra Club, 28 Cal. 3d at 852. 

173. Id. 

174. Cal. Gov. Code § 51282. 

175. "We harbor no doubt that the Legislature intended cancellation to be approved only in the 
most extraordinary circumstances." Sierra Club, 28 Cal. 3d at 853. 

176. See Exhibit 3. 
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APPENDIX A 

The following is a step-by-step summary of the procedure tribes must follow to acquire 
trust lands pursuant to _25 C.F.R. §§ 151.1-151.15. The application proc�ss is similar for both 
tribes and individual members. Individuals, however, are not allowed to acquire fee land that is 
not located within or adjacent to the exterior boundaries of his or her tribe's reservation.1

I. The Initial Request

A tribe begins the process of placing land into trust by submitting a written request for 
approval with the Secretary of the Interior. 25 C.F .R. § 151. 9. The requirements for a tribe's 
appfo::ation are contained in 25 C.F.R. §§ 151. 9 - 151.11, as supplemented by inter-agency 
directives. 2 With respect to the acquisition, the application must establish the source of federal 
and tribal authority for pursuing it, and set forth details regarding the need for additional land, the 
availability and suitability of the land sought, and the impact of the proposed acquisition on other 
governmental entities. The application must also establish that the proposed acquisition will 
comply with department regulations governing the National Environmental Policy Act and 
Hazardous Substances. 

A. Establishina Federal and Tribal Authority

The application must specify the statutory and regulatory authorization for the acquisition.
If the acquisition is not consistent with the policy set forth in 25 C.F.R. § 151.3, the application 
must establish why a waiver of that policy is justified. 

The request must be signed by an authorized tribal representative. A resolution adopted 
by the tribe's governing body must be attached. The resolution must cite the portion of the tribe's 
governing document which gives the governing body authority to enact the resolution, or a 
separate resolution granting such authority must be included. The resolution must include a legal 
description of the desired land, and specify that the tribe requests the land to be acquired in trust. 

1 25 C.F.R. § 151.3(b). 

2 � the Memo from the Secretary of the Interior dated May 26, 1994, attached hereto as Exhibit 5, and 
the "Land Acquisition Application (Tribal Requests)" issued by the BIA Area Office in Sacramento, attached 
hereto as Exhit;,it 6. (While the Secretary's Memo lapsed when new regulations were promulgated, it is still used 
for reference by the Sacramento Area Office.) The requirements vary slightly among the three documents. For 
instance, 25 C.F.R. Part 151 makes distinctions in the process to be followed depending on whether the land at 
issue is contiguous to or within the reservation boundaries. If not, additional ·requirements must be met. The Land 
Acquisition Application, however, does not make similar distinctions, and requires all factors contained in 25 
C.F.R. §§ 151. l O - 151.11 to be addressed, regardless of where the land is located. Thus, for the purposes of this
Report, all of the-requirements contained in all three documents are treated as mandatory.
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R Justifying the Acquisition 

The application must explain why the tribe needs additional land, the purpose of the 
acquisition, and the proposed use of the land. It must also explain why trust status is necessary 
and why the present land base cannot be used for the proposed purpose. If the land is sought for 
a business purpose, the application must include a detailed explanation of the proposed 
development that specifies the anticipated economic benefits of the use. The greater the distance 
between the land sought and the boundaries of the tribe's reservation, the more closely the 
anticipated benefits of the development will be scrutinized. Moreover, any involvement of third 
parties in the use of the land must be detailed bY. supporting documents (i.e. leases, contracts, 
agreements.) 

C. Detailing the Acquisition

. The application and supporting documents must demonstrate that the transaction is 
complete, pending the Secretary's approval. In addition to giving a legal description of the land in 
narrative form, a statement describing access to the parcel, as well as its terrain and any existing 
improvements must be given. 

The purchase or exchange agreement, executed by the current owner, must be included, 
along with a notarized original or certified copy of the proposed deed granting ihe property to the 
United States. A copy of any appraisal that has been completed should also be included. In 
addition, the tribe must supply a title report or recent title insurance policy, along with 
documentation of any title exceptions that are found.. If any rights of way exist, the tribe must 
explain whether their continued existence will interfere with the proposed use. 

ln addition, the applicant must pay all taxes due and meet all other financial obligations 
until the applicant is advised that the land has been taken into trust. 

D. Identifying the Impact of the Acquisition on Other Governmental Entities

The tribe must identify any impact the acquisition of fee lands in trust will have on the 
State and its political subdivisions due to removing fee property from the tax rolls. In addition, 
the tribe must describe the potential for jurisdictional and/or Janel use conflicts. The tribe must 
also address planned mitigation actions that will reduce the adverse impacts on taxation and 
jurisdiction. 

Moreover, the applicant must describe the potential impact on services provided by the 
BIA, and identify any additional services that will be requested if the acquisition is approved. 
Given the ongoi�g pattern of�nder-funding of BIA programs in California, the impact of land 
acquisitions in California on BIA services is disproportionate. Thus, this requirement presents a 
m.�re substantia(obstacle for California tribes than for othertribes throughout the nation.
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E. Addressing Environmental Concerns

The tribe must complete an environmental assessment (EA) to assist the Department in its 
obligation to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act.3 The BIA may request 
additional information in order to be able to evaluate the impact of the acquisition, as required by 
NEPA. The extent to which the tribe has provided information allowing the Secretary to comply 
with Hazardous Substances Determinations will also be considered, though the site inspection 
must be conducted by the BIA. 

It Notices, Comments and Responses 

After receiving the application, the BIA will issue notices to all interested state and local 
government agencies. 25 C:F .R. § 151.10( e )(f) & § 1511 ( d). 4 These agencies have thirty days in 
which to submit written comments. The BIA will most likely send notice to the Attorney · 
General's office, to the State Clearinghouse in the Office of Planning and Research, and to the 
County Assessor's office. The BIA may also senq notices to the "County Board of Supervisors, 
County Planning Department, County Public Works Department, Local Fire Department, [and] 
Congressional Representatives." See Exhibit 7. 

The BIA has recognized the great potential for controversy by stating: 

if the scope of the land acquisition project is contemplated as being controversial· 
or is anticipated to have a major impact on specific services provided by a 
particular entity, consideration should be given to including such entity as a party 
receiving notice of the land acquisition. � Exhibit 7. 

The BIA must send the tribe copies of all notices and comments. The tribe may then 
respond in writing to these comments. The comments and responses will "be included and made a 
part of the package being submitted for review and consideration" by the Area or Central Offices 
of the BIA. � Exhibit 7. The BIA will also submit the complete application to the Solicitor's 
office' "for review, comment, and/or analysis" oflegal issues and documents. � Exhibit 5. 

m. Review and Approval

After the completed application has been submitted, the Secretary may request additional 
information. 25 C.F.R. § 151.12. Once all the pertinent information is gathered, notices have 
been sent, comments and responses received, and compliance with NEPA and Hazardous 

3 According to the Secretary's 5/26/94 Memo (Exhibit 5), the Department will prepare the EA. 

According to the Land Acquisition Application (Exhibit 6), however, the EA must be complete and submitted with 
the application. 

4 A copy of the BIA's internal instructions regarding this notice is attached as Exhibit 7. 
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Substance regulations has been evaluated, the Secretary must make a "prompt written decision." 
l.d.. If the application is denied, the applicant may appeal under 25 C.F.R. §§ 2.1 m �

Formal acceptance occurs when the instrument of conveyance is issued or approved. 25 
C.F.R. § 151. 14 ..

IV. ·.·· Additional Requirements when Acquiring Land for Gaming Purposes

When tribes.seek land for.gaming purposes, five additional requirements must be satisfied.
Acquisitions for gaming purposes must comply with the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA), 
25 U.S.C. § 2701, m � Where appropriate, the acquisition must be reviewed by the National 
Indian Gaming Commission. Approval authority for such acquisitions must be obtained from the · 
BIA Central Officeµ{after consultation with the Secretary), rather than from the BIAArea 
Director. The tribe must have conducted an economic analysis showing that it explored all 
reasonable altemat_ives other than gaming to provide equivalent economic benefits from the 
property. Finally, the,tribe must agree to withhold federal taxes from gaming winnings under 
applicable provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. 5 The BIA has yet to promulgate final rules 
for the acquisition of off-reservation, non-contiguous land by tribes for gaming purposes. 

IGRA prohibits Class II and Class ill gaming activities on lands acquired after October 
17, 1988 unless the acquisition meets one of several exemptions. 25 U.S.C. § 2719(a)-(b). IGRA 
does not apply if the land sought is within or contiguous to the boundaries of the tribe's 
reservation on October 17, 1988, or if the Indian tribe had no reservation on that date and the 
lands sought are located within the Indian tribe's last recognized reservation within the State or 
States within which such Indian tribe is presently located. Other special exemptions apply to 
Oklahoma tribes. In addition, IGRA does not apply if the applicable lands are being taken into· 
trust as part of a settlement of a land claim, as the initial reservation of an Indian tribe . 
acknowledged by the Secretary under the Federal acknowledgment process, or as the restoration 
of lands for an Indian tribe that is restored to Federal recognition. Finally, IGRA does not apply if 
the Secretary, after consulting with the applicant tribe, other neighboring tribes and state. and local 
officials, determines that a gaming enterprise on the lands would be in the best interest of the 
tribe, and would not be detrimental to the surrounding community. The Governor of the state in 

· which the lands are located must concur in that determination.

Recently, courts have begun to analyze 25 U.S.C. § 2719 and have interpreted it contrary 
. to the positionsfaken by the BIA and the Justice Department. In Keweenaw Bay Indian 
Community v, United States, et al., 914 F. Supp. 1496 (W.D. Mich. 1996), the federal district 
court held that § 2719 is inapplicable to lands placed in trust after October 17, 1988 for non
gaming purposes if a tribe chose to negotiate a compact with a state for Class III gaming after the 
land was placed in trust. The court held that the compacting process between the state and tribe 

5 � the 7 /19/90 memo frorri t11e Secretary of the Interior to the Assistant Secretary, India
n 

Affairs, 
attached hereto as Exhibit 8. 
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renders§ 2719 superfluous and inapplicable. This decision has fueled States' opposition to Indian 
land acquisition in general out of fear that gaming operations can be established without going 

. through the requirements of the IGRA. 

V. Process/fime Frames

According to the BIA's own estimates, off-reservation·land acquisitions can take
anywhere from one to two years to process. 6 

· Recent discussions with tribes who have gone 
through the process confirm that even two years is an optimistic time frame. 7 

· There are several 
reasons for this delay, including the complexity of the process itself, the number of reviews 
required within the Bureau, limited staffing and higher priority work assignments by BIA staff, 
and the controversial nature of taldng land into trust, especially in California. 

As BIA staffing is reduced at the Agency and Area offices, the time frame for completing 
the process will continue to lengthen. Additionally, the continuing battle between the State of 
California and tribes concerning gaming will only serve to increase the controversial nature of off
reservation land acquisition and cause :further delays. This causes uncertainty for tribes in terms of 
planning for additional housing and economic development projects. 

• � the 11/04/92 letter from Acting Ar� Director Michael Smith, attached as Exhibit·2.

7 These tribes are still involved in the administrative process, and thus wish to remain anonymous. � 
fil.§2, "Fee-to-Trust Transactions" (Exhibit 3) at p. 9. This BIA-document indicates that some applications filed in 
1992 are still pending. 
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( BURf.AU OF IN'O:!AN At-i'A!kS 

SACRAMENTO AREA OFFICE 
Trus� Acreage - summary 

CY Ending December 31, 1996

Rancheria/Reservation 'fribal lndividyal. Govt. Total 

Agua Caliente Reservat10n 2,873.S7 19,917.48 22,191,05 
· Al tura.s Ranchen.a 20.00 20.00 

Aubu:n Rancheria
Augus�ine Reservation 341. 80 160.49. 502.29 
�arona Reservation 5,903.52 5,903.52 
Senton Pa1ute Reservation 160.00 160.00 

Berry Creek Rancheria 65.04 65.04 

Big Lagoon Ra.ncheria 20. 70 20. 70

Big Pine Reservation 279.00 279.00 
Big Sandy�Raneheria 76.56 52.27 128.83 
Big Valley Rancheria 38.S2 14.-52 53.04 

Bishop Reservation 875.00 875.00 
Blue Lake Rancheria 9.40 9,40 

Bridgeport Reserv11�1on 40.00 40.00 

Suena Vista Rancheria -

Ca.bazon Reservation 953.52 428.76 1, .382. 28 

Cahuilla Reservation 18,884,26 18,SS4.26 
Campo Reserv.tion 15,480.28 15,480.28 

Capitan Grande Reservation· .lS,753.40 lS,753.40 

( 
Cedarville Rancheria 17.00 17.00 
Chicken Ranch Rancneria 2.ss 2,65 
C.:hico Reincheria .-
Cloverdale Rancneria
Cold Sp�ings Hancher1a 154.65 154.65 
Colusa Ranc:heria 273.22 273.22 
Cortina Rancheria 640.00 640.00 
Coyote Valley Re$erva�ion 57.76 57.76 
Cuyapaipe Reservation 4,102.73 4,102,73 
Ory Creek Rancheria 75.00 75.00 
Elk Valley Rancheria 21.'/2 21. 72
£nterprise Ranche.ia 40.00 40.00
Fort. Bidwell R!servation 3,�04.40 3,304.40 
Ft. Indepe�dence Reservation 233.85 · 113 .. 34 s.0.s 352.24 
Greenv1lleRancheria 1.80 1.80 
Grind=seone,' Rancheria 100.03 100.03 
Guidiville Rancher1a 2.2s 2.25 
Hoopa Valley Reservation 85,502.18 1,301.61_ 86,803.79 
Hopland Reservation 56.90 56.30 113. 20
rnaja-Cosmit Reservation 851.81 851.61
!one Sand
Jackson �ancheria 330. 66 3J0.66 
.ramu1 6.03 6.03 
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Ult· VJ• Ill .. 

,, 

Rancheria/Reservation Tri.bal IndiVld a Gov~. Tota 
( 

Karuk Tribe ot Calitorn1a 279.~6 279.56 

Karuk (Orleans) 6.62 6.62 

La Joll~ Reservation , ,957. :n 583.94 8,54.l.25 

La fosta Reservation 3,556.49 3,556.49 

L.aytonvi.lle Rancheria 200.00 200.00 

Lone Pine Re~ervation 237,00 237.00 

Los ~oyotes Reserv~t1on 25,049.63 25,049.63 

Lytton Rancheria 
Manchester-Point Arena 

Rancheria 363.0j 363.09 

Manzanita Reservation 3,579.38 3,579.38 

Mesa Grande Reservation 920.00 920.00 

Middletown Rancheria 108. 70 108.70 

Hooretown Rancheria 34.76 19.69 54.45 

Morongo Reservation 31,07~.47 1,286.35 32,361.82 

North Fork Rancheria 80.00 80.00 

P3la Reservation 10,754.77 1,138.05. 11,892,82 

Paskenta Rancheria 
Pauma-Yuima Reservation 5,877.7.5 5,877.25 

eechanga Reservation 3,163.42 1,233.02 4,3,6.44 

Picayune Rancheria 28.76 28,16 

Pinoleville ~ancheria 2.84 18.42 21,26 

Pit River Tri.be: 
Big Bend Rancheri~ 40.00 40.00 

Burney Tract:. 19.00 79.00 ( 
Likely Rancheria (cemetery) l.32 

_, 
1.32 

LooKout Rancneria 40.00 40.00 

Hont90mery creek Rancneria 108,44 108.44 

Roaring Creek Rancheria 80.00 80.00 

XL Ranch Neservat.ion 9,406.~4 9,406.~4 

Pott.er Valley Rancher1a 
Pu.blic Domain/Other: 

cencral C:al1t. Agency i,487.79 7,487.79 

Northern cal1t. Agency 10,924.59 f0,924.59 

Southern Cali!. Agency 1,621,66 1,621.66 

Quartz Valley Reservation 24.02 24.02 

R.mona R~seIVilCiOn 560,00 5G0,00 

Redding Aancheria 3.33 8.76 12.09 

Redwood valley Rancheria 159,61 14.70 174.31 

Resighini Rancheria 228.J.3 228.13 

Rincon Reservation J,932.04 337.48 4,269.52 

Robinson Rancheria 123.09 9.94 133,03 · 

Rohnerville Rancheria 60.00 2.16 62.lG 

Round Valley Reserva~ion ?.6,094.50 5,612.34 - 31,706.04 

Rumsey Rancheria 185.43 185.43 

San Manuel Reservat.ion 698.88 698.88 

San Pasqual Heservaticn 1,J'/9. 58 l,379.58 

Santa Rosa Rancheria 170.:00 170~00 
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( 
Ranchcriafkeservat1on 'l'r.1.bal Indiv.i..dual Govt.. Total 

Santa Hosa~keservation ll,092.6" 11,092, 60. 
San~a Ynez Reservat:ion 126.63 . , 126.63 
8dllt.a Ysabel Reservation 15,526.78 15,526.78 
Seotts Va!ley ~ancheria . 7':J .79 
Sheep Ranch Ha.nchetia .92 .92 
Sherman School CeMetet"'/ • 'l,7 ,27 

· Sherwood Valley Rancheria 349.9'/ 349,517 
Shingle Springs Ra.ncheri-. 160.00 . 160.00 
8mith River Rancheria 32,54 48.70 81.24 
Soboba Reservaeion 5,915.68 - 5,9l5.6a 
Stewerts Point Raneheria 40.00 40.00 
Sulphur Bank Raneheria 50.00 50.00 
susanv1lle Rancheria 150.53 150.53 
Sycuan Reservation 379.54 260.46 640.00 
Table eiutf Raneheria 102.00 102.00 
Table Mountain Rancheria 19.30 41.GJ - 60.93 
Timbisha Shoshone 

· Torres-Martinez Reservation 18,223,16 5,6~j.85 23,923.01 
'l'oyon Fac1ll.'tY 61.00 61.00 
Trinidad Rancheria 49.72 -· 49~72 
Tule River Reservation 55,395.93 5~,J9S.93 
'l'Uolumne Mancheria 335. 77 - :335.77 
'l'went.y-Niije 1:-'alms. Reservation 40;?. l3 402.13 

( 
Upper Lake Rancheria 19.48 19,48 
Viejaa Reservation l.,609,00 1,609.00 
\'okayo Ranch .~0 .50 
'furok Tribe ot C:alitorni;:i l,141.28 4,268.22 1.00 5,410.50 

TOTALS 405,132.98 62,851.66 67.82 468,052.46 
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United States Department of the Interior 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
Sacramento Area Office 

2800 O,tt.a,e Wa, 
Sacramento, Calil'omla 96825

(NOV a 4 1992 
· qcrc:n11R· 

E C 
APR 2 5 1994 

E f V E D 

De�·

wM.if'llftltllll"'. .• ::, . NOV • 9 1992 
LEGAL SERVICES· OAKIANi> 

• Callfornia Indian Lee,, �rvicu. EURE;f<A. 
. . 

This is to confirm both previous and recent telephone conversations with you
regarding the proposed trust acquisition of approximately 60 acres which were
purchased with HUD grant f\Dlds. 

ror several years now, it has been necessary to seek •preliminary• approval for
any off-reservation trust land acquisitions fro■ the Assistant Secretary-Indian
Affairs. It was deemed necessary by the Secretary of the Interior to provide 
for other than Area Office evaluation to assure that the exercise of the

(... 
discretionary authority to accept lands in trust remains consiltent with existing
policy and applicable laws and regulations. As you are aware, off-reservation
land acquisitions are quite controversial re9ardl.ess of the proposed land use, 
and each proposal ia subject to scrutiny. ,
As you were previously advised, unfortunately, obtaininf approval for off•
reservation land acquisitions very often take• a year or longer. The process
includes an in-depth Area level review for coapliance with Federal statutea·or
regulations, includin9 the National Environmental Policy Act and related statute• 
or regulations. one. Area Office review is coapleted, the proposal ta then 
fo.EWarded to the · Office of the Solicitor at: the local level for le9al review.
If �• Regional ,Solicitor deems the proposal is acceptable Wider the land
acquisition etandarda of the Departaent of Justice an4 all other applicable 
policies, statute■, or regulations, then the proposal toe• to the Assistant. . ..

Secretary for review and preU.llinary approval. 
. 

Huch of the delay in processing ia due in large pa.rt to 11111ted ataf.fin9 and_
other work priorities. Thia proble■ exist.a at every level, including within the 
Office of the Solicitor. · We currently have only one Realty Officer and one 
Realty Specialist in the Area Office who are cha.r9ed with review1ng or.proc.essint
all fora of realty transactions plus 9aain9 contract.a and all their related
activities. We an 1n the process of advertiafn9 for an adc:litiollAl Realty
Specialist, a position which has been vacant. for over tvo years due to
reclassification. Hopefully, ve will be obtaininf 80118 relief in the near
future. 

oue to the bactlot, w do adviN tbe.·Agenc:y atati to infom all off-.ruenatioD-·
land 11CQ11Uitie11 -awlicant11 to anticipate a one to �--�UM .in. :.toe., 
procea1nt, _. w adv:lN �eaeta applicant�•�� _to:anuc:Ji,ate -��,:j-: 
to continue to paJ tu••"durfnt that period.:!•. · ·.·· ·•: �� �.:«:· l!'j·:•· -'t,;."',1;/;!,_:1:-��--��t·"(

• .• . • • i 
.. . 

. ' 

rson 
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. Your proposal has just been subnlitted to. the Office of the Solicitor, and we 
anticipate completion of .their review within 3 - 4 weeks. If the proposal 1• 
sufficient; it will be retumed to this office and subsequently sent to the 
Assistant Secretary. It there. are any needed corrections; or if further 
infol'111cltion .. is requir:i¥}, there will be an additional delay. We 11111, however, 
aa.Jce every effott to .keep any add.itional time true to a •inimUII. 

our Central Off ice staff are well aware of the complaints expressed for the delay 
.in proc•ssin9 at the Central Office J.evel. :In order. to help alleviate part ·ot 
the. prot>lem, .·•they have re�ested unifo� submission ot. all off-resen•tton· 
proposals. B,nclosed is a copy of the aaiple format ■emorandua. · Please note that 
each AJ;ea Director is beiil9 required to attest to the fact that the proposed 
transaction is in compliance with all applicable polici••, regulations and 

we do apologiz• for the delay, however, please be assured that. we are aaking 
every ,ttort to make sure that your eroposal will receive the necessary approval 
of the, Assistant • SecretarY. Please. feel free to contact this office i.f you. have 
any · questions· regarding the . subject proposal ·or the processin9 of land 
acquisitions. 

Enclosure 

cc, Superintendent, MCA 
Bob. 8arth, a>eG Hgr., ffUD 

L Hartlm Hiles, CILS 
(AlJ, �/enclosure) 

Sincerely, 

/s/ .Michael R. Sm.Ith 

Acting Area.Director



SAMPLE MEMO FORMAT 

Memorandum 

To: Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs 

From: .;_·-·��--- Area Director 

subject: Off-Reservation Pee-To-Trust Acquisition 

The first paragraph must include reference to resolution (number, 
. date, legal description, tz:.ibe'a request and justification for 

trust status, etc.). The property shall be legally describ49d in·
narrative form. The distance from the closest tribally-owned land 
and/or reservation will be noted. ( If a plat helps in defining 
location, please attach.) 

The second paragraph 111ust include quotation of statutory authority 
which allows this transaction, as well as, the applicable part and 
su.bchapter of the Code ot Federal Regulations (CFR) which permits 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to process the transaction. 
Elaboration of the tribe's governmental organization, land 
acquisition program, etc. ■ay be included in this paragraph.

The third paragraph .must specifically address all factors in Title 
25 CFR 151.10, with exception of (a) - addressed in second ( 
paragraph and (d) - (applicable tor individual). 

(b) NEEO ••• present land base of tribe; why does the tribe
need this additional land; why is trust status needed; (Note:
this area is crucial in determining if _the request should be 
authorized.) 

(c) PURPOSB ••• what 1• the intended use of the land,

(e) IMP.A.er ••• date o, notice(s) to local 9overnment(s),
describe all response(•) received or state none received; 
detenin• and state ia1>4cts on local governaent(s) resulting 
tro■<reaoval of the land from tax rolls; · 

(f) PROBLEMS/CONFLICTS ••• state any jurisdiction problems and
potential conflicts of land use whicb may arise,

(g) RESPONSIBILITIES ••• state the extent which the agency/area
will be impacted by this addition and elaborate on added 
responsibilities; 

The fourth paragraph aust state - compliance vitb the National 
Environmental Protection Act (HEPA). Ref'erence auat be aade as to 
what docuaents are ln the file to shov·.compliance vas ■et •.. (Note: 



,. even though the traosaction meets a categorical exclusion, an 
Exception Review Checklist must be made a part of the case file.) 
In this paragraph, reference should be made �o the Hazardous 
Substance Survey Checklist. 

· The fifth paragraph must ,.tate compliance with· the National
Historical Preservation Act as well as the Endangered Species Act.

It si>eth paragraph Jnay ·. be add'd if the acquisition is for gaming
pu.rposes. Indicate what. dc,cumentation is on tile to show that
compliance with Section 20 .of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act has
been met. · - ·

The last paragraph 111ust state the superintendent's recommendation
for the transaction. In the case of contracts/self-governance, the 
recommendation of th•. delegated offlcial · must· be. included. .The 

· Area Diree�or's recommendation. •u.11t be stated. · This · paragraph
shall include a statement as follows: 

I attest that I )lave reviewed this transaction and the case 
· file is documented and in compliance with all of the above
stated regulations and facts. I further state that I will not 
approve this transact

.
ion u

. 
ntil I have received satisfactory

title evidenc;,e in accordance with Title 25, CFR 151 .• 12. 

( · The memorandum shall conclude with the fol lowing closure:

A'l'T�ST: 

Area Director Date 

CONCURRENCE: 

Director, Off ice of Trust arid . Data . 

Econom.ic Development 

Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs Date 

CONCURRENCE: 



AGUA CALIENTE P.B�VATia-1 
(lUVERSIDE CDUNT'iJ 

1992-1'95 
TOfALS 

BERRY CREl!IC 1Wf(Jt!RIA 
(J!lmB CXllflY) 

un-u,, 
roTALS 

BIG Pnat RESERVATl'Clf 
[DfYO CXllflY) 

1'92-UH 
roTALS 

BlG SNVi RANCHERlA 
{l'RES'tl) CXllflY) 

1'92-1''5 
TOfALS 

BIG V,u.rt RANCHERL\ -· -- - .... 
(LAKE CXllflYJ 

1992-lt,'5 

roTALS 

1!UENA VISTA RANCHDIA 
[AMADOR cx:urrY) 

1992-1'95 
roTALS 

om:o RANOiERIA 
( SUTl'ER o::urJYJ 

199' 
TOTALS 

.8VP.EAU OF IHDlNI AFFAIRS 
· SACRAMENro AREA OFFIC!

NOV 2713So 
FEE-TO-TRUST LAND TRANSACTic»5 

NOVEMBE� 1�. 19t6 

SUHKA.R\' OF ACTIOOS - STAn: OF C.U.IfPJIN{A 

TRIBAL LAND DATA 
<W•M:BfiAGB OfE"ACBENiE 

2• co 1, o• o oo
2• Ii lS o• 0,99 

, • . 1 oo , • u ,a 
1• l,OP t• 11,29 

o• o oo 1• 1, 01 
g• 9 99 1• It Pt 

o• a oo 1• a n 
g• 9 QA t• A zs 

o• o oo o• o oo
p• 0 AA p• PPP 

o• o oo o• o oo 
o· o, oo o· o oo

· 

,. 10 ,, a• a oo 
3* 19,1$ g• A PA 

o� o.oo 1• 10 oo 
g• Q,QQ 1• 70,PP 

o• o.oo 1• c1.2s 
p• POP 1• fZ 25 

o• o.oo 1• 2,a,00 
Q� o,oq 1• 2fl AR 

o• o.oo o• o,oo 
o· P,AP o· o,oo 

IHDIVIOOAL LAND Df.TA .TOJ'ALS 
Qi•ACBFWE Off•+CBEMiE ti>. *ACBE#eGI 

I" 171 J3 
,. 171 3] 

o• , oo o• o,oo 
g• p;gg g• 0 pg 

2• 21,,a 
a· 21,1, 

o· o oo o• o.oo
p• A pp p• I pg 

o• 1,00 •• 0 AA
o· ,,,, a· ,:oo I z, 

t• l 42 Q• Q QO 
1• ),t2 P* Q PR 

3◄2 
;J ◄a ( 

1• 1 ,, o• • oo
l• 1 11 p• I 00 

f• > f.A Q• A AA 
t • J tO q• 0 , PA 

au 
,-,1, 

,. u., 

t• ll 13 

o• o.oo o• o.oo 1• ,o,oo 
Q• R 00 p•· D PR t• 70 OR 

o• 0,10 o• ,.oo 1• c,.a, 
o· o.oo o· o oo 1· ◄z.,a:e

o• 0.00 o• D.OD

o• o.oo o- o,oo
1• 241 QA 
1• 211 09 

o• o.oo a• 11,01- a• 11,01 
o· o oo a· 11 oz a· 13,oz 

( 

BLUE UICI IW«JERIA 
(tuea:.DT cx:umrJ 

Ut2-1tts 
"JOl'ALS 

a.ovERDALE RAHOiERIA 
[ SQD4A <XUff'Y) 

1"2-lttS 
10TALS 

---==-......__....._ __ .....__ 

- - . -

- - " -

~A ... :·');\'=~·, ·-•~!•' 
LEGAl .StRVICU • UAk•.AMi 

- ,, J• u 11 
:r '' 91 

- ... 1· ·t~H ,. 

_,_. __ ... 
l• 

--·· ·--· ' --

--··--· 
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~ 

( TiUBAL LAND 01.TA lNDIVIW.U. LAND 01.TA TOTALS 
HNU:' !NIP <XIIMO'I IU i.1 at• ACBt;• GE Qt'f• Ac;RHAGE Of•AQlEHiE Off:•ACBEHii Kl •• CRENiif 

OJ'tM'AlP! P.ESEP.'/11.TICN 
fSAH DIIGO cx:urrYJ 

U'2-lft5_ a• a 1111 1• 1 u 11· II aa a· ii 11a ,. l jJ 
TOTALS O* 0 OP· 1• 1 tl r g pg O* A gg 1~ 1 u 

EU: '!M.L~ PJ..NCHEP.IA 
!DEL NJRTE cnJNT'Y} 

1n2-u,s a• • Z! 11· II, 1111 a• 5 lZ a• • u fi" u Ill 
' 

TOTALS 2• f 79 .. o· 9 PP 2·- ,· !I u ,2• • , . ,. lf §9 

GRENVILLE PJ.NOIEP.IA, 
(TEHAMA. a:un'YJ 

1''2-UH 11• II, IIQ 1• :n aa a· 11.aa a• a 11D 1• SJ all 
TOTALS r 9 AA 1• ,1 OP ,-. A OP •• t AP 1• UIA 

Gitt~ P~U. • 
{GLIHt a:un'YJ 

1H2,-1H5 a• 11,1111 a• jQ Ill 11· II Ill 11· ·IIIID a• H IIR 
TOTALS ,. p 99 2• ., QO r 0 AA ,~ ,.-,, a· •Q AA 

OOIDIVIt.L! ~IA 
fMEHIXlCitD a:unYJ o.oo o• un;.u,s o• 0.00 o• 0.00. 1• 2.n. 1• Z.25 

un 1· a Ill 1• U,1111 a• II 1111 a• l,All i• jz Ill 
TOTALS r g 00 t• f2 AA A" g PA t• 2-.·2, a- ff,25 

11:0PA VAlJ.Z't RISERVATIQf 
(tu41!C1.11l'. a:unYJ 

uu--u,s u• i:H Ill 1• Ill qq aa• lU 31 a- A,OD ,1- HI u 
TOTALS ta· tz~.111 i· II 90 aa~ J.it .;11 1~ 1,11 H• 111,JI 

( 11:1'1.AND. RISERVATICM 

(MDIIXICIND CXUf'l'Yl 
- - 1''2-1H!i - . a• ·-R,1111 1a-· 11,IID a• a1.a2 a• Q, 1111 a• ,ZJ ZI 

TOTALS - HBNOOCil'I> CX1lJHTt •• · 1.111 g• 1.11 i· ai H g• 1,11 a· az ill 
(SQDIA a:un'Y} ·, a AD UH a• D,aa 1• :1a1.11 a• Q Ill 11• 1• JU ID 

TOTALS - SCHIQ CXJUf1'Y q• A AP t·- ]21 IQ p• PaOO- . Q* ·p-,gp 1• 121,IA 

TOTALS - MENDOC1N0 o:un"t o• 0.00 o• 0.00 a• at.at o• 0.00 a• al.at 
TOTALS - SCH)IA CXJUf1'Y 11• II 1111 1• :SU Ill 11• II Ill a• 11,10 1· :s:u Ill 
GRAND roT.U.S .. g pg 1• l2J,IP a· 21 at q• •• ,i :,• ]t;t ., 

,WUC.ffIBI OP CALI.FCIWZA 
[SISKIYOO CDMl'YJ 

J.11• Ul,111 ,. a11 .. 1H2-1H5 .. a· I DII a• 11.aa a• u• n, ia 
TOTALS· r g 90 10• 1.•I IP pa PPA a·· ·, ·.aa 12· · 1:lf IP 

U. JCI.U. USl.ll'IATICII · 
[SAN DIEGO CDMl'YJ 

a.aa D,DII . UU-1't5 . 11· 11· 1• ... :I .a a• a Ill 1• :I u 
lOl'ALS p• A PD p• O,PA r 5 n o• g·.gp. r 5 12 

~ JW\OIERIA 
[BUTT! aufJYJ 

1''2-1995 a• II Ill 1· :H 2' 11• a Ill a• a Ill 1· U,H 
lOl'ALS r II pp r ;1• z, p II.IHI a.• p 811 t• Ii ZI· 

( 
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TRIBAL LAND DATA IHDIVIOOAL LAND DATA '?OJ"ALS ( 

NAME JAND roHTYt 11$1 I Qi•ACl?QGE Pft:-!OBK-f'. Qf•M:BIWE Aft'9AOBWI HJ ·6CBINil 

~ P.!SO'IATlCII 
(RIVERSll:Z CXUITY) 

1U2-1tt5 g• I gg II" II IUI l" 1 Zl g• II All 1• I Zl 
TC11'ALS r p 09 o• q go 1• I 73 o• P 99 1• 1 7l 

~M..~. P.ES!P.'!:\Tlctl 
{SAN DIEGO CCMnY) 

•o.oo 1992-1995 (1 APPLICATICII) o• 20.55 1• 160.00 o• o• o.oo 1• 180.55 

NOTt:: 1li1S TftlBAL-<AI AHU TRll:IAL-Off APPLIC\TlClf 1S .8.EUG CUINTEU. f0R REPC>RTING PURf0S!S 
00!.Y. AS A TRIBAL-OFF CASE; 1-DWEVER. THE mJE AaEAGES ARE BEIN'.i SKWl IN na! 
TP.1131.1.-QI AND TP.1131.1.-0FP CATEG:::IRIES 

1'U-1U5 l" n u II" I llll 11• I all 11• II ID l• ti u 
1l71'ALS l• ti, 0 1• 1§0 PA r 0 09 p• 1 90 •• 221,lt 

PECJWGA USEII.VJ.TICII 
(RIVERSIDB CXUFl'Y) 

1''2-ltH ·11• I ID 11· II DI a• I Ill 1• UIZ a• n ,z 
'IOTALS r 9,00 r P PA g• 9 pg. 1• IZslZ 1• lZ,tZ 

PIO.Yle IWtOiERIJ. 
(MAIDA a:urrYJ 

1H2-1U5 II" I Ill 1• ·ZZ llll II" 11,111 ·a• UI Ill a• HZ &HI 
'IOTALS r A,AA 1• ZZ 99 r 1,99 1• UP AA a· tlZ,AI 

HMX.IVILLE P.HIC:H!IUA 
[NINl)OCINO a:un:Y) 

u,2-1tt5 g• AH g• A ID a• I Ill •• 11,51 •• 1;111 
TOTALS ,. g·,pg r P,PA .. · A AP 1• P,:19 ,. A IP 

HT RIVD TRIBE OP CALll'OIINIA ( I SHASTA a:un:Y} 
1H2-1U5 11• A,IHI 11• DH 1· I SUI a• H aa a• u.a 
TOTALS .. P,09 r PAP A~ P·,QQ a· 11,2P a· lf,39 

PUBLIC DCl4AIN 
(MOOOC a:urrY) 

1''2-UH II" a H g• 1,111 •• 11,111 a• 111,1111 a• HAIi 
'IOTA.LS r P,AP r 9 pg ,. l,AP a• UP OR a• 141,AP 

C:,J.\JttZ VIU.F:t RES!RVATic:14 
rsISKI\OJ a:un:Y} 

1H2-Ut5 •• az 51 z· 111,11 a• II ill •• Q,11 1z• U!I IZ 
TOTALS .. 27 !ii z· 1Af Pt a· 11 fA p• A RP az· 10 AZ 

REDDING UNCJtlRIA 
(SHASTA a:urrY) 

UH--1=9'5 .. 1, ZII a•IIIQDtl 3• •• 1111 11• a II , . U,ZI 
TOTM.S p 1 20 a•lflP:RN ;r •A,DP r l,PA ,. u zo 

RED«XlD· ¥MJ.!Y IWDDIA. 
[MENOOCINO a:urrY) 

1'92-1''5 11· Q,111 g• a 1111 1• 1 ,a a• 1. 1111 1• I Ill 
TOl'ALS r g QA 0- 9 pg 1• 1 29 r P PA 1• ,.,, 

JESIGHINI ~ANOi!RIA 
(DEL NJR11! COJHTYJ 

11• 11,DII 1''2-1995 1•· zz 62 Q• a 111 11• I all 1• zz 6Z 
T0TALS 1• zz u 0- 11 811 r II IQ I" 11.11 J- zz H 

( 
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( TRIBAL LAND ~TA INDIVIDUAL LAND ~TA 10TALS 
NAME IAHP anrcx1JESJ I Qf•ACBEAGE 0ff•AC:UAGE <If• ACBEMiB Off• #tCBIHm ti) 11ACBB66P 

P:091~ P.HOIEP.IA 
(LAKE <XUITYJ 

1''2-UH 11· 11,1111 1* 211 aa 11· II 1111 11• II 1111 1· ZII DII 
TOTALS - . o· q·gq 1• 29 PA o• 0 QQ. r 0 99 1• 29 pg 

P!HIEP.'l!LLE P~U. 
fHUHBOI.00' a::urrt) 

19'2-1''5 1· 52 H g• II 1111 •• z ll 11· II 110 :i• u 21 
TOTALS 1• ,, .,, P" 0 oo •• 2 ,, r P 99 5• §2,91 

Si'.N MI.NIJ'EL P.ESEP,VATIOO 
(SAN BERNARDII«> cxunY) 

U'2-1H5 o• 0.00 3• 12.U o• o.oo o• . o.oo 3• 12.U 
UH 11· II DII ... lH 116 a•. II 1111 a• l,QII •• UIIL 116 
TOTALS o• R PP z· 112 2f r A pg r g PA z· 1§2 2f 

SANTA ROSA RAHOi!RIA 
[,KltGS CDMrll' J 

. 1992-1995' . 1• I •• 1• H 1111 a• II 1111 a• 11111 a• al .. 

. 'tal'ALS · ' 1• J ff 1• 2P PP 0- P,OP g• p AP 2• 21 •• 
SANTA YNEZ RESERVATIClf 

[SNtTA MRBARA a:unYJ 
U92-1H5. l* ii.I.ID 11· II 1111 11· II IIQ 11• II SUI 1· IH 
TOTALS 1• I PP p• 0 RP p• 9 pg r Q pp ,. l,PQ 

SCX1ITS VALJZY RANCJiDIA 
·(LAKE <XUITY) 

1'92-1,,5 o• o.oo o• o.oo o• o.oo 1• O.H 1• .. ,, 
UH I" II 1111 11• a H a• 1,1111 I" 11,H I" 11,:.1 
TOTALS a- R ao o• 9 99 p•. I DA a· t 2t a• t ft 

( 
SMlnf RIVER RANOIEJUA' 

~(DEL tDTB CDlfl'Y] 
,,, 1992-1995 11• D,111 1• I ,)II , .. l,H a• Z II I" II 21 

TOTALS q• ... , ,. 1 5P ,~ t .,, a• ,.,, ,. 1f 79 

SUSANVILLE IWKJtERIA 
(LASS!llt cxun'YJ 

un-un a• D DD 1• 111,RII •• I 1111 a• I II 1• H,DR 
TOTALS ·•· O,OR 1• 19 qp q• 9 99 ,. q,gg a• ., qq 

S\'aJAN RESERVATIClf 
(SAN DIEGO ... ~) 

1992;.i,9&" 11• a 00 a• 22,52 a• I DD 1• II DD 2" 22,51 
rt,r,u.s o• 0 AP a· zz u ,. g pg a- 9 99 a· zz ,, 

TAIILE ta.HI'Al, .. : RAHC:HEJUA 
( FRESNO CXIJNTYJ 

lH2-UH 11• 2 76 :L· H u D• D DD 1• II DI 1· 26 QI 
TOJ'ALS I* z Zf J• .,. 2• 1· I.IHI ,. I II i· ZI QI 
IOl'E: nus TRIBAL'-Of AND TRI8AL--0PP APPLICATIClf IS llEING a:unm), !'CR REKIRTitG PURPORS 

ClfLY, AS A TRIBA.t.-OPF CASE; JDolEVER. THE TRUE ACREAGES ARE B!It«J stlJWN IN nm 
~,IBAL..Q>f AND TRIBAL-oPF CATEGORIES 

?': 

Tl! IHIOAD P>.Nai!RIA. 
l HUMBOLDI' CIJ.tn'YJ 

IZ Q• l,llD a· 11111 1t• II, llll UU-19'5 5• aa 5• 211 IZ 
TOrALS 5• aa oz 11· 1:1 AP r a aa r II QII :i* aa IZ 

( 
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" 

TRIBAL LAND Do\TA INDIVIDUAL LAND Do\TA l'Ol'ALS ( 
HAHE I AtlP 01 ffl'X UIS I J Qf•ACPFAGB Qff•ACBEAGP QN•!CBENll QU•l:CBENil Ml •+OE6GE 

1\.'L! P.IVD P.E..<l"!P.VATlctl 
(TULARE CXJllll"IJ 

1992-19'5 a· a I (1(1 1• JI n a• I DD a• a aa 1· J!,U 
TOTALS p• 0 PO t•. lt t3 p• P,PP p- 0 PA 1• l9 tl 

IJ'P'PEP. UY.£ P.>.NOIEPlA 
(Ul(.E a:unYJ 

1992-1'95 a• (I Ill 11· 0 1111 11· a 1111 1· I u 1· l ll 
TOTALS p- 0 pg r 9,90 o• 9 og 1• & u p 1 u 

"t\JPr.ll'. TP.!BE 01" a.LI!'OPNU. 

[DEL l«:lRTE. crurrY) 
o.oo o• o.oo ,. n.,o 1H2~1H5 o• 1• 55.00 •• 122.,0 

UH .. D,Da a• a DD a• H DI 11• I RR a• !HI DD 
TOTALS - 1E1 fQTB a::umf r Q QQ. ,r It QQ .2" IIZ Ill r H la 11· IZZ H 

(HIM80LDT crurrYJ 
11• a 1111 11• 118 5• UI UU-UH· u 11• D DD 5• 111,U 

TOTALS - fUG!0U7J" CDJNl'Y' r A go ,. 0 QA s• 111,lt p• 0 AA· s• J'Jt 1f 

TOTALS - DEL ~ CDJNTY o• o.oo o• 0.00 ,. 117.fO 1•. 55.00 10• 172.60 
TOTALS - Hll4BCU1J' CDJNl"t 11· D DII a• II DD 5• UI H a• I DII 5• Ill u 
GRAND TOTALS r g,gg r a.aa 1•· ,~:1.z• 1· il,11 Ii• a211.z• 

GRAND TOTAL - AU TRI.US z~· IIJIJ H :1a·111a.11 ·z,· ~31.:11 a1• ··••• ., a11·i Z~I a~ 

( 

( 
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( RESEJtVATI~IVI'JIIBAL SIM4ARY OF ACTICJfS (1tU-1U5 CASES) - STATE OF Ql..IfOBNl6 

TRIBAL LAND 'DA.TA INDIVIOOAL LAND 'DA.TA 'ltJTALS 
RESEBY,UJ(B1'WIOiERJ1/IBXBB at•ACPf!Gt' OFf•AQEAGE Of• MPE!Gt' Olf" ACBE!Gt' Nl •ACREAGE 

NJUA CALIENTE RESERVATictl 2• 40.35 o• 0.00 :,• 51.02 1• U.'6 ,. 1 ?1. JJ 
8£.R.RY CREEK RANOt:ERIA 1· ).00 · 1 • 18.50 o• 0.00 o• o.oo .. 2• 21.50 
BIG Ui::.ccH ~IA o• 0 .00. )• 16 01 o• 0.00 o• o.oo. )• 16.01 
BIG PIN£ RES!.t!\IATIQI o· 0.00 1 • 0.75 o• 0.00 o• o.oo 1 • 0.?5 
BIG S>m:ti RANOGRIA o• 0.00 o• 0.00 1• 3.42 o• o.oo 1• 3.42 
BlG VAI.LF:i RANOIERIA o• 0.00 o• 0.00 3• 1.U o• . 0.00 j• 1.U 
BLUE UJCE. RANOIERlA 3• 10.45 o• 0.00 ,. J.fO o• 0.00 t• 13 .85 

, BUENA VlST.\;,~lA o• 0.00 1• 70.00 o• 0.00 o• 0.00 1• 7(1. 00 
OiIOZN RANCH IWIOfERIA o• 0.00 1 • 4'1. 25 o• o.oo o• 0.00 1• 47 .25 
CLOVEPDM.E P.AN01ERIA o• 0.00 o• o.oo o• 0.00 2• 13.07 2• 13.07 
a.J'iAPAIPE JtESERVATICII o• o.oo 1· 1.0 o• 0.00 o• o.oo 1• l.U 
ELK VALLE'( RANOtDIA a• 4.79 o• o.oo a• 5.17 a• .. ,. tP 14.60 
GREEHVIU-1 RANCH!RIA o• 0.00 1• 51.00 ·o• o.oo ·o• o.oo 1• 51.00 
GRINDS"ltlll• -·RANOIERIA. o• o.oo a• 40.00 o• o.oo o• o.oo a• f0.00 
GUIDIVILLE,~lA o• o.oo o• o.oo o• o.oo 1• 2.25 1• 2.25 
,a:l'A VALI.EY, RESERVATICIIY u•. •1s,o, 1• I0.00 22• JU.JO o• o.oo 15• "'·" ta'LANJ> RESERVATICII o• 0.00 o• O.tO 2• 21.2, o• 0.00 a• 21.2, 
ICARUK DUIE OF CALif'QNIIA o• o.oo 10• 10. IIO o• 0.00 a• ,.20 u• 154.10 
LA JOLLA RESERVATICIIY o• o.oo o• 0.00 l" 5.42 o• 0.00 1• 5.U 
-~ JWIQt!RIA o• 0.00 1•· Jt.76 o• o.oo o• o.oo 1• H.7' 
~ USERVATICIIY o• 0.00 o• o.oo 1• 1.73 o• o.oo 1• 1.73 
PM.A P.ESERVATICII 3• 61.69 1• 160.00 o• 0.00 o• o.oo ... 221.H 
PEOIAl'OA RESERVATICII o• 0.00 o• 0.00 o• o.oo 1• 17.'7 1• 17.'7 
PICAYUNE RANCHERIA o• o.oo 1• -77.00 o• 0.00 1• 120.00 2• 1'7.00 
PIHOLEVILLI RANCHDIA o• 0.00 o• o.oo o• o.oo 1• 0.50 1• 0.50 
PIT RiVER · 11u11E OF CAI.IfORNIA o• o.oo o• 0 00 o• o.oo 2• U.20 2• U.20 
P\J!IL1C DCW.111 - l«:ll0C a:unY o• o.oe o• t.to o• 0.00 2• 160.00 a• H0.00 
QUAR'l2 VALI.EY RESl!RYATiaf •• 27.H 7• 10,.0, 2• U.fO o• o.oo 17• 145.07-
REOOit«i RANOflRlA . ,. 1.70 a•I.IIQ,Dlf ,. 40.00 o• o.oo ,. 4L70 

~Nr~~IA 
o• 0.00 o• 0.00 1• 1.,0 o• o.oo 1• . 1.,0 
1• 77.U o• 0.00 o• o.oo o• 0.00 1• 77.U 

llCIBINSCII 'JWIODIA o• 0,0D 1• 20.00 o• o.oo o• 0.00 1• 20.00 
RHERVlLLI JW«Jl!RIA 1• 5'.H o•· 0.00 4• 2 .• n o• o.oo s• u.n 

C 
SAN tWlJl!L JESERVATICII o• o.oo ,. n.it o• o;oo o• o.oo ,. U.lt 
SAN?A ROSA. RANOtERIA 1•· 1.H 1• 20.00 o• o:oo o• 0.00 2• 21,U 
SANl'A YNEZ RESERVATICII 1• ,.oo o• o.oo o• o:oo o• o.oo 1• ,.oo 
sa:nTS YAU.rt RANC'HERIA o• 0.00 o• o.oo o• 0.00 1• 0.7, 1• 0,7t 
SMI1'H RIVER MNOmtlA •• t.00 1• 1.50 - - ,. ,.cs . --a-•-·.,. 55- . -- , .. ·--11,70-
SUSANVILLE JWICHEIUA o• o:oo 1• 10.00 o• 0.00 o• o.oo 1• · 80.00 
SYC11AH R!SERVATICJf o• 0.00 2• 11.s, o• 0.00 o• 0.00 2• 77.5' 
Tl.BU! . MCUITAIM JWOIDIA o• 1.1, 1• H,24 o• o.oo o• o.oo 1• 7'.00 
TRINIIW> RANCHERIA s• 20.t7 o• o.oo o• o.oo o• o.oo s• 20.17 
TUtZ RIVER RESERVATICJf o• o.oo 1• u.n o• o.oo o• o.oo 1• Jt.tJ 
UPPER UKI-RANOflRIA o• 0.00 o• o.oo o• 0.00 1• 1.,, 1• 1.1) 
YlRX TJUIIE OF CAI.IRRIIA ·a· a aa a• a,ao 1a• 111 z• 1• -H,aa u• a•a z• 
GRAND 1'0rAL-.:.JIESERVATICWRANQIEIU'.V 

. TRIBAL S'IMHARY z,· !99 32 .,_•1220 ·~ ,,. fll !§ 20• fU H 2Af•t,tt3,IZ 

RESERVATiat-1WDIERI.\ITRIJ:W. S\MIARY OF· ACTICHS [1'9C CASES) - STATE OF CAI,IfQRNLl 

TRIBAL UNI> mTA lNl)lVIIlJAL UNI> mTA 'ltJTALS 
VSE:BYU!ClflBDIA:JIRL\a'RlBB m•aCR£AGB on•acuwm m•aCBPNZ on•.u::avwar Ml •!GBHNil 

Otla:> RANCMERIA o• 0.00 1• 2f8 .00 o• o.oo o• 0.00 1• 248.00 
GUIDIVILLI RANCMERIA o• 0.00 1~ 42.00 o• o.oo o• o.oo 1• 42.00 
KlPLAND R.ESERVATICII o• 0.00 l* 321.to o• o.oo o• 0.00 1• 321.80 
SAN HA.NUEL RBSE:RVATICII o• 0.00 4' 100.06 o• 0.00 o• 0.00 •• 100.0, 
sa:nTS VALLEY IWKlDIA o• 0.00 o• o.oo o• o.oo 1• o.so 1• 0.50 
YlJRaC TlUN OP C\LJJ'O:RNJA r IL Ill! 11· 11,111 a· :ill, QII 11· 11,1111 a· :ill, 1111 

GJWm TOTAL--RESERVATICN.IRANOfERIA/ 
T.IUBAL SIJHMAR'i r g (Ill z· zu ., a· :u1 111 1" II ~II IQ_• ZH ~, 

( 



- 6A -

RESDVATIQVIWIQIERI.vtllllW. SUMMARY OF ACfIOHS (ALL CASIS} - STAT! OF CA.I.IflBUA 

BESEBYAIJCJVllNQ:IQU,aBJM 

[1t92-1995 CASES) 
(U1'6 CASES] 
GJWm TOTIJ.--ALL CASES 

jQtlCX 

N0R'tHDN CALJl'CIINIA ll.'J'D1Cl 
c:mmw, CALIJ'CMJA AG'lIJ:IC't 
SQIJ1iERN CALll'CRfJA ll.'J'D1Cl 
PALM SPRINGS FIELD OFFICE 

GR»u> TOTAL 

nmw. LAND DATA 
at• M?U'Mil OPP• ACBBMiB 

'74• 800. 32 
o• o oo 

7t 11 899 12 

11UBAL LAND m.TA 
ClrlarBAGI OPIJ•N:BFACI! ,,. 671. H 25" 02.20 
2• 12.20 J3• 487.U 
•• "·" .,. 301.20 
2• 40,35 Q• P oo 

zj•11u1. ;aa •~·ua1 u 

IHDIVlDJAL LAND DATA TOTALS 
Qi•ACIEKil Qf'F*ACIIHil Ml •ACBB:Mil 
o• .... s, 

2• ~a op 
u· su s, 

20" 4U. H 
1 • P 50 

21· tit t§ 

JNDIVIl'lUAL LANO DATA 
a,• ACBENiE Art"ACBEHil 

57• 402.St 11• 247 .59 .,. 27.tO . .,. 138.ff 
2• 7.15 1• 17.'7 
3• 51.02 1• .,, " ,i· HI H aa· ••~.1, 

208"2.9'3.'7 
10• zu 36 

210•1 Z!r§ Pl 

'rol'ALS 
Ill. "!C:VNiE 

159°1.760.4' 
2,• 665. '1 
1.- 396.01 ,. 171 33 

a11•a 113 62 

SUMMARY OP ACfJCIIS - NmfC'i SUMMARY OP RESERVATJ~wntJIW.. 5'NWtY .;. STAT! 01' CA.1,JIQ!Hll 
. (199' CASE.SJ . 

.MiEHClC 

R:lll'l'HDM· CALll'tRIIA ~ 
CE'Nl"RAL CALIR:RfIA NJEHCi 
SCllffllllM CALll'Oll41A NJF:NCt 
P~ SPRINGS FJELD OFPICE 

GRAND TOTAL 

Jl:iEtD 

tomlDN CALIPCRfIA NJDfCY 
C'l!N1'JW. CALll'ClltlA N1!IJfC'I 
satnfDN CALIJIOANIA NJDfCY 

. PALM SPIIMiS rtlt.D OFPIC:Z · 

GRAND ror~-ALL c.ASBS 

Tltl'BAL LAND DA.TA JNDIVJI.UAL LAND DATA 
<11°1:CPFW QPP•ACBUGI QI• !CB!'Hil OPJ"Miutd ... o.oo o• 0.00 a• so.oo o• 0.00 
•• 0.00 ,. ,u.,o •• o.oo 1•. o.so. 
•• 0.00 ,. 100.H o• 0.00 o• 0.00 , .. 0 OP o• Q oo o• 0 00 o• Pop 

•• g IP z·-z11 H a· . HIii ,. (I :ii --- ~ ~ - ~-- -- -- ' -- -~ ~ --- . 

'nllBAL t.AND DA.TA. lNDIYIU}M. LAND DA.TA 
Ql•ACV!GI Q,rACBEHJI Ql•AQ!IHiE Aff•ACPPIGI 
H• 01;08 25• oa.ao s,• ,sa.H u• au.s, 
a• 12.20 1'•10H.23 ,. 27.IO •• 131.t4 
•• "·" 11• ,01.a, ,P 7.15 1• 17.'7 
a• •A, n o• p.oo 1• 'U,02 i- 71,H 

z•• Ill~ :II :1a•11;1a.11 ZI* :I-JI -:ii a1· ··~ ti 

1WAU. 
112 • ACPPHD' 

a• 50.00 •• '12,30 ... 100.°' 
o· P,OP 

aa• z,a.~, 

'lOl'ALS 
M:> •!CIPHP 

1'1•1.110.,, 
33•1.211.17 
u• 4Jf.07 
I* 171 31 

z11·-:1 z:1, 113 

r 

( 

( 

( 
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( 
~'i OF .\CTIClfS FOR CX1IN1Y DAT.\ - STATE OP W,,IPQRNU. 

PAtKH£i.lVBESERYl.IICti 0£ IBJBE !DJl::l'.rt NUMBER Of APPLJQ.TICJ§ 'IOI'il ACB£A.GE 

BUENA VISTA ~IA ~ l 70.00 

SERR',' CREEK RN10f£RU.. WIT£ 2 :1. 50 
KX)PErotiN PJ,NOiEP.lA Jll1TIE l ll...ll 
TOTALS - BtrrIE a::um' J 56.26 

ELK VALLE'i RANOit:RIA DEL NORTE ' U.60 
M?SIGHINI tu.NOIERIA IEL N0RTE 1 77.62 
SNITH RIVER RANOIERIA .IEL N0RTE , U.70 
\'UIQC TRIBE OF CALil'OfflIA DEL NORTE 1ll l.U..lll 
TOTALS - DEL tDtTE a:uffV 26 213.52 

BIG Slolm'i R»IOiERIA PUSII) 1. 3.U 
TABLE MtWTAJH AANOi!RIA mm, l ll..O 
TOTALS - fR!Sll) a:un'Y 2 7'.U 

GRINDSIOIE RANOtERIA GLENN 2 to.oo 
,_ 

8 IG ~ P.A.NQG!':RIA tutaOLDT 3 H.01 
BLUE LAKE JW«JiERIA tu«BCLD'I' , ll.15 
t«:XIPA VALIZ'i RESl!RVATIClf JDCl:lCI.IJI' '5 "'·3' 
RQflERVILLE RANOiERIA tu«BCLD'I' 5 ,2.11 
TRINIDAD IWIOiERIA fUCBOLDJ' s 20.n 
~ TRI!& Ol' QLIJ'CIIMIA IUG!CLDT 1 llL.U 
TOTALS - HIMl!CIJ7J' a:umr · J2 Ul,17 

BIG PINE ltES'l!RVATlQf INYO 1 1.75 · 

SAKTA llOSA RANOGIA IWGS 2 21.U 

( BIG VALJ.J!.Y RANOl!RJA LAQ 3 1.1' 
Ja!JNSOH IWICHl!RJA LAQ 1 . ao.oo 
sa:nTS YAU.Jr/ JW«JiERJA . ----f..AQ 2 1.2' 
UPPD UQ 'IU,llOiEl\lA un 1 -1...ll 
TOTALS - LAKE a:unY 7 H.31 

SUSANVILLE RANQDIA LASSEN 1, 10.00 

PICA.Y\ME aANQfl?llIA NAIJBIIA. a 1'7.00 

GUIDIVILLE RANQl!RIA Nl!NIX)CJNO . 2 u.as 
tul.AND USDVATJQf Ml!NIX)C1ll) 2 21.2, 
J>INCiLEVJLL!l . RANCJD!'~UA Hl!NOOCUM> 1 1.50 

· 9lll)l,01l Vld.t.EY' • ~IA MENOOCtMO l .:L...li 
· TOTALS ""' Ml!NDJCJNO a:uffV ' '7.'4 

PUBLIC ~JN KEOC a uo.oo 

IOJA CAI.JENT! MSl!RVATIClf RIVERSitll ' 171.33 
t«:)R0t,D) RESERVATICII RIVERSIDE 1 1. 73 

PEQtANlA. ltESERVATIClf RIVERSIDE J. ..12...ll 
TOl'ALS - RIVERSlIE CXllnY • 191.03 

SAN MANUEL JtESERVATIClf SAN BERNAJU>Jt«J 7 lU.24 

OJVAPAIPF. RF,S'£RVATICII i!!:·~= 1 1.0 
LA JOLLA JtESERVATICII l 5.42 
PALA RESERVATIClf SAN DIEGO • 221.0 

S'iOJAtf RESERVATIClf SAM.DIEGO 1 ...lL.ll 
TO'J'ALS - SAN DIEGO a:url'Y • JOl.13 

( 



- ! -

SUMMARY OP ACTICNS FClff CXUn'Y DATA - STATE OF QLlPQRNU. 

f.,N:JQD!WV:ffBYll'l<Jl 02 IJU:BE a:wrt tlJMMB Of APPLJQ.Il<:11$ mu.I. ACBEWE 

SANTA YNEZ JIESDVATictl SANTA B.\IU3A.R.A. l 1.00 
. ; 

FtT RIVER TRIBE OF CALifORNIA · SHASTA 2 u.zo 
P..EDDIOO P.ANOiEP.lA SKA..'-"t'A 1 .il...ll 

TOTALS - SHASI'A cxunY 11 ss.,o 

KARUK TRIBE OF CALIFORNIA SISKIYCU 12 154.80 

OJIJlTl VM.LE'I JESElWATIQi SlSJ.l'/00 ll. ill.JU 
TOTALS .;. SISKIYOO ctt.ffi'Y 

2, n,.,., 

a.ovEllDALI RANCHERIA SCHJ4A 2 13.07 

KlPLAND RESERVATlaf SCKlfA 1 .ll1JJl 

TOTALS - sa04A a:uffY 
, 3')4.17 

µ,tia> RANoa:RIA surrER 1 20.00 

GREENVILLE RANODIA TfJfANA 1 51.00 

1\11.E RIVER RESERVATI(lf 'M.ARE 1 3t.'3 

QIIac:Etl JIANQl 'IWlOIERIA 'nD.lNE 1 . 47.2& 

tUtVB OE APPt!rAX'JOIS fflJ'Ne ACBIIGB 

~ 
BUTTI 
El!L HCllTE 
FRESNO 

. GtEMf 
tuaa.M' 
JNY0 
ltDIGS 
UD 
I.ASS!N 
)w:EM 
NENIX)CIN:> 
IDl)C 
JUVERSIIE 
SAN .BDNARDINO 
SMI DIBOO 
SANTA BARBARA 
SHAS'i'.A 
SISKIYOU 
moll' 
SU'l1D 
TDWfA 
1\UMl 
na.Lttm 

GRAND TOJ'AL 

1 
3 

H 
2 
2 

t2 
l 
2 

' 1 
2 

' I • • 7 

• 1 
11 2, , 

1 
1 
1 

..J. 

lll 

N1ENCl StJHMARY OF CXlM1'Y DATA - STATE OF QLUgRNll 

70.00 
H.H 

2u.sa 
7'.42 
40.00 

931.17 
0.75 

21.44 
24,.31 
10.00 

U7.00 
'7,H 

1'0.00 
1'1.0l 
112.24 
,o,.u 

e.oo 
55.tO 

2tt.l'I 
334.17 
20.00 
51.00 
n.u 
•z_as 

J 7'6,0l 

NUMBJlR OF APfLXQIJtJiS IQT#J, ACREAGE . 

taTHDN CALU'ORNIA ltGf!JfCY 
CENl".RAL CALIPONfl,\ IJJENCt 
SClffilEH'I CALil'tlRNIA AGZHCY 
PALM SPJUIGS J'IBLD OF.FICI 

GRAND TOTAL 

1'1 
33 
11 

--' 
lll 

1,110.4' 
1,271.17 

49'.07 
JU 33 

3 Z'U,Al 

( 

C 

( 



( 

( 

( 

- , -
S~Y OF ACTIOOS--S'TAnJS OF APPLICATIOIS ( 19'2-1995 CAS'.!S) - STATE OF QI,tmRNu 

IDJA CALIENTE RESERVATICII 
. BERRY c:RPIC JWIQDIA . 
BIG uc;c:x:iH IWIOIER I A 
t,JG }' lNt: kf:St:kVA'flCII 
BIG SAND\' F.>.HOf£1UA 
'!!l'l 'l1'l.LFX P.~IC:H!lUJ\ 
BLUE LAKE RANO-IER1" 
BUENA VISTARANOIERIA 
OiICXEN RANOi IWIQEUA 
Cl.OVERVALE RANOiERlA 
ONAPAIPE RE:;ERVATlOO 
ELK· VALLEY RANOIERIA 
GREENVILLE RANOiERIA 
GRINI>S'IttlE RANOIERIA 
GUIDIVILLE RANOIERIA 
lf.JOPA VALLEY RESE:RVATlat 
HOPLNICI RESBRVATICII 
tr.JJUN.,.'ltUBE OF CALI~IA 
LA JOLLA RESERVATICII 
HOORE'ItJWN RANOIERIA 
KORCH30 RESl!R\IATIOO 
PM.A RESERVATION 
PEOU,HGA USE!'YATlal 
PICAYIJN! JWlODlA 
Pit«:ILEVILLE RANOl'.ERIA 
PIT RiVER TRIBE OP CALil'ORNIA 
PUBLIC IX:MUN - tDX>C CWN1Y 
C,W.ZJa:2 VALLE'i' R!S'ERYATl~ 
.REDDIMi IWKHE!RlA 
P.E'.t1ft.XID VJ.I.LEY IWOl!RU, 
RESIGHINI RANOIERIA 
:ROBIN~·RANOmUA 
ROINERVILLE RANOIERIA 
SAN HAMJEL RESERVATial 
SANI'A llOSA lWOIDIA 

· SANTA llNEZ RBSERYATJCJf 
scorrs VALLEY RANOtBRIA 
SMITH RIVER RANOIERIA 
SUSANVILLE. RANOIERIA 
S'iOJAN rcESERVATlQ<a 
TABLE ID,,ffl'AIN RAHOf!RIA 
1'9.lNlDAD IWOIERlA. . 
1ULB RIVER RESERVATlCJf 
UPPER LAKE RANOIERIA 
YURaC 'IRIB! OP CALil'OffllA 

GlWft) 'rol'AL 

---------------- -NUMBER"ACREAGE------------------
PENI)ll:G !J:X,:PJYD QENIED TQTAl. 

1• 40.00 
2· 21.50 
2• 5.01 
P 0.75 
1 • 3. 42 
3• 1 .19 
9° ll .. 85 
1• 70.00 
1• 47.25 
2• lJ:07 
1• 1.43 
5• 10. 19 
1• 51.00 
1• ~o.oo 
o• . o.oo 

n• u,.u 
P 21.2, 
•• u,. 3.2 
1• 5.41 
o• o.oo 
1• 1.73 
4• 221 .. H 
o• o.oo 
z· 1n.oo 
1• 0.50 
2• 14.20 
2• uo.oo 

17• 10.01 
,. 41.10 
1• 1.90 
1• 77.U 
o• o.oo 
5• u.,1 
2" 21.23 
2• 21.<14 
1• 9.00 
0" o.oo ,. ,.u 
1- 90.00 
o• · o.oo 
1• '16.00 
1• 14.77 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
t• tH,H 

5• 131.33 
o• o.oo 
l • 11. 00 
o• o.oo 
o· o oo 
()• 0.00 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o· o.oo 
p •. fl 
o• o.oo 
1• ao.oo 
1• 2.25 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
4• 18.48 
o• · o.oo 
1• 34.7' 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o· o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o,oo 
1• 20.00 
o• o.oo 
1• 40.,5 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
1• 0.7' 
3• 10.54 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
a• ,; .11) · 
1• u.n 
o• o,oo 
•• " Q9 

o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o. oo 
o· o. oo 
c· o.oo 
o• 11. oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oa 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo· 
1• 1·1.,1 
O• O;OO 
0" o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
O• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• O;Oo 
a• 11.U 
o• o,oo 
o• o,oo 
o• o.oo 
1• 1.13 
o• Q,QO 

122·1,1, 1$ 21• t1§ §3 •• ,, 12 

,. 
a• 
3• 
1• 
1· 
)• ,. 
1• 
1• 
2• 
1 • ,. 
1• 
2• 
1• 

n• 
a• 

u• 
1• 
1• 
1• 
4• 
1• 
2• 
1• 
a• 
a• 

17• ,. 
1• 
1'" 
1• 
s• .,. 
2• 
1• 
1• ,. 
1• 
2• 
1• 
5• 
1• 
1• 

n• 

171. 33 
21. 50 
16.01 

0.75 
J.42 
1.19 

13.85 
70.00 
47. 25 
13.07 
1.43 

Jf.60 
51.00 
U.00 
2.H 

69'.3' 
n.a, 

1'54.e0 
'5.U 

34. 76 
1.73 

221.H 
17.'7 

1'7.01) 
0.50 

u.ao 
U0.00 
1-15.07 

41.'10 
1.,0 

77.U 
20.00 
62.91 
'2.11 
21.H 
8.00 
0.1,. 

U.70 
eo.oo 
77,5' 
1'.00 
10.87 
39.tJ 
1.13 

240 U 

SUMMARY OF ACJ'ICIIS--STAnJS OF APPLIC\TICIIS ( UH CASIS] • STA1E OP CllIBBfU, 

OUCX> JWDtERil 
GUIDIVILLI JtANP-IIRIA 
KlPLAND R2SERVAT1CII 
SAN HANUEL ltBSERVATJCJf 
SCDTTS VALLEY RANOIEltIA 
YURaC TRIBE OF CALil'ORNIA 

GRAND TOTAL 

NUMBER•Ac::RINll! r•-------- ------
PERPUli Al I· e PIED Q!!NtEQ :mtAt 

1• 248.00 
1• 42.00 
l" 321,tO 
, .. 100. o, 
1· 0.50 
a• 50.00 

10· 7§2 ]§ 

o• 
o• 
o• 
o• 
o• 
o• 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Q 00 

9 00 

o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• o.oo 
o• P QA 

g• 0 09 

.1* 248.00 
1• 42.00 
1• 321.90 
... 100.os 
1•. 0.50 
a- ,o oo 

10· 112 11 

SllMl4AA'i OF ACTI~S--STA'IUS OF APPLICATIOOS fALL CASES) - STATE OF QLifPBNIA 

R£SEBYATI!'.lVBM'lA£R1A/l'RIBE 

{lt92-1995 CASBSJ 
(1'96 CASES] 

GRAND 'rol'AL--ALL CASES 

-----------------NUHBER•ACREAGE----------- -----
PEHDUli At I E PIEQ DENIED :mtAt 

111•241,.1, 21• ,1,.f3 ... ,.,.,, 
10• 762 3§ o•· · O,OQ o• Q,QO 

1sz·12•2 01 az· •Jt ,, •· az ,, 

ao,•2.,HJ.f'I 
10• 712,3§ 

21,•J,z,, 93 



. . 

SUMMAF'x' OF ACTIOOS--AGENCY SUHMAPY OF STATIJS OF -'PPLICATICIIS - STATE OF QLIFQRNU 
. (l99Z-l99S CASES) 

NOR'JlWtH CALIFORNIA AGENCY 
~NTRA.L CA1.1Fl,'RH1A AGENCY 
SOIJTH'£1W CU.lf'OPNIA AGE:NC\' 
PM.K SPP.lOOS FIELD OFFICE 

GRAND 'IUTAL 

------------------NUHBER"ACREAGE------------------
PENDING ACQ!PTED QENIEQ mw, 

144"1'33 84 15" u,.u o• 0.00 159•1. 760.U 
:u• !146 Jl ,. 117. 73 1• 1.83 2,• 66!1 81 
10• 2!.!I 50 1· 40.95 3• ,s.s, 14° 396 01 
1• 49 go ... 111 u o· Q 00 ,. 171 ;n d 

1zz·z~z2 65 ;z• .,, u t· 2Z 21 aR1·a 2U n 

SUMMARY OF ACTIOOS--AGENCY SlMHAR'i OF STATIJS OF A.PPLICATI~S - STATE OF QLIFQRNIA 
[UH CASES] 

------------------NUMBER"ACR.EAGB~--~---------~---
MlElC PEHPXIG ,-ccnnn Pntxin mr,u, 

~ CALIFORNIA AGENCY 2• 50.00 o• o.oo o• o.oo 2• 50.00 
CENTRAL CALI.R>RNU. AGENCY 4• 02,30 o• 0.00 o• 0.00 •• '12.30 
SOlTJ1iERN CALI fDRNIA· AGENCY •• 100.0, o• 0.00 o• 0.00 •• 100.8' 
PALM SPRINGS FIELD OPPICE o• Q 00 o• 0 oo o• 0 op o• a oo 
G~ 'l'OTAL :i.r z,a.l, Ir g H g• !I gg ssi· lH :1, 

S\Jl4MARY OP ACTIQIS--J.GENC't' S'I.MW\Y 01' ST1'1US OF liPPLic.\TiafS - STATI 01' QLJBllHJA . 
lALL asESJ 

N:>RnlERN CA.tIRlFIHIA Ml!NC'i 
CENTP~ CAL11!011111. NJf!kltCt 
SOlTJ1iERN CALlralNIA AGENCY 
PALM SPRINGS FIELD OFFICE 

GRAND roTAL--W. CASES 

-----------------NUMBER*ACRl!AGB--· - .. -- .------
mtDttli AcaP71b ra1iP mrv, 

JfPHl3.U 15• 12,.12 o• o.oo 1'1*1.110.41 
H•U'54.61 g• 117.'13 1• 1.n 11•1.u•.n · 
u• 359.56 1• .eo.,s J• ,s.H 11• 4H.07 
1• fQ gg ,. 131 ]] o• o op ,. JU ]] 

11z·~a•a 111 az· .,,.,i ~• IZ ;H a11•.1 • Zi, 81 

( 

C 

( 
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'DA.NIEL E. LUNGREN 
AJtorn,y G,n,ral 

July 29, 1997 

Via facsimile to {9t6l5ff:75IQ and u.s. MaU 

Mr. Harold M. Brafford, Superimcndem 
Bureau of Indian Affairs · 
Centtal California· Agency 

·. 1824 Tribute RQad, Suite J 
Sacramento, California 95815-4308 

Stat< of Callfornlo ~ 
DEPA.RTMBNT OF JUSTICE ~ 

1300 I STJU!J!T, Sutrl 125 
P.O. BOX "42'S 

SACRAMENTO. CA '4244,UJO 
(916) 4'S-9SSS 

PACSIMILE: (916) 322-5609 
(916) 324-5375 

Re: Big Valley Rancheria Tnoal Members' Trust I.arid :AcqUisition Application: 
Lortainc CIUZ, Priscilla Ballente, Florence Rodriquez and Mary Cabello 
<APN:-044:422-04> 

Dear Mr. Brafford: . 

This responds to your 1une 4, lm letter to the Attorney General of California 
soliciting the Attorney General's comments on the Uni~ States' proposed acqwsition in 
ttUSt of certain land for the above members of the Bia Valley Ranchcria. Pursuant to our 
request, your office agreed to extend the comment time until today. W c appreciate this 
opporrunity to comment on the proposed acquisition. 

A. The Secretary Ha, No Authority to Take ProJ?ertv Into Trust for Jn4iao, 

The Attorney. General objects to this notice of application to have property taken· into 
trust due to the ~k of authority of the Secretary of Interior to take property into tru$t for the 
benefit of Indians. Title 25 United States Code, section 46S., pursuant to which the Secretary 
appears to· acr, is an unconstitutional delegation of legislatiw power. Absent Congressional 
action to circumscribe the. apparently ·unlimited authotity of th,e Secretary now set out in 
section 465, the Secretary cannot legally take property into mist for any Indians or Indian 
tribes. I . __ _ ....,_...- ... ·,, ~~:-tr . . 

In addition to the above · objection to any· actions~ the Secretary tQ take property into 
trust for Indians, we offer the following comments to this partic:ular acquisition request. 
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B. Adoption of Local Zoninc and Other Laws 

( 

As you know, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has authority under 25 C.P.R. §1.4(b) to 
adopt· and make applicable to Indian lands, State and local laws, ordinances, rules and 
· regulations. In considering whether to make State and local law applicable to Indian lands, 
the BIA is authorized. to consider the "restrictions or limitations on the use of other property 
in the vicinity." 25 C.F.R. §1.4(b). If the BIA does take the proposed subject properties 
into trust, we urge the BIA to accept such properties in trust on condition that certain State 
and local land use regulation continue to apply to such acquired trust land. Specifically. we 
urge BIA to make applicable to the proposed acquisitions the following: 

(1) all zonin1 and other local restrictions on. land use required by the 
Mendocino County Area Plan; 

(2) all health and safety requirements of Mendocino County, including 
reJUlation, supervision and control of septic tank and sewage facilities by the 
county's environmental health department and/or buildin1 department. 

(3) State and local law regulating water rights and water use. 

If you have any questions about these comments, please do not hesitate to conw:t the( 
undersigned. Again. we tbaDt you for this opportunity to collllDCnt, and look forward to 
communicating with you on future Indian trUSt land acquisitions. 

SID: 

Sincerely, 

DANIEL E. LUNGREN 
Attorney General 

po,1A_;~. ·. /DMt.( 
SARA I. 
Deputy tto y GcDCral 

cc: . Alice Detwiler, Deputy Legal Affairs Secrcwy 
Kayla Danks, Realty Officer 
Hopland Rancberia 

( 
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DANIEL E. LUNGREN 
Atlorne, G1neral 

Stat• of Callfo,..... ~ 
DEPARTMEN1' OF JUSTICE • 

July 29, 1997 

Via farmmUe to l916l5§§-7510 and u~s. Mail 

Mr. Harold,M. Brafford, Superintendent 
Bureau of Indian Affairs · 
Central CalifQmia Agency 
1824 Tribute Road, Suite 1 
Sacramento, California 95815-4308 

1300 I STRBET, SUIT8 l, 
P.O. 10X '442! 

SACRAMENTO. CA. '4244-2'~ 
(916) 44.S•ffl 

FACSIMlLB: (916) 122·560 

(916) 324-537 

Re: HopJand Rancheria Tn"bal Mc:mbcrs• Trust Land Acquisition Applications: 
Dewey Daniels (APNs: #050-500-01..()() and 05~550-04;-00) and 
Matthew Billy lAPNs; #OS0-510-004;00 and OS0-540-027:00} 

Dear Mr. Brafford: 
. . 

This responds to your June 4, 1997 lctter$ to the Attomcy General of California 
soliciting the Attorney General's comments on the United States• proposed acquisition in 
trUst of certain parcels of land for Dewey Daniels and Matthew Billy. members of the 
Hopland Rancheria. Pursuant to our request, your office agreed to extend the Cl)mment time 
until today. We .appreciate this opportunity to comment on the proposed acquisitions. 

A. The Secretary Has No Authorirv.w I1ke Pro,pertY Into Trust for Indians 

. The Attot11ey ·General· objects to these not~s of application tQ have property taken 
into tru~t due ·to ·t&e Jack of authority of the Secretary of Interior to take property. into tru.st 
for the benefit' of Indians. Tide 2.5 United States Code, section 46S, pursuant to which the 
Secrewy appears to ac~ is an uncoastitutional delegation of legislative power. Absent 
Congressional. action to circumscn'be the· apparently. unlimited authority. of the Secretary now · 
set out in section 46.S. the Secretary cannot legally take propeny into trust for any Indians or 
Indian tribes. 

In addition to the above objection to any actions by the Secretary to take propcny into 
ttUst .for Indians, we offer the following comments to these particular acquisition requests. 
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B. Adgptiog or Local Zpnin1 and Ofber Laws 

As you know. the Bureau of Indian Affairs has authority under 25 C.F.R. fl.4(b) to 
adopt and make applicable to Indian lands, State and local laws, ordinances, rules and 
reaulations. In considering whether to make State and local law applicable to Indian lands, 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs is authorized to consider the •restrictions or limitations on the 
use of other property in the vicinity."· 2S C.F.R. §1.4(b). If the BIA does r.alce the proposed 
subjecc land into trust. we urge the BIA to accept such land in ll'USl on condition that cenain 
State and local land use regulation continue to apply to such. acquired trust land. · 
Specifically. we urge BIA to make applicable co the proposed acquisition the following: 

(1) all zoning and other local restrictions on land use required by the Lake 
County Area Plan; · 

(2) all bea.lth and safety requirements of Lake COUllty, including regulation, 
supervision and control of septic tank and sewage facilities by· the county 
environmenral health dcpartmem and/or buildina department. 

(3) State and local Jaw· regulating water rights and water use. 

If you have any questions about these conimems, please do not hesitate to contact the 

( 

undersigned. Apin. we thank you for tbis opportunity to comment. and look forward to ( 
communicating with you on future Indian trust land acquisidom. 

I· 'I ' • ·, I ... 

Sincerely, . 

DANIEL E. LUNGREN. 
Attorney. General 

R~~IL ... P4 
SARAI 
Deputy · o · • y Geneml 

•~-~ ........ -....... . ' ..;,.1u.; .. ,-::·;~•·.;~ . . -· - .. 
cc:: : ~ Dclwilc:r. Deputy Legal Affairs Secretary 

Kayla Danks, Realty Officer 
Big Valley Rancheria 

( 
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GUIDBLIRBS T9 GOVERN PAR'l' 151 ()P TI'l'LB 25, LAHDACQUl:SI'l'I()HS, As IT 
" PERTAINS TO ACQUISITXOH OF OFP-RESBRVA'l'IOH FBB-TO-'l'RUST l,AHDS. 

. . . . ,~ .. - ,. . ., 

;.. :.:."'l'!-:cn:~Y '!'O. i.~U.,IPJ!: L.\?m. !?I TRUS'l' . 
·• • • ,;.• 

0
: ~ • • • :.'~ *~,:. -: .. : • ~:·:-;;····-· · ..... : ..... :· • .;:.,~~:'1,, •,! .;: 

- Each transaction .Deing proces:r:iea must oonta!n the'711:1a.;raf';i.t.-t.utorf' .,.•• .:., 
authority ~l:l;ph permits the United states t:o.acquire land in.trust 
status ·for ''1'&:"''tribe or individual Indian. · · ( For example, Indian 
Reorganization Act, Indian i..nd Consolid41t.ion Act, Indian Financing 
Act, etc., statute citation must be given.) . In addition, the. 
applicable regulatory authority for the transaction must· be quoted. 
(For example: 25 CPR 151.J(a) ••• (l), (2) Qr (3).) 

B. AUTHORITY OF TRIBAL· OFFICIALS TO ACT 

( 1) Any proposal for off-reservation f ee~to-trust land 
acquisition for a tribe must be signed by an authorized tribal 
official(s). The proposal must include a resolution duly 

. adopted by the governing body with a ci_tation of the section 
in the tribe's formal document which authorized the action. 
When the tribe lacks a formal document, a tribal r,esolution 
granting authority to its governing body shall ,_be requiy;ed. 

. . . ' . . . 

(2) The resolution must contain the leg,-1 description of the 
property to be acquired. The resolution must specify the 
tribe's request for trust status for the acquisition._ 

C. THIRD PARTIES 

If thi~ parties will be using, or will .. be involved with the.. use 
of, the land to be acquired in trust,.then all documents (leases, 
contracts, agreements, etc. ) · with ~at. : third .· party must .·· be 
submitted as part of the apquisition, application. ADY'. 11uch 
document •ust·be submitted in final .form to the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs (BIA) for approval under 2.5 u.s.c. § 81. 

D. EVALUATION OF ACQUISITION 

Each . tribal t:i:~sa.ctio,1 mu3t spacifically address all factors in 
Title 2!i ·CPR l.51.,10., with the exception of (cl) wh.ich is applic'1Jle 
to individuals. 'Those fac:;tol':'s are:. · · 

(l)· Authority. Statutory and.re(JUlatory_authorityfor.the 
acquisition •ust be stated and any limitation contained in 
aucb authorization must be complied with. · · ·· 

(2) Jl.tl.ed. Explain the need of the tribe or individual Indian 
fQr additional land in trust status; i.e., what is the present 
land base; why does the tribe or individual Indian need this 
additional land; why is trust status needed and why can't the 
present land base be used for this purpose ( justification .as 
to why trust status is needed).. For example, the tribe and 

1 



United States Department of the Interior 
r---R6...;.;;;~;::.:,::._0~FFWA.SH OF THE SECUTAR.Y !t' _ 
t JNGTON, D.C. 840 • .... 

_ R~L PROPERTY MGMT MAY 2·61994 
Memorandua 

To: All Area Director• 

From: Ada~- Deer ~~ ·_ 
Xotiai'?o:iAssistant secretary - Indian. Affairs 

Subje::t: Withdrawal of . r.avlew Authority- for 
Off-Reservation Land Acquisitions Other Than 
for Gaming Purposes 

This memorandua will serve as the withdrawal .~f the Assistant 
secretary'• directive of. May 17, 1991, requiring that all 
applications for oft-reservation · tee-to-trust acquisitions be 
referred to the Central Office for review and approval. Howev~,, 
exempt from this withdrawal are all acquisitions . for guing 
purposes on lands acquired after October 17, 1988; these will 
continua to:-ba reviewed and approved at the Washington level. 

Your review of off-reservation trust acquisitions must continua to ( 
adhere to the requireaenta outlined within,the attached procedural 
guidelines. These guidelines will remain in effect· until the 
promulgation of new regulations for off-reaervation acquisitions. 
Although these guidelines generally follow the proposed regulations 
under 25 en 151, they continue to be in accorc;tance with. the 
existing 25 CFR 151.10 and 151.11. Notwithstanding.the withdrawal; 
of Central Office review, your consideration of off-reservation, . 
trust acquisitions :must continue to follow certain criteria asl 
provided for under the attached guidelines. 

This with.m:awal does not restrict you fro:m requesting central 
Office review of a specific application. Based· upon your review, 
you :may detfllllWle it to be prudent to submit an application to the 
central Offi:c.t if you identity conflicts or the need for additional 
technical r.viav that cannot be resolved at the Area level. 

Attacblllenta 

( 
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......... 

·tribal members may be eligible tor certain ~ederal programs, 
i.e .. ,· Surplus Food Distributions (USDA), '1lusing and Urban 
Development (HUD) housing, Mortgage Insurance·, etc •• that is 
de~dent on the~l{Uld._l>eing:"~~ '.~st ~•tJ,:tus;: .. the _explan~tion: .:,-.·,.,.., 
of the need.is .c.~1c!aI !n d~t~:rmjnin~r if the· r~quett should 1'i.l --.:.· · · 
approved-. (NOTE: Non-taxable· status "Of· lands should not be 
used as a reason.) . 

1·•;\ 

(3) Pu:cpose. Explain the intended·use·ot the acquisition; be 
specific.· For example, housing, economic development, self
determination, etc. If the use is for economic development, · 
explain in detail the proposed development, how is it going to 
increase the economy of the tribe, etc. If the use is for 
self-determination, explain in detail how the acquisition will 
assist the tr'.ibe in self-determination. 

:(4) Impact~ Present policy dictates that timely notices be 
given to . ·state and . local governments to resolve possible 
conflicts 'over ··taxation. Documentation must include copies of 

. notices sent and responses. An evaluation must be 11ade of any 
negative responses received. The tribe; after~consultation 
with loca1·governing bodies, will explain how these concerns 
will be addressed.· 

(~) ProblemslQont~icts. Analyze the property to be acquired 
and. state·· any juris(lictional problems and .potential cont lie.ts 
9f Jarid use which may arise. EVery effort should be made to ~ 
r,,01ve . any . conflicts. • Potential issues to · be ad(lressed 
incl.~de: · cross-deputization, utilities, zoning, contributions 

. fti;- fire protection; etc~ All issues need to t,e. addressed. 
cooperative agreements could be used as a means of resolution .. 
(Tribes within P.L. 83-280 states should attach copies of any 
agreements made with local law enforcement.) 

lfi) Regponsibilitie§. Analyze the property and its use and 
state th,i.Jaxtent to 1Jhich the, area/agency will be impacted by 
this acid1;'io11al property. Elaborate fully on how the added 
responsibf1ities wlll attect the present staff; i~e .. , distance 
from BIA office, sufficient staff to conduct inspections, 
.etc., become critical factors. · 

B. NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA.) COMPLIANCE 
•• • • 4r/• 

(1) ·A:11 ''acquisitions . aust be in compliance with NEPA. 
Doc'Ullientation must be in the file to show that compliance was 

••et· pd,or .. to ap_proyal · of the acquisition. Guidance for 
· compliance with NEPA is found at 30 BUM Supplement 1,• NEPA 

Handbook. It is important to remember that NEPA compliance 
should begin as early as possible in the decision process to 
_prevent delays. 

2 
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<t - • - ·- ( 2)- '1'.be · f-irst step ·in - compliance···with ·NEPA ls· for B:rA-·to ·- -· -·· 
deterlline if the transaction is covered ~ ~ a categorical ( 
exclusion. · Cate9orical exclusions are liatr&d in !516 DH 2, 
"--'!"!·" 4 •• • .. _A 5•11! "'"' ill! A-,~---'·· •' · ·,.1, ·a_._,. __ - ... ~. • ., ... ....-av••· .t. I U1H\A .. --v ..• ..,,.. V, .t:'.r-HW.&.A ••••• • ft .f. "''-.a.Uu• uv..: .. 

::h.--'•. ::~ :~ ·t . included in the list or categorical e~clu'sion.-:::require"': tfia:r:l'•;f ,~· ;,. 
compla1:ion or an '2ri,ilrurJnerital AllsesSl!,ent (EA). The ·a1A,land··•• ' ,. ·~ 
conveyance cate9orical · exclusions are .found in 516 DH · 6, 
Appendix 4. 4 I. The acquisition . of property is listed as a 
categorical exclusion when na development, physical 
alteration, or change in the land use after acquisition is 
known or planned. An EA is not required as part of the 
transaction package in these instances unless an "exception• 
applies. · 

Because an action covered by a categorical exclusion may still 
have significant effects on the envi:-:o:ime74t, an EXCEPTION 
REVIEW CHECKLIST (Checklist), 30 BIAM Supplement 1, 
Illustration 8, must be completed to determine if an EA is 
required for the transaction. Any positive response on the 
Checklist determines that an EA is required. If. any doubt or 
uncertainty is encountered, an EA should be prepared. The 
completion ot a negative Checklist sattsfies NEPA compliance 
on an action that is categorically excluded. 

( 3) When the EA is completed, an. analysis of the · document 
must -be . made. If it is determined that there are no 
significant impacts to the environment, then a Finding Of No 
Significant Impact (FONSI) ilf prepared. The PONSI must then c-· 
be completed and signed by the authorized BIA official (a) • 
(See 30 BIAH Supplement 1, 5.4 for guidelines on preparation 
of a FONSI.) . 

(4) If the analysis of the EA doCWDent determines that the 
acquisition will or may significantly affect the quality of 
human. environment, then an Envirc,nJ1tenta~ Iml)llct s1:atement 
(EIS) JIUSt ~ prepared. (See 30 BIAM Supplement I, Chapter 6 
for details and guidance. ) The Area Office Environmental 
coordinator must also be contacted. · 

P. HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES DETERMINATIONS 

(1) 602 DK 2.3 sets forth a Departmen~l policy which 
probibi• the acquisition ot real estate containing hazardous 
substances •it. an expenditure of Departmental funds is 
required for cleanup of sucb. real estate, except. at the 
direction of congress, or for good cause with the approval of 
the. secretary.• 

(2) .All acquisitions require that a Level I Survey 
(Contaminant survey Checklist) be completed by an authorized 
BIA official or tribal employee .to insure that all potential 

3 ( 
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. . 
sources of contamination are identified and irtvestigated prior 
to a land acquisition. . · ,:l." _·.·, --. ·.. , . a•., 

• ' "···. ·., .. _·.'."· ~-- ~ '. -· •.••• -••• •• * ..... -•.• <I ••••••• -1 

: ·- The Contaminant survey Checklist attf.,!l•~·-. to -~•· Ha~ch -.~,.;:-,. 
l~ju, •!IJl'uZ'~adWM to 1lol4Grs ·cf 54 BIAM ls the ctf iclel fcrz: t: · ·· 
be used for the survey for contami~nts. · · (NOTE: a legal 
description of the property to be acquired is to.be attached 
to the checklist.) Be sure to secure the p:r:oper _signatures in 
the proper blanks under Items G and H of the survey · form. 

( 3) :i:t'.'itbe IA,val I ·_survey report indicates contaminanu, m:ay 
be· present on the property, then a Level II survey must be 
conducted. It' the area of contamination can be readily 
corrected, this infonation can be elaborated upon in the 
supplemtll)tal_Information on the_Level I surv~y Checklist and 
a Level, _' lI su,;-vey would not be ~ecessary • 

. (4) . If1,~ ... a Level II report is required, it shall be in 
narrative·. form, listing all sources of information and the 
methods used to determine·the extent of the contamination and 
the cleanup costs. Refer to March 8, 1990, memorandum for 
more explicit information on the surveys • 

. ··, , . 

G. OTHER REVIEW AND CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS 

A land acquisition ·transaction or its inteilded U$e may have an 
iJDpac:t . on any component of the environment. A comprehensive 
evaluation of the transaction and.analysis of ttie applicability of 
any Qf the review and consultation requirements requ:lred in the 
statu:tes listed in. 30 BIAH Supplement 1, Illustration 5, should 
routinely be completed. 

H. IJJDEPENDENT EVALUATION 

'l'be Superintendent, P.L. 93-638 contract tribes and/or Self
Governance compacted tribes will analyze all data and make · an 
independent evaluation of the proposed acquisition to ascertain if 
approval is warranted. The final documents transmitted to the Area 
Director wil'l ·. include the superintendent's, · contracted and/or 
compacted tribe's independent evaluation and recommendation. The 
:memorandum should include a stµnmary of findings of fact supporting 
a.11 statements and references that support the recommendation. All 
referenced data should be tabbed in such a manner that will permit 
clear, imaediate, and concise review of the transaction. 

:r. REVIEW PROCESS 

'l'be review may require a written in-depth analysis of items 
pertaining to.social services, finances, environment, contracts, 
agreements, ·· ·.,tribal ccmstitution, statutory authority., 
jurisdictional problems/conflicts etc., which are not normally 
concentrated in one department for response. several departments 
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aay need to .. become involved in order to expand the scope of the 
~ review and .analysis to achieve the maximwa packCLge ot documents 

desirable for a favorable recoJDJDendation on the/~~ibe'a request. 
Y..er · P4"...rsonn9:l. !!l'.t,uld . .be. .!d~'1tit!!ld .'!l!l t,,. t:lulf.r.- _,:.olA_ '!nd. .. • .1 ee.d 

• ..a• .-, • · person should be responsible for . the assembly,. acc~acy: and . 
· · com_plotene.1··-oz ·package. . ·· ·· · ··-~- · '···- ·. · ·-··· ··• -,.• -

;J. OTHER COMMENTS 

As a :matter of policy, tbe decision to place land in trust tor tbe 
benefit of an Indian tribe is coJIUllitted to the discretion of the 
Secretary of ·the Interior after consideratio~ of the land 
acquisition criteria found in 25 CFR PartlSi. 

( 1) · The Office of Indian GUling _ Management is responsible for 
processing all acquisitions for gaming purposes. Any 
questions regarding acquisitions for gaming purposes shou~d be 
•ddressed to the Office of Indian Gaming Management, 1849 c 
Street, H.W., MS-2070-MIB, Washington, D.C. 20240, (202) 219-
4066. . 

( 2) Upon receipt of - the request by the tribe, and 

.......... 

particularly the receipt of any legal documents such as title. 
evidence or statutory authority, BIA personnel will submit the'. 
data to the local Solicitor's Office for review, coJIUllent 
and/or ..:analysis. 'l'he documentation from the Solicitor'• 
Office will be referenced and become a part of the backup 
package prepared by· the tribe, Superintendent/or Area c· 
Director. 

(3) No final decision should be made on a trust acquisition 
application until all documents are in final form and there 
has been full compliance with 25 CFR 151 and all applicable 
laws. · 
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·~: .. :- .. ~~~;->;. ··.:· ... :• ... ~· ·~--: .... ·:.:• 
"t'or,::.a~-w:.l1 ·t;.;·-:u;;~· to 1:ransmit: clle request ~or •• :I!. .:::::ror=.nd::m 

rev1e111. 

Kemorandwa 

.,. 

To: Area Director , ________ Area ottice · 

From: su~rintendent, __ Agency 
· .. , . 

Subject: ot!-Reservation·rea-to-Trust Acquisition 

AD .f..ntroduct.f.o'.n paragraph giving a br.f.e:t synopsis o:t · the reqrJest; 
sucb. as:' what is the purpose o:t the request, when .. as it received, 
e.DClose recopendat1ons, set :tortb the :tormat used in the request. 

. . 

FXBST SECTIQH 
. :Include reference to resolution (nWDber, date, legal description, 
tribe"• request and· justification tor trust status, ·etc~). The 
property shall be legally described in narrative form. The· 
distance 'from the closest tribal-owned land and/or reservation will 
be noted. A plat/map should be included_ for mete~ and bounds 
descriptions. Include any other item speci1'ied in GUIDELINES, B(l·) 
ancl (2).. . · · · · 

'SECOND . SEC'tr.ml 

Include citation of statutory au~ority_whichpermits thetJnit•d 
s~tea to acquire land ·in trust. Quotation of the applicabl• part: _ 
and aubohapter of the.- Code of Federal_ R,egulations (CF.R)' which. 
authorizee _ t:ha thn9liation. Any elaboJ;atibn of _ the __ triba's 
govermaental o~gani~ltioJl,._ land· acquis,ition program, etc., to 
atrengt:heri · the application may be included in this · section. 
:tncluclfi any other ita specified in GUIDELINES, A~; 

THJRD SECTXQB 

Address all factors in 25 CF.R 151.10, with the exception of (4) 
which is applicable ·for individuals. See GUIDELINES, D for a brief 
a1D11Daxy oL eacb of tba factors·. · · 
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l.QURTH SECTIQH . :l. -· . . , •·:. P•t• ...... ,.. -••4- ho __ .. _ ""'41 • 11 ,.,..._.,_.,."" ..... ,c,- """" .. ""_,, . ..,,.l_ ··hi-"' ~-"""' 
• * ., • ., ~•- -•-••-- _._ ...... ___ ....._._._, • .._.,... .. ._.,..., .. ~......,.. .... -.. ... ..,. •• ••• ~ ........ • .•·W '-i& .. Wtiir.,.&,4 -

• :~/. : pr_ove that the tran~action meets compll.nc;~ .~itJL.the .. .Hat;ional · .. 
mvironmwiabtl i'olic)' Act· (ifii'A)'. Swe ·auIDlstI:h"ES, E tor a brief 
synopsis of the Bureau requirements for NEIA. 

SJJB-SBCTIQH 

Reference should be made as a sub-section in this section 
to inclica~e that the acquisition :meets compliance with 
any applicab. le statutes based on the physical pr.operty or 
its intended .. use. (Historical . Pr,servation, 
Archeological Cleei-.;ance, etc.) See GUIDELINES, G, 
parti~-ularly, referenced·statutes in 516 DH ·4, Appendix 
.1. 

PIPTH SECTXQH 

Reference aust be :made of all documentation in the file which will 
prove that the transaction meets compliance with 602 DH 2.3 wllich 
prohibits acquisition of real estate · containing hazardo~· 
substances. Sea GUIDELINES, r, for a brief synopsis of the Bureau 
requirements for the hazardous survey compliance. · 

FINAL SECTIQH 

This section wil.l include the superintendEtht, 93-638 tribtl and/or 
sal.t-Governance compacted tribe's independent evaluation of .the 
acquisition package along with a recommendation for the request of 
the land acquisition in trust. See GUIDELINES, G, H and I for any 
otbar items-not covered in the previous sections. The closing of 
tbe . memorandum. ·•hould include the follow,1.ng s.tate:ment which the 
S\lper,intendant 'fill attest and date: . · · 

"I at:teat.tbat i':bava.reviewed tbis transaction and.the 
~t .. ~• •;~i1-. .at (sP90i.ty plaqe o~. record) is 
documen•Ad. .and. in complimJc• vi th a1l af tl)e above-stated 
regulations, citations and facts. I further state that 
I will not accept the conveyance of this property in 
tr.wit on behalf of the .united states until I bava 
receive4 -t:isfactory title evidence in accordance witb 
2s era 1.S1.1i.• 
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Land Acquisition Applications 
rrr1n-a.1. ·Requests t · 
. .

••• �•♦ • •  ,: ·:·· � � .. �\.·•�� 

r· 

All a�pllc�t1ons must be in writing and accompanied by a duly 
enacte.d,, tribal resolution which requests Secretarial action. 

2. Applications must cite the statutory authority for the land
acquisition.

3. Land acquisitions must be consistent with policy set forth in
25 CFR 151.3. If application is not consistent with the
policy� the application must state that a waiver of the regu
lationS'.is being requested, and a justification for approval
ot the waiver should be contained within the application and/or
supporting documents.

4. The applicant mtist state why,the-tribe.needs additiorial land.

5. The applica�ion must state the _purpose(s) for which the land
will be used.

6. The application must state what .impacts-on the State and its
political subdivisions will result trom removal ot the
property trom the tax rolls.

7. The application must fully-descr_ibe the- .:jurisdictional problems
or conxlicts which may arise as a result ot the intended land

- use and removal from State or local jurisdiction.

a. The application must state.what mitigation actions are planned
to reduce adverse impacts identified under items 6 and 7 above.

9. The application must identify any potential impact upon
services.currently pr6vided by BIA, or what BIA services will
be requested or required if the application is approved.

10. .A:n origi"rlal ( or certified copy)· of the proposed deed to the
Unit•d states ot America in trust for [tribe name). The notary
acknowl�edgment on the deed must conform to California notary
law. · Tfi4e deed must be executed by the legal landowne·r (s) as
evidenced by· a current title report or a recent title insurance
policy. i'or conveyances of tribal "fee" lands, the deed must
be signed by a representative Ot the tribe as evidenced by a
duly enacted tribil resolution.

11 .. Any agreementfsJ for purchase or exchange of the subject 
property (escrow instructions should also be included). 

,�RECEIVED! 

(J �R-: ...

I �LIFCS!'- . . C 

�G . .!1.'.::f. ·-· 



12. A curren� title report or title policy (see item 10 above)� 
, .. i\ta re1.1u.i..i. c..i . .i.u. Liu� ··Sii,1:1r,uca.a:"1&, u .i.. .,.t.-,c: Q. Z •· Di="1a.s;·�m,e1a 1.. ul.. Jut, i..:i.«;,h�. _,. .. ... � .• ,:·: ,.-i[-�,. · , ( see .. 25 C.ra·· 151. 12) ," a . �tft.J.&.i-CO■pariy-11ius,t:- b:r.wi,Ji¼•ift9'":t.O�isaue·"'.::·; :: ..

.. . - . ·a tina.1. 'titie
--

policy· on· the approved u. s. form - .. ALTA "f9&'3 Tor•k �-
its later version, ALTA u.s. Policy - 9/28/91), and subject 
only to those·exceptions acceptable to the U.S. and with 
liability in an amount equal to the value [purchase price) of 
the subject property. 

13. THE LARD DESCRIPTION OH THE DEED AND TITLE EVIDENCE HUST BE
IDENTICAL. Metes and bounds land descriptions must be
supported by a legible copy of a survey plat (maps will be
microfilmed by BIA).

14. For any exception listed on the title evidence, a copy of the
referenced document must be included - e.g., rights of way of
record; all information relevant to any existing special
assessment districts; legible copies of all maps or plats
referenced; deeds· or judgments that might be referenced. (If
monetary liens exist, tribe must state plan for their elimi
nation at close of escrow and/or prior to acceptance of title
by the U.S.)

15. For rights of vay of redord, tribe must state whether-or not
such right will interfere with the intended use of the subject
property - e.g., describe how location of electrical lines
prohibit or limit land use within right of way area or if line
is proposed tor relocation ( copies ot any negotiated agreeJ!lents
should also be included).

16. Application should include a copy of any appraisal report.

17. Application 11uu1t _include an environmental ·assessment. (BIA
- may request additional documentation, investigations, or

reports in order to be able to evaluate the impact of the
trust acquisition as required by the National Environmental
Policy Act.) ·

18. Application should include description of existing terrain,
exis,ting improvements and/or occupants, statement as to
wheta:er or not there is LEGAL ACCESS to the subject property
(ploir- ■aps showing existing roads, etc., and any proposed
roads, structure sites, etc., are useful).

19. Land acquisitions for economic development must include a
detailed explanation of the proposed development and how it
will benefit the tribe, as set forth in the attached
Assistant Secretary's May 26, 1994 memorandum. (Publication

· of.the "Final Rule" for off-r��ervation land acquisitions was
made on June 23, 1995 - refer to 25 crR 151.11.)
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20.
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THE APPLICANT HUST PAY ALL TAXES. DUE AND .. PAYABLE UNUlT ... SUCH 
--�- • - -.... "'--... -- ... � iiite .......... ,. r..n"·---- .:':!MA-· ---- - -o---w'-
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• • • . . ........ �..-·----:--- •�----·. ,-•• ,. , .... . . . � ,. • • • • • ,,1 •• -

SURE-THAT ALL FINAhC:tAL _OdLIGA'l"IOHS ARE MET IN ORDER TO AVOID 
ATTACHMENT OF ANY LIENS AGAINST THE PROPERTY PROPOSEb .FOR 
TRUST'ACOUISITION (e.g., tribes are responsible for contri
butions to the Internal Revertue Service for tribal employees). 

ATTACHMENTS a 

1. Regulations - 25 CFR 151.
2. Assistant Secr�tary's memorandum of May 2�, 1994.
3. Departmental Manual Release 3047, Hazardous Substances

Dete�minations (site inspection mQst be conducted/completed
. by �iA\personnel).

NOTEa 

Dip�nding upon the purpose and scope of the proposed land 
ac,quisition project and land title status, the Secretary's 
re:presentative may find it necessary to request additional data. 



Notice(s) to State and Local Government 

of Proposed "Nongaming" Trust Land Acguisitions 

Routinely, notices to state and local governmental entities are to be issued in 
substantially the format as sho\-m on the attached sample letters ( the sample 
format for the letter to the Assessor may be utilized for issuance of notices 
to the State Deputy Attorney General). If the land proposed for "trust" 
acquisition lies within a city limit area, that particular city's official(s) 
should likewise receive notice ot the proposed acquisition and· be offered an 
opportunity to submit comments (e.g., the city Major, the city Public Works 
Department, etc.). 

The applicant should in all cases receive copies ot any notices issued and should 
be advised as to whether or not comments were received. If comments . were 
received, copies of the comments should be provided to the applicant. If, any 
entity has expressed opposition to the subject proposal, such opposition should 
be promptly brought to the attention of the applicant in order to allow the 
applicant an opportunity to consider and offer a response to the comments. ALL 
OPPOSITION LETTERS, AS WELL AS THE APPLICANT'S RESPONSE TO SUCH LETTERS, ARE TO

BE INCLUDED AND HADE A PART OF THE PACKAGE BEING SUBMITTED FOR REVIEW AND 

CONSIDERATION. 

Likewise,. should the land acquisition proposal be favorably supported by local 
government, etc., appropriate documentation evidencing the support should be 
included with the package. 

If an interested party submits a written inquiry to a BIA official, that inquiry 
should be promptly answered. If Agency or Field Office staff are unable to 
respond, the receipt of the inquiry should be acknowledged in writing and 
forwarded to the appropriate entity (another branch, Area Office staff, or 
applicant) tor response and any response must be made a part of the land 
acquisition record. 

Please keep in mind that if the scope of the land acquisition project is 
contemplated as being controversial or is anticipated to have a major impact on 
specific services provided by a particular entity, consideration should be given 
to including such entity as a party receiving notice of the land acquisition. 
In addition to the State Clearinghouse and the appropriate county·assessor or 
tax collector, it may be a conclusion that additional distribution of the land 
acquisition notice should be made to such entities as listed below. 

County Board of Supervisors 
County Planning Depa'rtment/Comrnission 
County Public Works Department 
Local Fire- Department 
Congressional Representative(s) 



(Agency/Field Office Letterhead) 

State Clearinghouse 
Office of Planning & Research 
State of California 
1400 Tenth Street, Rm. 121 
Sacramento, California 95814 

Gentlemen: 

S A M J? L E 

Enclosed for your appropriate distribution are ten copies of our 

notice of an application seeking acceptance of title to real 

property "in trust" for the Indian individual(s) or tribal entity 

so named therein by the authorized representative of the Secretary 

qf the Interior on behalf of the United States of America. Said 

notice is issued pursuant to the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 

25, INDIANS, Part 151.10, 151.11. 

Sincerely, 

Superintendent 

Enclosures 



SAMPLE 

(Agency/Field Office Letterhead} 

Dear Assessor: 

Enclosed is a copy of our notice of an application seeking acceptance of title 
. to real property "in trust" by the United States of America for the Indian 
individual(s) or tribal entity so named therein. 

Said notice is issued. pursuant to the Code of �ederal Regulations, Title 25, 
INDIANS, Part 151. 10, 151.11. We are seeking your· comments regarding the 
proposed trust land acquisition in order to obtain sufficient data that would 
enable an analysis of the potential impacts on local government which may result 
from the removal of the subject property from the tax roll and local 
jurisdiction. Pertinent information_regarding the proposal is included in the 
enclosure. 

Sincerely, 

Superintendent 

Enclosure 

cc: County Tax Collector (w/enclosure) 

(Other entities as may be appropriate) 

\ 
I 



S A M P L E 

(Agency/Field Office Letterhead} 

Notice of Land Acguisition Application 

Pursuant to the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 25, INDIANS, Part 151.10, 
151. 11, notice is given of the application filed by the below-named Indian 
individual(s) or tribal entity to have real property accepted "into trust" for 
said applicant by the United States of America. The determination whether to 
acquire this property "in trust" will be made in the exercise of discretionary 
authority which is vested in the Secretary of the Interior, or his authorized 
representative, U.S. Department of the Interior. To assist us in the exercise 
of that discretion, we invite your comments on the proposed acquisition, and we 
provide the following: 

Applicant ( s) : 

(Name the tribal entity or Indian individual[s].) 

Legal Land Description/Site Location: 

(Include the Assessor's parcel number(s); if the description is too long, attach 
the description from the title evidence and make reference to it as being an 
attachment. Specify location of site, e.g., within the boundaries of rancheria 
or reservation� if off-reservation, approximate distance from rancheria ·or 
reservation; nearest town or city, county.) 

Project Description/Prooosed Land Use: 

{Provide detailed narrative description of project/intended land use, e.g., the 
site is proposed for the construction of twenty single-family HUD homes which 
involve a lease between the ____ Tribe/Band and the ___ Indian Housing 
Authority for a term of 25 years with an option to renew the term for 25 years. 
Domestic water and sanitation facilities are to be provided/constructed by the 
Indian Health Service, U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, etc., etc.) 

Current Use/Taxes and Zoning: 

(Describe current property use and existing improvements, if any, and state the 
amount of annual taxes and the zoning classification.) 

Existing Easements/Encumbrances: 

{Describe the types of easements/encumbrances as shown on the title evidence, 
e.g., the subject real property is subject to the following: an electrical
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distribution line in favor of ____ ; road right of right to the County of 
special assessment levied by the ______ district; Williamson Act 

contract dated between ____ and ______ .) 

Supplemental Data: 

(This ·section is optional but highly recommended for inclusion. You may specify 
any special circumstances that may exist, e.g. , any Memorandum of Understanding 
or other agreements entered into between the Indian applicant and a local utility 
or other service provider or local governmental entity; any special tribal 
ordinance adopted that would be applicable to the subject property. If the 
tribal applicant has its own fire protection services, this type of infonnation 
should also be provided under this section.) 

. 

The purpose for seeking your comments regarding the proposed trust land 
acquisition is to obtain sufficient data that would enable an analysis of the 
potential impact on local/state government which may result from the removal of 
the subject property from the tax roll and local juri�diction. 

This notice does not constitute, or replace, a notice that might be issued for 
the purpose of compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. 

Your written comments should be addressed to the Superintendent (or Director) 
at the address at the top of this notice. Any comments received within thirty 
days of your receipt of this notice will be considered and made a part of our 
record. Copies of all comments will additionally be provided to the 
applicant(s). Questions may be directed to (name of employee) at the foll.owing 
telephone number: ( ) 

Attachments 
Vicinity Map 
Site Hap 
(Specify other attachments) 
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WA�HINGTON 

July 19, 1990 

Memorandum 
:· ·.-,- : -,cco 
.,, ,. .. ..,.,,,, 

Toa 

rroiiu 

subjects 

Assistant 
.
S•c

.
re.t

. 
ary .. • lndl.a!t-'1' �•\r��S/iaJ 

The secretary� . :.· �; "°"'
1
j

Policy for Placib9 Landa 1n Tru•t statua for 
A.1aerican Indians 

J �ave completed. review of the report of the Oepart■ent'• Ad 
· ffC?c Task ror:c:• on Indian Trust Landa and your reco-•ndation,

and I am dir.•cttn9 th• followln9 •�tlona .be taken.

It shall be.ihe policy of the Department of the Interior in
acquiring la'nds ln trust status: for American Indians, located
either wlthln or contiguous to ·the tribal reservation'•
e·xterior boundaries, to review such acquisition requests ln
light of the presently exis�in9 Butea� re9ulations found in 25 •
cra_1s1.10. The Secretarial review �f th••• acquisition
requests shall _be dele9ated to the respective Area ·otrectors.

For off-reservation �cqulsition 
� contiguous to the reservation), 

each request on its own merits.

fol lowin9 criteria: 

requests ( other than ·lands 
th• policy shall be to consider 

These requests shall meet the 

1. All ex!stin9 land acquisition �egulations found ln
25 era 1s1.101 1-•·•

a) The existe.nc:e t:>f statutory authority for: th•
acquisitlon �nd any llil.ltations contained iii
such authorit:y;, •·

bJ Tb• n,ed of the tribe for. additional land; 

c) The purRose for whic:IJ the ,land v111· be used;

d) · If. the land to be· acquired is in unrestricted
fee status, the impact on the State and !ts
political subdivisions resulting from the 
removal of. th• land fro■ tax rolls, 

e) Jurisdictional problems and potential
conflicts of land use which may arise,

I 
I 

,f.r.:··•;;:o 
TH£ SEC IUTA IU' o, TH I IN TCIIIOII :•.'; :: ,!' ,' & iAf;'S 
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f) If th• land to bt acquired l• In f•• atatu•,
wheth•r the Bureau of Indian Affair• 11
equipped to dl1char91 the additional
re1ponalbllltle1 r11ultln9 froa th•
acqulaition of th• land la tru1t 1tatu1.

2. The prorerty 1• free of all hazardou1 and toalc
materla <•• required ln 102 DN 2). 

3. Trust land to be acquired i1 located vlthln the
state• ln which a tribe or band presently ovn1 trust
land. In 9e111ra1, •• the dlatance from tb• trust or
re1ervatJ.on land baa• 1ncr1a1e1, the tribe v111 be
required to justify 9r11t1r econo■!c benefit froa
the acquisition •.

4. In consultation with local, city, county, and •tat• 
governments, an effort must be ■ade by the tribe to
resolve posalble confllcta over -taxation, 11onln9 and
jurlsdlction. J.f the acquisitloa .11 opposed or
raises unresolved concerns fro■ the 9ove.tnment1, the•
proposal will automatically be referred to the.
Assistant Secr.etary for Indian Affairs for revlev
and approval�disapproval.

s. The tribe shall provide an econo■lc development plan
specifyin9 the proposed uses for the trust land with
a cost/benefit analysi1 of· the proposal.

,. Application• for trust land located within aa 
urbani1ed, and prlaarlly non-Indian, co1111unlty must 
demonstrate that trust status ls essential for the 
plan�ed use of the prope.rtr and the economic 
benefits to be realized from said property. 

7. Actnovledfment that, after consideration of all 
local ord n4ncea. including (but not limited to) fire
safety, building codes, health codes, and zonin9 
requJreaent1, the tribe will adopt standard• that
provide at least compa.rable safe9uards1 

In addition to the· requirements listed above, all request• to
acquire land in trust for gaming purposes will: 

1. Be ln compliance with the Indian Gamln9 Jtegulatory
Act (P.L. 100-497);

2. When appropriate, be reviewed by the National Indian
Gaming Commission; . ,

,

3. Approval/disapproval by BIA'• Central Office after
dl1cu••lon vitb the Secretary of the Jaterior,



J 

4. 1nclu1lon of an analysis bf the trlbt or band

1hovln9 that lt explor,d • 1 rea1on1bl• alternatives

(othtr than 9a■1·n9) which would provide equivalent 

ec;.�noalc benefit• fro■ 1ald property, 

s. Inclu1lon of provl1lon1 that th• appropriate portlon

oJ lndlvldual wlnnln91 from 9a■ln9 actlvitl•• will 

bt withheld for taxe1 by the IRS. 

This polley ahall be effective upon appropriate public

notlf.t.catlon a,nd couent. 

CCI solicitor 
Assistant secretary - Polley, Management and Budget




